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The law of subrogation is one of the most important and complex doctrines in the 
law of marine insurance. Controversy and complexity over this doctrine have long 
been discussed in courts and among academic scholars. Common law has created 
some rather unjust and harsh results towards this doctrine, such as Yorkshire v. 
Nisbet as to the surplus of recoveries as the result of currency fluctuation; Napier v. 
Hunter as to the 'top down' recovery rule; Simpson v. Thomson as to rights against 
vessel in the same ownership. The thesis which is primarily based on the English 
law is attempted to tackle the legal problems in application of the doctrine in the 
law of marine insurance. Comparative study of this doctrine has been carried out 
and proposals to reform this law were also submitted in the thesis. 

The problems exist in the law of subrogation, inter alia, the basis of subrogation 
rights; the mechanics of taking over the rights and remedies of the person who has 
been paid; the distribution of recovery when the payment has not satisfied all the 
loss of the assured; the legal issue when the payment is not made under legal 
obligation by the insurer or by a third party; limitation, loss of rights and the 
defences available to the third party. 

Chapter I is a brief introduction. Chapter II is the general consideration of 
doctrine of subrogation. In the third chapter, basis of subrogation was explored, 
which was debated for many years until the decision of the House of Lords in 
Napier v. Hunter. In Chapter IV, the exercise of subrogation rights was discussed, 
in particular, when does the insurer remain dominus litis? In Chapter V, a thorough 
analysis of the distribution of recoveries under various kinds of policies and proper 
allocation of subrogation recovery is proposed; Chapter VI is an attempt to solve 
the legal problem of voluntary payments which relate to the insurer's subrogation 
rights. In Chapter VII, extent of subrogation rights was examined, and limitation 
of the doctrine was fully discussed. In Chapter VIII, when subrogation rights are 
lost and defences available to the third party was discussed. In Chapter IX, a full 
study of the doctrine of subrogation and its relation to abandonment, assignment 
and contribution was examined. Chapter X is a comparative study of the doctrine 
under U.S. and Chinese Law, particularly, the legal problems under Chinese law in 
comparison to English law. In the final Chapter, the conclusion was summarised 
and the future of subrogation was also discussed. 
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Chapter I Introduction 

An insurance contract is said to be a contract of indemnity.' If an insured loss 

has occurred, the insured has the entitlement of recovering the loss from two 

sources, i.e. from the insurer under the insurance contract and from the third 

party wrongdoer either in tort or in contract. Clearly, the assured in a risk may 

be overcompensated. This has been suggested to be unjust enrichment at the 

expense of the insurer.^ To prevent the insured from "taking with both hands", 

common law rule confers upon the insurer the right to recoup from the insured 

any overcompensation.^ "If he has a means of diminishing the loss, the result of 

the use of those means belongs to the underwriters and if he does diminish the 

loss, he must account for the diminution to the underwriters".'* The right is 

commonly known as "subrogation". As the common law does not allow 

assignment of a bare chose in action,^ the intervention of subrogation is thus "a 

convenient way of describing the transfer of rights from one person to another, 

without assignment or assent of the person from whom the rights are 

transferred"® and without against the doctrine of privity of contract. There has 

the dictum showing "it (subrogation) was derived by our English Courts from 

' Except life and personal accident insurance as they are contracts upon payment on contingent 

events and not on indemnity. It has been argued that hospital and medical expenses have the 

indemnity features. 

^ Goff and Jones, The Law of Restitution, 4th ed. p l2-16 . 

^ Charles Mitchell suggested t h a t " it is best understood as a restitutionary remedy: the cases in 

which subrogation has been awarded to date can all be explained in restitutionary terms, and the 

award of subrogation in the future should be guided by reference to the principle of unjust 

enrichment. (Mitchell, The Law of Subrogation, 1994 at p4.) However, Lord Diplock regarded 

it as "having its origin at common law in the implied terms of contract". (Hobbs v. Marbwe, 

[1978] AC 16. at 39). 

Castellam v, Preston , (1883) 1 1 QB 380 at 401, per Bowen L.J. 

' Before Judicature Act 1873 which was re-enacted as Law of Property Act 1925, the chose of 

action was not assignable as contrary to the principle of maintenance and champerty. 

Orakpo v. Manson, [1978] AC 95, per Lord Diplock at 104. 



Roman law"/ The word literally means "substitution",® however, in the context 

of insurance law, the doctrine is far more than its original meanings and the 

complex and controversy over this doctrine has long been discussed either in 

courts or in the academic papers. 

Common law position as to the doctrine of subrogation, as stated by Brett L.J. 

in Cagfg/Zam v. f i s that, as between the insurer and the assured, "the 

underwriter is entitled to every advantage of the assured, whether such consists 

of contract, fulfilled or unfulfilled, or in remedy for tort capable of being 

insisted on or already insisted on, or in any other right whether by way of 

condition or otherwise, legal or equitable, which can be, or has been exercised 

or has accrued...by exercise or acquiring of which right or condition the loss 

against which the assured can be, or has been diminished."^° It seems that the 

insurer is entitled to every benefits of the assured whether in contract or in tort 

which comes into his hands in diminution of loss occurred. However, it was 

held that the insurer has no subrogation right for a gift which is paid to benefit 

the assured solely without any legal liability, and yet, it is open to doubt that 

the insurer is entitled to recoup any advantage of the assured in case of 

anything coming into his hands which has no relevance to the loss of the 

subject-matter insured.'^ The dictum by Brett L.J in Castellain v. Preston 

somewhat widened the insurer's entitlement in subrogation and thus misleads, 

as it is apparent that exercising subrogation rights are subject to contractual 

limitations.'^ The insurer can have no better rights than those possessed by the 

assured. Thus, if the assured could not himself enforce the right against the third 

^ Vo/ZM V. Mofor, [1922] 2 KB 249, per McCardie J. at 252. 

^ Black's Law Dictionary, 7th Ed. p l427 . 

\ 1 8 8 3 ) 11 QBD380. 

'"ibid, at 388. See also; Biirnand v. Rodocanachi (1882) 7 App. Cas. 333 at 339, per Lord 

Blackburn; Darrell v. Tibbitts (1880) 5 QBD 560; H. Cousins v. D & C Carriers, [1971] 2 QB 

230. 

^^Burnand v. Rodocanachi (1882) 7 App. Cas. 333. 

'"As the case in Castellain v.Preston, supra. Full arguments discussed in Chapter VII 2. 

See Chapter VII. 



party wrongdoers, the insurer will not bring the subrogation actions against 

them either. Moreover, subrogation right may be waived by the insurer by an 

express or an implied term in the contract which may deprive the insurer of 

exercising the right/ 

Argument over the basis of subrogation ended in the House of Lords in 

Napier v. Hunter J ^ Equitable doctrine thus regains its prominence. Based on 

this principle, subrogation is suggested to be "a mean to an end and not a right 

itself, it is either a piece of machinery which enables equity to make use of the 

common law to vindicate an equitable right or it is a concept (and no more), a 

fiction from the realm of 'as if which only serves to define the nature and 

extent of an equitable r i g h t s . U n d e r the common law, the insurer vests no 

cause of action against the third parties wrongdoers unless there is a valid legal 

assignment from the assured. However, equity can be used to compel the 

insured to lend the "shoe" for the insurer to "stand in" if the assured refuses to 

do so. 

The difficult issue has always arisen when the indemnity under the contract of 

insurance has not been able to fully compensate the assured's losses and it 

therefore gives rise to conflicting interests as between the insurer and the 

insured for the allocation of recoveries from the third party. Chapter V. will 

attempt to tackle this problem. 

Also, it was well settled that the assured shall be fully indemnified before the 

insurer is entitled to be subrogated.'^ The question is whether he shall be fully 

indemnified under the policy terms or must be fully compensated of loss even 

See Chapter VIII. 

n 9 9 3 ] 1 A L L ER 385. 

James, The Fallacies of Simpson v. Thomson, Modem Law Rev. 1971 at p l 5 1 . 

' ' Under the Law of Property Act 1925 S.136. 

John V. Motor, [1922] 2 KB as per McCardie J at 255; City v. Evans, (1912) 91 L.J. KB 379 

Scrutton L.J at 385; Scottish v. Davis [1970] 1 Lloyd's Rep. 1. 



the shortfall remains in the deductible or excess. It is clear f rom the authority 

that the assured would remain dominus litis in the case of underinsurance.'^ 

However, as inferred from Napier v. Hunter, the courts would not regard the 

contract of insurance with an excess or deductible clause as underinsurance, and 

thus it would be probably sufficient for the courts to award a subrogation right 

as long as the assured has been fully indemnified under the policy and the 

insurer would meanwhile remain dominus litis. Any agreement compromising 

the third party's liability by the assured is undoubtedly binding on the insurer, in 

which case the assured may face liability either on an express clause or an 

implied term on the contract which prohibiting the infringement of the insurer's 

subrogation r i g h t s . I n case of partial indemnity, the assured may similarly 

prejudice the insurer's subrogation rights by compromising with the third party 

wrongdoers without bona fide considering the whole interests of both the 

insurer and the assured though the assured remains dominus litis. 

Already, as far as the law of marine insurance is concerned, English law has 

codified the doctrine of subrogation in Section 79 of Marine Insurance Act 1906 

which confers upon the insurer "all rights and remedies of the assured in and in 

respect of the subject-matter", very different from the doctrine of abandonment 

which confines the insurer to take "all the proprietary rights incidental 

thereto".^' Legal subrogation, that is the subrogation arising by operation of law 

as a remedy awarded by the legislature and the courts, is what the thesis is 

primarily concerned. However, subrogation can also arise by an express term in 

contract of insurance or a subrogation agreement. This is known as conventional 

or contractual subrogation. Contractual subrogation may modify the effect of 

subrogation at common law.̂ ^ The law of subrogation varies from country to 

" Commercial v. Lister, (1874) L.R. 9 Ch. App. 483. 

See further Chapter VIII. 

A detailed discussion of the distinction between these two doctrines could be seen in Chapter 

IX. 

J. Birds, ''Contractual Subrogation in Insurance Law", JBL, 1979. 



country and a comparative study among other common law countries as well as 

China may serve to improve the understanding of the doctrine. 

Future subrogation has been debated among scholars and insurance industry. 

The insurers using the subrogation as cost saver have at the same time borne the 

subrogation liabilities, where almost all the third party liability has been 

insured. And thus some insurers have seemed reluctant to use the subrogation 

right as it would somewhat make the insurance even more expensive.^'^ 

However, the subrogation is designed to prevent the insured from unjust 

enrichment, and if the law of subrogation had not existed, it would be a harsh 

result against negligent behaviour. 

See Chapter X. 

Among UK motor insurers, there is a "knock for knock" agreement for not using the mutual 

subrogation rights. 

"^Full arguments in final Chapter. 



Chapter 11 General Consideration of Subrogation 

1. Meaning of subrogation 

Subrogation means literally the substitution of one person in the place of another 

with reference to a lawful claim, demand or right, so that he who is substituted 

succeeds to the rights of the other in relation to the debt or claim, and its rights, 

remedies, or securities/^ Subrogation or principles analogous to it have been 

applied in at least seven areas:̂ ^ (1) vendor's lien, (b) payment out of prior 

securities, (c) indemnity insurance, (d) guarantee (e) executors and receivers 

carrying on ultra vires business, (f) unauthorised or unenforceable borrowings by 

married women, infants, partners and companies and (g) marshalling. The term is 

derived from two Latui words: sub, meaning "under", and rogare, meaning "to 

ask". Thus, subrogation means "asking (for a payment) under another name".^^ In 

the context of insurance law, where an insurer has made a payment to the assured 

under the policy terms, he is entitled to stand in the assured's shoes to the extent 

of acquiring all the rights and remedies, so far as the assured has been 

indemnified, which he may have possessed against the third parties wrongdoers. 

It has been argued that the doctrine of subrogation was derived by English 

courts from the system of Roman law^^ and was intended as a restatement of the 

common law which did not draw any distinction between marine insurance and 

non-marine insurance pol ic ies .Rights of subrogation may be also conferred by 

contract and it is also possible for two parties to form a contract to exclude or 

Black's Law Dictionaty, 7th Edition p. 1427. 

Meagher Gummow and Lehane, Equity doctrines and Remedies, 7th Ed., 1984. 

D Hansell, Introduction to Insurance, 1996, p.203. 

V. Mofor [1922] 2 KB 249 

•'" Burnandv. Rodocanachi at 339, per Lord Blackburn; H. Cousins v. D & C. Carriers at 

244, per Davies L J.; Pages V, Sco«/5/; at 575, per Scutton L. J . ; v . MaWowe at 39, 

per Lord Diplock. 



modify the application of subrogation arising by operation of law to their 

relation/' 

2. Subrogation is a corollary of indemnity 

It is well settled law that subrogation is a corollary of the principle of indemnity 

as it precludes the assured from recovering from two sources in respect of the 

same loss and is ancillary only to indemnity contract.^^ Comprehensive 

illustration could be seen in an earlier leading case of Castellain v. Preston^ in 

which a vendor insured his house which was damaged by fire during negotiations 

for its sale. The fire occurred between the date of contract and completion of the 

sale. The vendor was paid by the insurer but subsequently received the full 

purchase price from the purchaser without any abatement for the fire damage. The 

insurer was held to be entitled to the purchase price. As stated by Bo wen L.J. that: 

"What is the principle which must be applied? It is a corollary of great law of 

mcfemMzYy, TTzaf a peT-jOM w/zo w/f Aef fo recoverybr 

and is paid by the insurers as for a total loss, cannot take with both hands. If 

he has a means of diminishing the loss, the result of the use of those means 

the diminution to the underwriters. 

In the same case, Brett L.J. put very clearly the point that the contract of 

insurance is a contract of indemnity only, as he said : 

Orakpo v. Manson [1978] A.C. 95, at 112 per Lord Edmund-Davis; J. Birds, "Contractual 

Subrogation in Insurance" [1979] J.B.L. 124. 

John V. Motor, [1922] 2KB at 256 per McCardie L.J; Burnand v. Rodocanachi, (1882)7 

App. Cas. at 339 per Blackburn L.J. 

" ( 1 8 8 3 ) 11 QB 380. 

Ibid, at 401. 



"TTze vg/y my qpmfoM, q/" eve/]/ rw/g w/zzcA Aaf 6ggM ap;pZzgcf fo 

ZMJŵ aMcg Zaw Mame/y, f/zg coM^acf q / z/wz/raMce coMfamgc^ /» a 

/MarzMg o/'yzrg jPoZzcy ii' a coM^acf q/̂ /Wg/»Mz(y, ancf q/̂ MCifg/MMZfy oM/y, fAaf 

/̂zzâ  COMO acf MgOMj' fAg ô iyMrgd̂  m caA'e q/^a agazMJ/ ivAzc/z f/zg ̂ oZzcy Aa^ 

6ggM macfg, /̂za/Z 6g _/w/^ zWe/MMz/?gc( Awf f/za/Z Mgver 6e /Morg fAan _)̂ /(y 

indemnified. That is the fundamental principle of insurance, and if ever a 

proposition is brought forward which is at variance with it, that is to say, which 

gzf/zgr wz7/ ̂ /-gygM^ f/zg o j ^ z ^ r g c / o A f a z n m g ama^g/MMZfy, or w/zzc/z wzZZ gzvg 

fo r/zg a^jz^reo^ more /̂zaM a ^u// z/%fg/MMẑ , f/zaf ^rqpoJzfzoM TMZ/j'f cgrfamZy 6g 

)j 35 

This proposition was also cited in an earlier case Simpson v. Thomson^^ where 

Lord Cairns referred the right of insurer after payment as that: 

" ^ g r e o/7g /zay agrgg^^ zw^/»Mz^ a»o//zgr /zg OM //zg 

indemnity, be entitled to succeed to all the ways and means by which the person 

indemnified might have protected himself against or reimbursed himself for the 

Zo.y& " 

Also in Burnand v. Rodocanachi^^ Lord Blackburn explained the rights as an 

equity which entitles the insurer to recoup the money which he has paid. 

"The general rule of law is, that where there is a contract of indemnity, and 

loss reduces or diminishes the amount which the indemnifier is bound to pay; and 

if the indemnifier has already paid it, then, if anything which diminishes the loss 

comes into the hands of the persons to whom he has paid it, it becomes an equity 

Ibid, at 386. 

36 (1877)3 App. Cas. 279. 

Ibid, at 284. 

^ \ 1 8 8 2 ) 7 App Cas 333. 



f/zaf f/zg wAo Aoj aZreacf)/ j7az(f /̂ze _^Z/ mc/g/MMZfy zj' gMfzf/gcf ô 6g recowpg^f 

6)/ /zavmg a/»ouMf 6ac t 

The principle of indemnity entitles the insurer to take any advantage which may 

be received by or come to the hands of the assured in diminution of the loss, and it 

prevents the assured from recovering more than a full indemnity. However, the 

insurers can never retain more than they have paid/° 

Subrogation does not apply to life insurance as it is not indemnity contract and 

arguably applies to personal accident insurance. Likewise, if there is a p.p.i policy, 

the insurer is not entitled to subrogation as such contract is not a contract of 

indemnity at 

3. Simple & Reviving subrogation 

Charles Mitchelf^ suggested that subrogation could be analysed to fall into a 

distinctive fact-pattern, within which it is possible to distinguish one set of 

circumstances in which the award of "simple subrogation" may be appropriate, 

and another where the award of "reviving subrogation" may be called for. The 

strongest illustration of "simple subrogation" is to be found in insurance law. 

When an insurer ("S", it stands "Subrogee") pays its insured ("RH", it stands 

"Right holder") in respect of an insured loss under a contract of indemnity 

insurance, this payment does not extinguish the assured's right of action against a 

third-party tortfeasor ("PL", it stands "Person liable"). The courts have held that, 

under a contract of indemnity insurance, the assured should never be more than 

fully indemnified for his loss, which principle would be reached were the insured 

permitted to recover in respect of his loss from both his insurer and the third party. 

Ibid, at 339. 

Yorkshire v. Nisbet, [1962] 2 QB 330; L. Lucas Ltd v. Export Credit [1973] 1 WLR 914. 

VoAM V. Mo/or [1922] 2 KB 249. 

The Law of Subrogation, LMCLQ 1994. 



To prevent this, the insurer is entitled on indemnifying the insured to be 

subrogated to the assured's position vis-a-vis the third party tortfeasor. It should 

be noted that an insurer must bring any subrogated action in the name of the 

insured— he can not purport to pursue the assured's right in his own name after he 

has taken them over by "simple subrogation". This denotes the fact that the 

assured's rights continue to vest in him even after he has received a payment from 

the insurer in respect of the insured loss, and that the insurer may pursue them 

only by dint of being substituted to the assured's position. By contrast, "reviving 

subrogation" arises in the following circumstances. As in the model for "simple 

subrogation" expounded above, a right-holder "RH" receives a payment which 

puts him in the position in which he would have been, had "PL", the party 

primarily liable towards "RH", performed his obligation. Unlike the situation 

giving rise to "simple subrogation", however, in this instance the payment which 

"RH" receives also actually discharges "PL"'s obligations towards "RH". Thus, 

"RH" both receives that to which he is entitled and lost his entitlement to sue for 

it. In this situation, "S" is the third party at whose expense "PL"'s obligation is 

discharged. "S" may have discharged "PL"'s obligation himself, by making a 

payment in respect of it directly to "RH". Alternatively, "S" may have advanced 

money to "PL". However, in some circumstances, the courts have thought it 

desirable to characterise "S"'s right of recovery from "PL" not as a direct right of 

"S'"s own, but rather as a right acquired by subrogating "S" to "RH'"s position 

vis-a-vis "PL". The problem that "RH"'s right has been extinguished, and that 

there is therefore nothing left for "S" to take over, is overcome by the courts' 

saying that "RH'"s right is fictional revived for "PL" to take advantage of it. 

According to Mitchell's classification, the primary difference between simple 

and reviving subrogation lies on whether the payment from "S" discharges the 

rights of "RH" for suing the "PL". If so, then "S" could sue the "PL" in his own 

name, otherwise, the "RH"'s right against "PL" has not been extinguished even if 

"S" has made the payment to him under the simple subrogation and "S" is 

subrogated to "RH"'s position the third party "PL". It should be noted 

that "S" cannot pursue "RH'"s right in his own name after he has taken them over 

10 



by simple subrogation as the rights against the "PL" still vests in the "RH". In 

term of law of insurance, it falls into pattern of simple subrogation in which the 

insurer's payment does not discharge the obligation of third party wrongdoer 

owed to the assured and the assured could be able to pursue third party even after 

he has been indemnified however hold all the remedies on trust for the insurer. 

4. When the right of subrogation arises 

It has been well established that the right of subrogation arises once the insured 

has been indemnified. In Simpson v. Thomson^ Lord Blackburn, after reviewing 

the reasoning of Manson v. Sainsbury '^and Yates v. Whyte,^^ pointed out'*^ that 

"the right of the underwriters could not arise in those case by relation back to 

the passing of the property. It could only arise, and did only, from the fact that 

the underwriters had paid an indemnity, and so were subrogated for the person 

whom they had indemnified in his personal rights from the time of the payment 

of the indemnity." Further in Darrell v. Tibbitts^'' Brett J observed'^^ that "the 

doctrine is well established that where some thing is insured against loss, either 

in a marine or fire policy, after the assured has been paid by the insurer for the 

loss, the insurers are put into the place of the assured with regard to every right 

given to him by the law respecting the subject-matter insured". The learned 

judge reiterated the proposition in Castellain v. Preston^ and added that "he 

(the insurer) can not be subrogated into a right of action until he has paid the 

sum to the assured and made good the loss." 

'^'Simpson v. Thomas (1877) 3 App. Cas. 279. 

3 Douglas's Rep. 61. 

4 Bing. N.C. 272. 

Ibid at 293. 

^ \ 1 8 8 0 ) 5 Q B D 5 6 0 . 

Ibid, at 563. 

"^(1883) 11 Q B D 3 8 0 at389. 
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The best illustration of this proposition can be seen in Page v. Scottish, where 

the defendant insurers of a car claimed to be subrogated to the rights of their 

assured against the plaintiff who had damaged the car by careless driving. A third 

party involved in the accident had a claim against the assured for damages for 

injury to her car and the defendants at first instance denied that they were liable to 

their assured to pay this claim under the policy. Meanwhile, they asked the 

plaintiff to repair the car and when he sued for the cost of the repair, the 

defendants instituted an action against him in the name of the assured for the loss 

arising from the accident. The actions were consolidated and the insurers claimed 

to set off the damages, to which their assured was entitled, against the plaintiffs 

claim. Since the insurers were still denying liability under their policy with the 

assured when they issued their writ against the plaintiff, the Court of Appear held 

that no rights of subrogation had arisen as they had not paid to the assured the 

losses and the writ had therefore been issued without the authority of the assured. 

In Scrutton L.J's words 

"The underwriter has no right to subrogation unless and until he has fully 

indemnified the insured under the policy. " 

Further in Scottish v. Davis^^ the defendant assured's damaged car was handed 

to a garage for repair with the consent of the plaintiS' insurers. After three attempts 

at repair by the garage, the insured was not satisfied with their work and took the 

car elsewhere. The garage nonetheless sent their bill to the insurers who paid it 

without getting a satisfaction note signed by the assured. Latter the assured then 

recovered compensation from the party originally responsible for the damage and 

used this money to have his car properly repaired. The insurers claimed the latter 

sum, but the court of Appeal had no difficulty in rejecting their claim. Russell L. 

J said that: 

^"(1929) 140 L.T. 571. 

at 578. 

" [1970] 1 Lloyd's Rep. 1. 
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"foM Aovg a A-zgAf fo .yz/Arogaz'zoM m a cafg Zz^ wAgn )/ow Am;e 

fAg aĵ j'wrg6( o»g fAmg fAaf ^ ĝ wffg ̂ /am /j' f/zaf fAg f^iywrgrj /zoryg 

Mgygr (foMg f/zar. " 

However, it is submitted that the right may exist as a contingent right when the 

contract of insurance is made and only after the insurer has indemnified the 

assured then can he exercise the subrogation right.̂ "^ This proposition was based 

on the case in the Court of Appeal in Boag v. Standarcf^ where cargo owners had 

insured their cargo with Standard Marine for £685. However, due to market 

fluctuations, the net value of the cargo increased to £900, and the owner insured 

this increase in value with Lloyd's underwriter. The cargo became total loss, and 

the assured received under both policies. They also received £532 as a general 

average contribution. The question to be decided was whether the increased value 

underwriters had an equity in it for an amount proportional to their share of the 

total insurance coverage. It was held that Standard Marine obtained a right of 

subrogation when its policy was effected, and that its rights could not be altered 

by any later policy entered into by the assured. Lord Wright described the right 

which an insurer obtains when the contract of indemnity is effected as a 

contingent right: 

"The result is, that is an integral condition of this policy that the Standard 

Marine Co. has a contingent right of subrogation which attaches and vests in 

them at the moment when the policy is effected. It is contingent in the sense that 

f/zg ^fafg q / »gvgr arzfg, f/zg coM/z»ge»f rzg/zf zf f/zgrg, 

a W /zgrg f/zg coMfzMgg/zcy /zay arzjgM, f/zg rz'g/zf vgf̂ g f̂ o j a coMfmggMcy /zaf 

6gcomg a/z g^^cfzvg rzg/zf." ^ 

Ibid, at 5. 

Derham, Subrogation in the law of insurance, 1986, p49-50. 

[1937] 2 KB 113. 

Ibid, at 122. 
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It may be argued that the case is concerned with layer insurance. It seems both 

insurers have the right of subrogation and general average contribution should be 

apportioned among them in proportion to their insured value. If the insurer has 

part of coverage of subject matter and the other insurer later insured the other part 

of coverage, can it be said that the latter one has no subrogation right? In writer's 

view, both insurers have the joint subrogation right. In fact, the rule of Boag has 

been modified by an increased value clause, for example, in the Institute Cargo 

Clause 1/1/82, which clause 14 provides that: 

14.1 If any increased value insurance is effected by the assured on the cargo 

insured herein the agreed value of the cargo shall be deemed to be increased to 

the total amount insured under this insurance and all increased value insurance 

covering the loss, and liability under this insurance shall be in such proportion as 

the sum insured herein bears to such total amount insured. 

In the event of claim the assured shall provide the underwriters with evidence of 

the amounts insured under all other insurance. 

14.2 Where this insurance is on increased value the following clause shall 

Wwg q/" fAg cargo f/za// 6g (/ggmgc^ fo 6g fo /̂Ag foW 

amoimt insured under the primary insurance and all increased value insurance 

covering loss and effected on the cargo by the assured, and liability under this 

insurance shall be in such proportions the sum insured herein bears to such total 

amount insured. 

In the event of claim the assured shall provide the underwriters with evidence of 

fAg iMfwrgâ  WM̂ fgr a// ofAgr zMJi/mmcg. 

Nevertheless, it is purely academic to distinguish whether the right arise when 

the contract is effected or after payment as the right could not be exercised unless 

the insurer has paid the assured's loss and this has been embodied in the Marine 

Insurance Act in s.79 which clearly stipulates that "where the insurer pays for a 

14 



total loss, either of whole, or in the case of goods of any apportionable part, of the 

subject-matter insured, he thereupon becomes entitled to However, in the 

contract of insurance, an express clause of subrogation may modify the doctrine 

operated by law and give the insurer the subrogation right before the insured has 

been indemnified."' 

5. The four categories of subrogation rights 

It is been suggested that the rights conferred upon the insurer by virtue of the 

doctrine of subrogation may encompass four contexts, i.e. contract; tort; statutory 

rights and property. 

Subrogation rights extend to contract^^ if the contract in question imposes on a 

third person the obligation of making compensation to the assured in respect of 

the loss, the benefit of the obligation clearly passes to the insurers. Thus, where 

the goods insured are lost or destroyed in the hands of a bailee, e.g. a carrier, the 

insurers may sue the bailee on the contract of bailment. However, the doctrine of 

subrogation is not confined to contracts imposing the obligation of making good 

the loss, the insurer is entitled to be subrogated to any contract rights possessed by 

the assured which will diminish or extinguish the loss. "It extends to any contract 

relating to the subject-matter of insurance, which entitles the assured to be put by 

the other contracting party into as good a position as if the loss insured against had 

not happened".®^ "It is immaterial that the contract which is sought to be enforced 

is not a contract, either directly or indirectly, for the preservation of the property 

insured, and that the contract of insurance is a collateral contract wholly distinct 

from it, since the loss is, in fact, lessened by its fulfilment and affected by its 

See: John Birds, ''Contractual Subrogation in Insurance Law" [1979] J.B.L p l24 , 

Ivamy, General Principles of Insurance Law, 6th ed. p.498. 

Darrg// v. 7/66///.; (1880) 5 QBD 560; v. Trovg/Zgra (1893) 9 TLR 221. 

Castellain v. Preston, supra, per Brett LJ at 390,392. 
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nonflilfilment".®^ It is arguable that the insurer is entitled to be subrogated to such 

contractual rights as they may immaterial to the loss though in respect of the 

subject-matter insured. Whether or not a loss occurred does not affect the right of 

the assured to enjoy his contractual rights.^^ However, there may exist a benefit 

of insurance for the third party or a subrogation immunity clause in such contract, 

thus, the insurer's right to subrogation is not enforceable. It is, however, possible 

for the insurer to deny liability on the grounds of the duty of utmost good faith as 

the assured has not disclosed to the insurer those terms in the contract.®^ 

Likewise, the insurer may be subrogated to the claims of assured against the third 

party tortfeasor if the third party tortfeasor is responsible for the loss.^ In a case 

of collision between two vessels, the insurer of one vessel, after paying the 

assured the vessel's loss, may sue in tort against the other vessel if it is to blame. 

In some circumstances, under statute, the assured may be able to recover the 

whole or part of his loss, the insurer is accordingly entitled to succeed such 

benefits after payment. For example, under the Riot (Damage) Act 1886, the local 

police authorities are responsible for peace and order within their jurisdiction. 

Where riot damage has been caused within the scope of the Act, an insurer who 

makes payment in respect of such damage has a right of subrogation against the 

police. 

In the event of a total loss, the assured cannot claim both to receive from the 

insurers a full indemnity for his loss and to retain the remains of subject matter, 

since he would thus be more than fully indemnified. It is, therefore, for the 

assured on receiving the payment in full, to hand over to the insurers the 

Castellain v. Preston, supra, per Bowen LJ at 404. 

Full arguments discussed in Chapter VII 2. 

" See Chapter VIII 3. 

^ Lister v. Romford[\951] AC 555; Assicaraziono v. Empress [1907] 2 K B 814. 
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salvage.^' However, it is arguable that salvage rights are those by way of 

subrogation as the doctrine deals only with the rights possessed by the assured 

against the third parties and the salvage is not a right against the third party. 

Salvage is primarily a matter of salvage of physical things remaining after the 

assured has been paid for a total loss; subrogation, by contrast, is concerned 

primarily with the legal rights of the assured against third party. 

6. Subrogation in the law of marine insurance 

As far as marine insurance is concerned, s.79 of Marine Insurance Act 1906 

]3%nddes: 

(1) Where the insurer pays for a total loss, either of the whole, or in the case of 

becomes entitled to take over the interest of the assured in whatever may remain 

of the subject-matter so paid for, and he is thereby subrogated to all the rights 

aMcf q/" f/zg cMfwrgf/ m m rgjpgcf q/" f/zarf fw^'gcf-ma^fgr ay fAg 

fzmg q/f/7g c o f c a w j m g fAg Zoff; 

(2) Subject to the foregoing provisions, where the insurer pays for a partial loss, 

he acquires no title to the subject-matter insured as from the time of the casualty 

causing the loss, in so far as the assured has been indemnified, according to this 

p q y m g M f f / z g Zogg. 

The Act draws a clear distinction between cases where an underwriter has paid 

for a total loss and cases where he has paid only for a partial loss. In the former, 

the underwriter on payment is subrogated to all the rights and remedies of the 

Rankin v. Po/fer (1873) LR 6 HL 83, as per Blackburn J, at 118: " There is no notice of 

abandonment in cases of fire insurance, but the salvage is transferred on the principle of equity 

expressed by Lord Hardwicke in Randal v. Cockran (1748) 1 Ven Sen 98 that the person who 

originally sustains the loss was the owner, but after satisfaction made to him the insurer." 
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assured in respect of the subject-matter insured, and is entitled to take over and 

obtain a proprietary or salvage right 'in whatever may remain of the subject-

matter so paid for', while in cases of partial loss, the right extends only so far as 

the assured has been indemnified and do not includes salvage rights. However, 

though subrogation is closely related to the doctrine of abandonment and 

assignment,^® it is still distinguishable from these doctrines. In case of 

abandonment and assignment, the insurer is entitled to retain all the remedies in 

respect of which the assured's right against the third party and may be more than 

they have paid. Subrogation is also closely related to the concept of salvage. 

Salvage is primarily a matter of salvage of physical things remaining after the 

assured has been paid for a total loss; subrogation, by contrast, is concerned 

primarily with the legal rights of the assured against third party. 

Arnould's Law of Marine Insurance and Average, 16th Ed. para.1300,1301. See also, s.63 of 

MIA. Further discussion see Chapter IV. 
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Chapter III Disputed basis of subrogation 

The origin of subrogation has long been disputed in courts. There are two main 

authorities in this respect in the law of insurance. It is submitted by Goff and 

Jones^^ that subrogation is a remedy, rather than a right, which is designed to 

prevent the unjust enrichment of the insured at the expense of the insurer. Unjust 

enrichment is, simply, the name which is commonly given to the principle of 

justice which the law recognises and gives effect to in a wide variety of claims of 

this kind. This is said to be a rule of equity.®^ The notion of equitable doctrine was 

said to derive &om Roman law.̂ ® The second school suggested that it is in fact a 

common law right derived from an implied term in the contract of insurance. 

Distinguishing the nature of subrogation is somewhat important, especially when 

the assured becomes insolvent, the issue is that whether the insurer has the priority 

over the other creditors. Further, if there is an express subrogation agreement, it 

would be difficult for the insurer to seek to assert a right of subrogation based on 

implied term. However, if subrogation is an equitable principle concerned with 

unjust enrichment, there would be less justification for excluding or modifying 

subrogation even given the presence of an express subrogation term.^° In some 

circumstances, once the insurer has paid the assured, an attempt to enforce the 

assured's rights by way of subrogation is in theory open to challenge if the 

wrongdoer can demonstrate that the insurer was not legally liable to the assured 

and that its payment was gratuitous, intentionally or otherwise as for any implied 

term only giving the insurer the right to stand in the assured's shoes can only 

operate where the payment made by the insurer falls within the terms of the 

agreement.^' 

Goff and Jones, f/ze iavi; Fourth Ed., 1993. 

See also: Meagher, Gummow & Lehane, Equity Doctrines and Remedies, para.903. 

Vo/z/7 V. Mofo/-, supra. 

™ Robert M. Merkin, Insurance Contract Law, Issue 30, C4.3-05. 

" However, this was solved in X/>7g v. Victory, it has been inferred that subrogation is 

available where payment is made under avoidable policy or on a risk technically outside the 
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The earliest statement of equitable subrogation doctrine was cited in Randal v. 

a vessel was insured against loss and the insurance company paid the 

amount of insurance when the vessel was captured by Spaniards. The owner of the 

vessel became entitled to share in the prize money from the sale of captured 

Spanish vessels in accordance with a Royal Proclamation. The commission for the 

distribution of the prize money refused to entertain a claim from the insurer. Lord 

Hardwicke held that the insurer "the plainest equity that could be". In Blaauwpot 

V. Da Costa'^^ a ship insured for £1636 was seized by Spaniards and the insurance 

company paid the sum insured. Subsequently prize money amounting to £2050 

18s. 6d. was paid to the executors of one of the former owners of the vessel. The 

executors were ordered to pay the sum of £1636 7s. 3d. to the insurers in 

accordance with the following judgment of the Lord Keeper, Lord Northington: 

"I am of opinion that upon the policy, and the peril happening, and the payment 

of the money by the underwriters, the whole rights of the assured vested in them. 

The assured had this right of restitution vested in them against the Spanish 

w/zzc/z wo.; fAg crowM Zy A-QpnWj. 

/zfzvmg m q/" f W 7 f/zg /?/azMfz^ org 

gMfẑ /ĝ y fo f/zaf 6gM^f; zf rgggzvgcf f/zg g%gc«forf...zM f/zgm. " 

This proposition was further reaffirmed in subsequent cases. Bosanquet J. in 

Yates V. Whyte''^ held that the insured "has the legal right to the damages, and if 

the insurer have an equitable right they will establish in another court". In White v. 

Dobinson,^^ the ship Diana was insured against damage. After a collision the 

insurance. MacGillivray and Parkington suggested that the subrogation would not be allowed 

only where the insurance agreement is void or illegal. See: MacGillivray and Parkington on 

Insurance law, 8th ed. at para. 1152. See further discussion in Chapter VI. 

^^1748) 1 Ves. Sen.97. 

" ( 1 7 5 8 ) 1 Ed. 130 

^'^Ibid. at 131. 

^^(1838)4 Bing. 272. 

^^(1844) 14 Sim. 273. 
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insurers paid £205 in respect of the damage. The owner of the vessel, Hicks, was 

awarded damages of £800 against a defendant who was held liable for the 

collision. Sir Lancelot Shadwell V.- C. granted an injunction restraining the 

insured person Hicks from receiving and the wrongdoer Dobinson from paying 

the sum of £800 in respect of damages without first paying or providing for the 

sum of £205 in respect of which the insurers were entitled to be subrogated. On 

appeal, Lord Lyndhurst L.C. expressed the view that it would be contrary to 

equity if not to award the subrogation right: 

from the insurance office as an indemnity for damage?... If Hicks had received an 

f/zg q/fAg fAg zf c/gor/y /zovg 

been contrary to equity that he should retain that money. Park on Marine 

Insurance [8th ed. (1842) J says, that a contract to insure is one of indemnity only, 

and that the insured shall not receive double compensations for a loss; but in case 

the loss has been paid, and the insured afterwards recovers the amount of 

da7Magg.yaMOf/zer j'oz/rcg, f/zg ZMJwrgr f/za/Z m /zzf fo f/zg gxfgMf //zg 

f/zg}" /zorvg " 

Hick then argued that the plaintiff had no remedy in equity and that his only 

course was an action in a court of law for money had and received. This argument 

was rejected by Lord chancellor: 

"Here the company have paid for a loss, for which the insured afterwards 

obtains full satisfaction, and it is contrary to equity that he should retain the 

moMg)/. TTzg MMcfgrwrifgra: Aorvg a cZazm upon f/zgyuwf owwcfgc^ awcf org gMfzfZg(f in 

j-omg j'/zapg or of/zgr fo rgcovgr f/zg moMg)/ f/zg}" /zm;g " 

^ ( 1 8 4 4 ) 116 L.T.0.S. 233. 
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While Lord Blackburn in Burnand v. Rodocanachi^ stressed that an insurer who 

has indemnified its insured for his loss has "an equity" in anything subsequently 

received by the insured which diminishes that loss. 

There are other authorities supporting the equitable doctrine. In John v. Motor 

McCardie J. referred the right which insurer is subrogated to the assured's claim 

against third party as "a matter of equity", similar opinion was expressed by Wyrm 

Parry L.J. in 

However, Cotton L J. in Darrell v. Tibbitts^^ took a different view of basis of 

subrogation. He considered that the common law was able to apply equitable 

principles in this respect, by regarding the right of subrogation as an implied term 

of the contract. Lord Fitzgerald in Burnand v. Rodocanachi doubted that "the 

plaintiffs equity rests". Doubt about the equitable doctrine was further cited by 

Lord Wright M.R. in Boag v. Standarcf^ where he commented that "the right of 

subrogation which attaches and vests in policy at the moment when it is effected 

is an integral condition of this policy". Likewise, in the same case, Scott L.J 

preferred the view that the insurer has a "contractual right" to any compensation 

coming into the hands of the insured fi-om third p a r t i e s . I t was not until the 

judgement of Diplock J. in Yorkshire v. Nisbet^'^ that the contractual theory of 

subrogation gained its prominence. His Lordship explained what he considered to 

be the relationship of subrogation to both law and equity. 

"The doctrine of subrogation is not restricted to the law of insurance. Although 

often referred to as an "equity" it is not an exclusively equitable doctrine. It was 

(1882) 7 App. Cas. 333 at 339. 

^^[1922] 2 K B . 249 at253. 

^[1957] 1 W.L.R703 at707. 

(1880) 5 QBD 560 at 565. 

^^[1937] 2 KB 113 at 122. 

^Ibkl ^128. 

^"[1962] 2 QB 330. 
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/Ag C07M/M0M Zmv cowr/f m zwuraMce ca^'ej /o»g ^^A-e fAg q / 

Zmy ggwz(y, a/f/zowgA /̂Ag ĵ oM/grj' q/" f/ze com/MOM /aw cowrf^ /Mzg/zf m Jo/Mg 

cGj'gj' /'ggz/frg fo 6g ĵ wp;pZg/MgMfg(f 6y ^Aoj-g q/"a cowr/ q/gg^wzfy ZM orcfgr fo gzvg_/w/Z 

g^c f r/ze <^oc/rmg/^r gxa/?^/g, 6}" co/?^g/Zmg aM ajfwrg^f fo aZZow Az'̂y wamg fo. 

6g ẑ j'gâ  fAg z/iywrg/-/Ag j7w/po^g q/g/^T-cmg Âg GL9ĵ rgcf̂  /"gmgc/zgj agazwf 

/̂ AWj5(7/Y/g^ m rgj^pgcr q/fAg fw^'gcr-zMa/fgr q/"/Ag Zojj... " 

His Lordship then went on to express what he considered to be the nature of 

subrogation right. 

"The expression ^subrogation' in relation to a contract of marine insurance is 

thus no more than a convenient way of referring to those terms which are to be 

z/T̂ Zzgcf m fAg coM/racf Agfwgg/i f/zg aLyfẑ ĝ f ZMĴ rgr fo give Az^zngfj ^ c a c y 

(3/7 agrgg/MgMf w/zgrg^y f/zg (zyfî rgcf m f/zg cayg q/̂  a Zoff agazy«f w/zzcA f/zg 

policy has been made shall be fully indemnified, and never more than fully 

indemnified... In my view the doctrine of subrogation in insurance law requires 

one to imply in contracts of marine insurance only such terms as are necessary to 

gM^Mfg fW, MOfwzr/iyfaMcfzMg fAaf f/zg zwwrg/" /zaiy /Tzaafg a j9(̂ /MgMf fAg 

policy, the assured shall not be entitled to retain, as against the insurer, a greater 

fwm f/zan w/z<3f w w//z/Mafg(y jAown fo 6g Azf acfwa/ ZTzm , c^gr j9(g/mgMf 

6y f/zg zwwrgr q/^a /off f/zaf Zoff, of a rgfw/f q/"aM acf q / a zf rg&fcgd^ 

the insurer can recover from the assured the amount of the reduction because 

that is the amount which he, the insurer, has overpaid under the contract of 

insurance, This sum he can recover at common law without recourse to equity, as 

money had and received... the duty of the assured to take proceedings to reduce 

/zzf /off f/zg co^rg/a/fvg rzg/zf q / f/zg zMfẑ rgr fo rggwzrg Azm fo (/o fo wof a 

coM^mcn/a/ (fzvfy. TTzg rgmgg/y ybr zff 6rgac/z, Ajx C077^g//zMg f/zg offwrgc/ fo a//ow 

a/z ac/zoM fo 6g 6rowg/zf m /zzf na/Mg, waf a/z ggwzfaA/g rg/Mg f̂y m az<̂  q / rzg/z f̂ af 

co/M/MO/7 /aw;, M/i2f a/Zgr/zaZ/vg fo /̂Ag /aw ra/Mg^ q/̂  rgcovg/'mg 

c/a/Maggfybr r/zg Az-gacA q/f/zg c/z/(y.... 

Ibid, at 339-340. 
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In Hobbs v. Marlowe Lord Diplock reiterated the opinion as that: 

"For (ioc/T'mg m rgWzoM fo 

coM/racf:; q / zMjz/mncg <%y Aavmg zYj orzgZM af CO/M/MOM /aw m f/ze z/y /̂zg f̂ ĝrzMj q / 

f/zg coM/racf a/zcf ca/ZzMg f/zg azii q/" a cowrf q / ggzzzz)/ o/zZy w/zgre z/̂ "̂ az^^z/zazy 

y wrẑ /̂zcfzoM waf Mgg(/g<̂  fo cozT^gZ f/zg ayfi/rgc^ fo /g»6f /zzj Mcme fo Aẑ  zMfzzrgz" ybr 

the enforcement of rights and remedies to which his insurer was subrogated. But 

f/zg pmc^zcaZ g^^c/^ q / ̂ /zg (foc/rzMg q/" fzzArogafzoM z/poM f/zg rzg/zfj a W rg/zzĝ /zĝ  q/" 

zz%yzzrgr ancf a^j'zyrgff az-g fzzMz/ar zzz zzzaz^ rgjpgcf:; fo fAg g ^ c f q/" azz g ẑzzfa6Zg 

assignment of a chose in action... 

Lord Diplock's contractual theory was accepted and approved by Widgery L. J. 

in H. Cousins v. D & C. Carriers.^^ Also, in Morris v. Ford^^ James L. J adopted 

Lord Diplock's dictum that the assured's right of subrogation is enforced by the 

courts as a contractual right. 

Further in Orakpo v. Manson^'^ Lord Diplock insisted that the right of 

subrogation is an implied term in the contract, as he said:^^ 

"There is no general doctrine of unjust enrichment recognised in English 

law...[subrogation] embraces more than a single concept in English law. It is a 

convenient way of describing a transfer of rights fi-om one person to another, 

without assignment or assent by the person from whom the rights are transferred 

and which takes place by operation of law in a whole variety of widely different 

circumstances. Some rights by subrogation are contractual in their origin, as in 

^"^[1978] AC 16. 

Ibid, at 39. 

[1971] 2 QB 230. 

^^[1973] QB 792. 

^ [1978] AC 95. 

Ibid, at 104. 
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r/zg coM/rac/j q/zwwmMcg. OfAgrj... arg M MO 6<%ye6/ OM coM/racf 

o ^ g a r /o cZaĵ j'z^ca/fOM gxc^f (ly a» g/?^zncaZ /"gAMeĉ y fo jp̂ -gvgMf a 

/7arff cw/ar q/̂  ŵ y gMrzcA/MgMf." 

This view was reiterated in his brief speech in Hobbs v. Marlowe^^ and was 

agreed to by Lord Elwyn Jones and Lord Salmon. From the House of Lords in 

Hobbs V. Marlowe, the authority is that subrogation in insurance law is a legal 

doctrine by origin. Equity later came to play a useful supporting role in the 

development of the doctrine. Equity's significant performance in that role has 

created the impression that subrogation was an entirely equitable doctrine, but 

equity should not be permitted to upstage the common law in that way. 

However, the view of subrogation, which has become prominent only since it 

was espoused by Lord Diplock, is of doubtful origin in the common law. In 

Morris v. Forcf^ Lord Denning illustrated an equitable ground for compelling an 

uncooperative assured to lend his name to proceedings be taken against the third 

party. 

m)/ qpmzoM, f/zer^rg, f/zzf cayg zf fo 6g fgĵ fg f̂ accor(/zMg fo f/zg pnMC^/gj' q/" 

g^z/z(y. B ^ r g f/zg jM(fzca^wrg f/zg gwgfA'oM 6g.' a cowrf q/"ggzzz(y 

compel Fords (the assured) to allow their name to be used to sue their servant, 

Roberts? Since the Judicature Acts, the question is: is it just and equitable that 

Fords should be compelled to sue, or to lend their name to sue, their own servant, 

Roberts, for damages, so as to make him personally liable? My answer to that is 

emphatic. It is not just and equitable. " 

He rejected the Lord Diplock's dicta in Yorkshire v. Nisbet that subrogation is 

an implied term in the contract. 

^^[1987] AC 16 at 39. 

^^[I973]QB 792. 

^ Ibid, at 801. 
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In a recent case jVapzg/- v. involved an action by Lloyd's names, 

members of ± e Outhwaite syndicate, against the syndicate's managing agents for 

negligence and breach of duty causing aggravated losses, for a dispute arising 

between the Outhwaite names and their stop loss insurers as to their respective 

rights to the settlement money. Lord Templeman, after reviewing the long history 

of the origin of subrogation, especially the proposition of Lord Diplock in 

Yorkshire v. Nisbet, came to the conclusion that: 

"It may be that the common law invented and implied in contracts of insurance a 

6}; f/ig fo fo fAg / w w g r m o » g y f r g c o v g r g ^ / a fAW 

party in respect of the insured loss and a promise by the assured person rights of 

action vested in the assured person against third parties for the recovery of the 

insured loss if the insured person refuses or neglects to enforce those rights of 

action. There must also be implied a promise by the assured person that in 

exercising his rights of action against third parties he will act in good faith for the 

benefit of the assured person so far as he has indemnified the assured person 

against the assured loss. My lord, contractual promises may create equitable 

interests. An express promise by a vendor to convey land on payment of the 

purchase price confers on the purchaser an equitable interest in land. In my 

opinion promises implied in a contract of insurance with regard to rights of 

action vested in the insured person for the recovery of an insured loss from a third 

party responsible for the loss confer on the insurer an equitable interest in those 

rights of action to the extent necessary to recoup the insurer who has indemnified 

In the same case, Lord GofT rejected the defendant's arguments that equity 

simply came to the aid of common law by compelling an assured whose loss has 

been paid to allow the insurer to proceed in his name against a third party 

wrongdoer responsible for the loss, but that "a principle of subrogation was the 

[1993] AC 713. 

^ Ibid, at 736. 
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subject of separate development by courts of equity in a line of authority dating 

from Randal v. Cockran, which was decided before Lord Mansfield was 

appointed Chief Justice of the Court of King's Bench."^^ 

Similarly, Lord Browne Wilkinson suggested that Lord Diplock's dicta that 

subrogation was purely a common law doctrine and equity only intervened for the 

purpose of enabling the insurer to sue in the name of the assured as established in 

Yorkshire v. Nibset was not well founded, he tended to the view that the insurer 

had an equitable proprietary right for the money received by the assured: 

"In my judgement therefore an insurer who has paid over the insurance moneys 

does have a proprietary interest in moneys subsequently recovered by an assured 

a W w r o M g d b e r . q/"fAe awf/zonfzgj' fo f/zaf rzg/zf 

as arising under a trust, in my judgement the imposition of a trust is neither 

commercially undesirable and unnecessary to protect the insurer's interests. In 

my judgement, the correct analysis is as follows. The contract of insurance 

contains an implied term that the assured will pay to the insurer out of the moneys 

rgcg;vg6^ in rg f̂wcfzoM q/"fAg /off Âg a/MOWM/ fo wA/cA f/zg ZMJwrgr gMfff/gc/ 6y wqy 

of subrogation. That contractual obligation is specifically enforceable right gives 

rzfg aM z/»mg< ẑafg ^rqprzgfa^ mfgrgjf fAg r g c o v g r g ^ f / z g fAW 

party. In my judgement, this proprietary interest is adequately satisfied in the 

circumstances of subrogation under an insurance contract by granting the 

insurers a lien over the moneys recovered by the assured from the third party. 

This lien will be enforceable against the fund so long as it is traceable and has 

MO/ 6ggM ac^izzrg^/ 6)/ a 6oMa ̂ (/g ĵ wrc/zawgr ybr Wwg wzf/zoẑ f Mofzcg. V/z a&fzfzoM 

fo f/zg egwzfa6/g /zgM, /Ag zwwrgr wz/Z /zm;g a j^grfonaZ rzgA/ acfzoM af Zmv fo 

rgcovgr rAg a/Moẑ Mr /-gcgzvg /̂ Aj/ /Ag ojfzzrg^^ af /MOMĝ yf Aâ f rgcgzvgcf fo fAg z/fg 

q/fAg zwurgr 

Ibid, at 741. 

Ibid, at 752. 
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In Napier v. Hunter,the principal obstacle facing the insurers was the 

predilection of Lord Diplock for explaining the doctrine of subrogation in 

insurance law by implied contractual terms in Yorkshire v. Nisbet, which he 

explained that the expression "subrogation" in relation to a contract of marine 

insurance is thus no more than a convenient way of referring to those terms which 

are to be implied in the contract between the assured and the insurer, it is 

concerned solely with the mutual rights and liabilities of the parties to the contract 

of insurance. The only role which Lord Diplock assigned to equity was to come 

to the aid of the common law by compelling the assured to allow his name to be 

used in proceedings against the third party. This view of the right of the insurer 

was rejected by Lord Goff, which he said:^°° 

"There is no reason why, subject to the one matter to which Lord Diplock refers, 

the principle of subrogation in the field of insurance should not have developed as 

a purely common law principle. But as a matter of history it did not do so. " 

The House of Lords in this case acknowledged the development of subrogation 

by courts of common law^°' but pointed equally to parallel authority in courts of 

e q u i t y . T h e i r Lordship held that on payment to the assureds under the policies 

the doctrine of subrogation had conferred on the stop loss insurers an equitable 

proprietary right in the form of a lien over the settlement moneys, rather than by 

saying that the money was impressed with a trust. Thus, if the insured who has 

received the money goes bankrupt or, if a company, goes into insolvency, the 

insurers can recover the money without regard to the claims of other creditors as 

inferred from the decision in Napier v. Hunter. However, the dicta of equitable 

proprietary right in the decision of House of Lords has been subject to criticism by 

Charles Mitchell where he suggested that the insurer is only entitled to a personal 

^ [ 1 9 9 3 ] AC 713. 

Ibid, at 740. 

Manson v, Sainsbury, Supra. 

Randal v. Cockran, Supra. 

Supra. See also MV/gr, C/66 & Co. [1957] 1 W.L.R. 703. 
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right of action when the insurer pays after the assured has been paid by a third 

party, the proprietary claim arise when he pays before the third party's payment to 

the assured: 

a q / f A e r e zj oMg veAy goocf reayoM aw fm-Mrgr jAowM 

MOf 6g <3//ovt'g6̂  ro a ^/-qprzgfa/^ c/az/M ovgr fAg moMgj/f recgzvg^f 6)/ zfj' 

zMJwrgcf ZM f/zg czrcz/zMj'faMcgj (fgj'crz6g<i TTzaf zj fAa/, ^ f/zg zwwrgr ^az<^ f/zg 

^^g?" fAg rgcg^f q / p a r y m g M f / / z g f/zWparfy, f/zg Aĝyf acfzoM 

agazMJf //zg wAzc/z zf cozz/ĉ  f/zg» ArzMg }yow7<̂  6g a/z acfzoM ybr /»OMg}' /zacf 

aMcf /"gcgzvgcf fo rgcovgr z/̂  ovg/p<^7MgMf-z.g., a ^grjo/iaZ c/azm. PFTzy f/zow/cf f/zg 

insurer suddenly be allowed a proprietary claim simply because it has happened 

that the insurer has paid its insured before the insured's receipt ofpayment from 

Âg rAW TTzg g^^cf q/givzMg fAg zwz/rgf a j^rqprzgfwy cZaz/M ZM f/zg /a%r, 

but not in the former, circumstances is to create an anomaly for which there is no 

justification. For this reason, it is the writer's view that, where an insured is paid 

in respect of his insured loss by a third party subsequent to his receipt ofpayment 

by the insurer, he should owe a personal duty to account to the insurer for this 

money, to the extent that he is more than fully indemnified for his loss, but that the 

insurer should be given no proprietary claim against him. " 

Also, Derham took a different view of Lord Diplock's authority in Yorkshire v. 

Nisbet. He commented that: 

"It is misleading to suggest that the doctrine of subrogation was applied by the 

CO/M/MOM Zmv coz/rr:? ^ ^ r g f/zg ̂ ^zoM /mv OMcf ĝ Mz(y. Cafgf ẑ/cA af 

V. Coĉ T-czM, B/aajzwpof v. Da Cojfa 7 ^rooA:; v. 

Macdonnell (1835) 1 Y. & C. EX. 500 show that the insurer's right of subrogation 

wgj' g/^rcgcZ ZM gg'wzz)/, aW /Azj rgajon zf 6g co/zjzdgA-gcf Zo 6g a/z 

equitable doctrine. It is true that in cases such as Mason v. Sainsbury the common 

gwizrgcZ fAaf fAg /-zgAr q / j'zzArogafzoM rg/MazMĝ f a Wzza6/g o»g, Ao/(fzMg 

Charles Mitchell, Subrogation and Insurance Law: Proprietary Claims and Excess Clauses, 

LMCLQ 1994. 
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f/zaf f/zg Ay a ŷ/zowW MO/" 6e reck/cgAf fo f/zg g%fg»f q/" 

a?^ rgcgfveef ^ fAg wwfg/- a ^oZzcy q / zwwmMcg. 

Tifbwgvgr zY wowẐ f 6g a mzffa^ fo conc/wcfg _̂ o/M fAĝ yg coiygj f/zg common /ow 

gA^rcg<^ f/zg zMJwrg/"{y rzg/z^ q/" Jw6mgafzoM. TTzg morg /zAe/y mfe/yrg/a^OM zj' /̂zaf 

/̂ /zg C0/M7M0M /aw rgcogTzzjgc^ f/zar //zg zViyz/rgr way gMfMgâ  ZM e^Mzfy fo a;^f/zzMg 

^az6( or /)6^a6/g, 6}; f/zW j^arfzgj fo f/zg zMJzyrgĉ  ZM (yz/MZMZj/z q/" f/zg Zoi-j", aMcf 

ĜgfgrTMZMgcf f/za/ f/zzj rzg/zf jAoz/W Mof 6g g/?zajcz^Zafg(̂  6y a ck[/Magg.y n/Zg f/za/̂  

wowZ :̂/̂ rgvgMf f/zg z/iywrggZ rgcgzvzMg any jwc/z pqy/MgM/:y. 

Amould pointed out'°^ that "subrogation is closely related to that of 

abandonment which applies only to cases of total loss, and probably only to 

contracts of insurance, it is an equitable assignment incident to all contracts of 

indemnity and to all payments on account thereof, while Mustill and Oilman 

prefer the view^°^ that the right of subrogation derives from implied terms in the 

policies (though now embodied in the Marine Insurance Act 1906). McGillivrary 

& Parkington similarly suggestei 

of insurance by operation of law. 

& Parkington similarly s u g g e s t e d t h a t subrogation is implied into the contract 

The equitable subrogation based on Goff & Jones' restitutionary theory requires 

a party who is seeking to be subrogated, to demonstrate that some other party or 

parties have been unjustly enriched at his expense before the remedy should be 

made available to him, i.e. (1) at his expense, (2) some other party or parties have 

been enriched, and (3) their enrichment at his expense is u n j u s t / T h e y describe 

Subrogation in Insurance Law, 1985, p20-21. 

Arnould's Law of Marine Insurance and Average, 16th Ed. 1981, para. 1298. See also: 

MacGillivray & Parkington on Insurance, 1988, 8ed. No.1171. "Although its subrogation 

historical origins are obscure, it is more probable that subrogation emerged as a development of 

the principle of abandonment, which itself was a doctrine of the old marine insurance law 

preserved in the Continental codes of insurance, and that it was received into the common law 

from that source." 

Arnould's Law of Marine Insurance and Average, 16th Ed. 1981, para. 1298 at Note 4. 

MacGillivray & Parkington on Insurance Law, 8th ed. para. 1201. 

Goff and Jones, The Law of Restitution, 4th Ed. p. 12-16. 
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the right of subrogation as arising in a case where one has unofficiously conferred 

a benefit on another, and in order to prevent that one's unjust enrichment, the one 

should have the benefit of rights or assets whether that other's or a third party's, 

the rights or assets of a third party may become for the benefit of the one if the 

other has or had an obligation to the third party.' 

Meagher Gummow and Lehane suggested"^ that subrogation is a creature of 

equity and does not depend upon principles of contract. They pointed out the 

implied theory developed by Lord Diplock in Yorkshire v. Nisbet must be 

rejected. They referred the authority in Hobbs v. Marlowe^and Orakpo v. 

Mason that, the right of subrogation declared in House of Lords that whilst 

some rights of subrogation are contractual in origin, others defeat classification 

except as an empirical remedy to prevent unjust enrichment. They also quoted that 

parties may contract on terms that exclude or modify what would otherwise be 

their equitable rights of subrogation as the dicta in L Lucas v. ECGD.' 

As the view taken by Mustill and Oi lman:^ in the context of marine policy, the 

question whether the doctrine of subrogation in relation to contract of indemnity is 

based on implied terms of the contract or on general principle of equity is a 

somewhat controversial question, but wholly academic. Conversely, Derham took 

different points. He considered^ that the distinction between them may be 

important if the assured has become bankrupt after being indemnified for a loss by 

his insurer, and subsequent to his bankruptcy the assured has received 

compensation fi-om the third party responsible for the loss. If the assured is a 

trustee in equity of that fund for the insurer, the insurer may recover it in toto from 

Goff and Jones, The Lcnv of Restitution, 4th Ed, p.591,601,602. 

Equity Doctrines and Remedies, 7th Ed., 1984, p.252-253, para. 903. 

"^[1978] AC 16at39. 

[1978] AC95 at 104. 

'" [1973] 2 ALL ER984. 

' Arnould's Law of Marine Insurance and Average, para. 1298 note 4. 

Derham, Subrogation in the Law of Insurance, 1985, p.4. 
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the bankrupt estate. If on the other hand the insurer's only right to the fund is 

contractual, then it would be confined to a dividend in the bankruptcy. However, 

the latest decision in House of Lords in v. established that the 

principle of subrogation is rooted firmly in equity, rejecting the earlier view that 

subrogation rested exclusively on an implied term in the contract of insurance 

based on the fact that insurance was a contract of indemnity and that the role of 

equity was merely to supplement this implied term by forcing the assured to lend 

his name to proceedings brought by the insurer against the third party. The 

position is now reversed as inferred Arom the case of v. 

subrogation is an equitable doctrine arising out of the very nature of a contract of 

insurance but has been supplemented by a series of implied terms which adapt its 

operation to insurance, requiring the assured to : (1) take proceedings against the 

third party to diminish the loss; (2) account to the insurer for the proceeds of any 

action against the third party; (3) allow the insurer the use of the assured's name in 

proceedings against the third party should the assured fail to act; (4) act in good 

faith in conducting proceedings against the third party.' 

The effect of the equitable lien on charge, recognised in Napier v. Hunter, is that 

when the wrongdoers is ordered or agrees to pay an amount which diminishes the 

insured loss, and has notice of the insurer's right of subrogation, he can either pay 

the damage into court or decline to pay them without the consent of both the 

insurers and the assured. If the damages are paid to the assured, or to his solicitors 

or other agents, the lien or charge can be enforced so long as the damages form an 

identifiable separated fund. Once notified, the solicitors or agents must keep the 

fund separate. The lien will be enforceable so long as the recoveries from the 

wrongdoer are traceable, and have not been acquired by a purchaser for 

value without notice. While the lien or charge subsists, the insurer will not be 

affected by the assured's becoming insolvent; his proprietary interest in the 

moneys will allow him to take them ahead of other creditors. Although some of 

the earliest cases used the language of trust, the House of Lords specifically held 

""[1993] 1 ALL ER384. 

ColinvaiLx's Law of Insurance, 7th Ed., 1997, p.174, para 8-11. 
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that the proprietary right arising under the doctrine of subrogation is not one of 

trust. However, it is still left open whether the proprietary interest may confer 

on the insurer a cause of action against the third party as opposed to a lien or 

charge on an amount recovered. 

119 See: Arnould's Law of Marine Insurance, Vol.3, para. 1299. 
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Chapter IV Exercise of subrogation rights 

Common law confers no direct right of action upon the insurer against the third 

party wrongdoers after the insurer has fully satisfied the assured under the policy. 

All subrogation action must be brought in the name of assured unless they have 

obtained a valid legal assignment pursuant to the s.l36 of Law of Property Act 

1925. However, in America, the real party in interest rule^^° may modify this 

principle and would give the insurer a direct right for all the subrogation actions 

against the third parties wrongdoers who are liable for the loss. Common law does 

however confer upon the insurer the right to recoup from the assured the benefits 

of all the rights and remedies of the assured against the third party, which, if 

satisfied, will diminish or extinguish the ultimate loss s u s t a i n e d . I t is settled 

law that the insurer may not exercise his subrogation rights unless the assured has 

been fully indemnified and until then the assured remains dominus litis. This 

Chapter attempts to examine all these issues. 

1. In the name of assured 

It is well settled law that the right of subrogation by the insurer should be 

exercised in the name of the assured for whatever rights the assured has to seek 

compensation for the loss from third p a r t i e s . T h e insurer's right to sue the third 

parties, however, in the name of the assured, has been recognised at least since the 

decision in Mason v. Sainsbury}^'^ in which Lord Mansfied stated the right of 

This rule would be further discussed in Chapter X 1. 

Castellain v, Preston, supra. 

See detailed discussion in Chapter II 4. 

London v. Sainsbiiry (1783) 3 Dougl; Simson v, Thomson, (1877) 3 App. Gas. 279 at p. 284 

as per Lord Carins, L.C.; King v. Victoria [1896] AC 250, at 256, per Lord Hobhouse; John v. 

Mofor [1922] 2 KB 249 at 253-254, per J. McCardie. 

' - ' (1782) 3 Doug. 61. 
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insurer as that "every day the insurer is put in the place of the assured. In every 

abandonment it is so. The insurer used the name of the assured...". If, following 

payment of the assured's loss, the assured refuses to allow the insurer to use his 

name as a plaintiff in the action against the third parties, the insurer may force 

them to do so in e q u i t y / I n Simpson v. Thomson,^^^ Lord Cairns said: 

»]28 

In King v. Victoria^^ Lord Hobhouse in delivering the advice of the Board 

stated: 

"It is true that subrogation by act of law would not give the insurer a right to sue 

in court of law in his own name, but that difficulty is got over by force of the 

express assignment of the bank's claim, and of the Judicature Act... 

Diplock L. J. in Yorkshire v. Nisbet^^^ described the insurer's right against the 

third parties as that:^^^ 

"A m f/zg fwwrgr wAo Aow a MO (fzrgcf rzg/zA; or rgmgcffg^y agazAiyf 

anyone other than the assured. He can not sue such parties in his own name; he is 

bound by any release given by the assured to a third party. The insurer's right 

Ibid at 65. See also: v. .ffaZZ, [1989] 1 ALL ER 37. 

V. [1881] 7 QBD 553; v. Mcfo/y, [1896] AC 250 at 255-256; v. 

Moror, [1922] 2KB 249; yortrAzrg v. [1962] 2 QB 330 at 341; v. Ah/Z [1989] 1 ALL 

ER.37. 

' ^ \ l 8 7 7 ) 3 App Cas. 279. 

Ibid, at 284. 

'^^[1896] A.C. 250. 

™ Ibid, at 256. 

[1962] 2QB 330. 

Ibid, at 339. 
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fAe ccMMor 6g 6y OM}/ .ywAjgg'weM/ coM/racf, or f̂gof/zMgy 

Ag/wegM fAg aj'̂ wrggf <3/76̂  a fAWj?ar(y. " 

The common law confers no rights upon the insurer for suing in his own name 

and any action brought in the name of the insurer will fail. In The Aiolos^^^ cargo 

insurers paid on a short delivery claim and brought an action against the carriers in 

their own name by way of subrogation. The proceedings were struck out on the 

grounds that the insurers had no right for claiming against the carriers in their own 

name. The insurer's subsequent action for leave to amend the writ and statement 

of the claim by joining the assured to the proceedings failed because at this stage 

the assured's claim against the carriers was time barred under the Hague Rules. 

Similarly, in Esso v. Hall, the vessel Esso Bernicia caused oil pollution due 

the fault of the tug, Stanechakker, the plaintiff, Esso Petroleum after paying the 

losses to crofters under the TOVALOP, sought the compensation from Hall 

Russell, who designed and built the tug. One of issues that arose was whether the 

doctrine of subrogation entitled plaintiff to sue Hall Russell in its own name. Lord 

Goff concluded that had the payment from Esso been made under a contract of 

indemnity between Esso and the crofters, and there could have been no doubt that 

Esso would upon payment be subrogated the crofter's claim against Hall Russell. 

This would enable Esso to proceed against Hall Russell in the names of crofters, 

but it would not enable Esso to proceed, without more, to enforce the crofters' 

claims by an action in its own name against Hall Russell. He based himself on the 

ground that Esso's payment to the crofters does not have the effect of discharging 

Hall Russell's liability to them. 

"There can of course be no direct claim by Esso against Hall Russell in 

rgj'fzfwfzoM, Agcawjg f/zg Z/aAf/zYy q / 

T/a/Z MOf gMrzcAgcf 7(w.y.yg/Z/ z / " A a y 6gg» g/%rzc/zg<5̂  

Central Insurance Co., Ltd. v. Seacalf Shipping Corp. (The Aiolos) [1983] 2 Lloyd's Rep. 

25. 

""[1989] 1 Lloyd's Rep. 8. 
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zf crq/ferf, fo f/ze f/zaf fAgjx Aorvg 6eeM We/MMZ/̂ ĝ f Ay Eyj'o oW )/gf 

coMfmwg To /zavg vgjfgc^ m /̂zgm rzgAf^ q/ac/%OM agazwf jZwf jeZZ m rg^pgcf q / 

fAg /oj^ or &f7Magg wA/cA woj fAg j'w^'gcf TMaffgr q/'E^j'o fo fAgm. 

Under Mitchell's classification of subrogation, Esso's right of subrogation 

remains in pattern of simple subrogation as the payment made to the crafters did 

not discharge the liability of third party wrongdoers to the crofters. In other words, 

the third party Hall Russell has never been enriched at the Esso's expense. 

However, the rule has created a number of difficulties. MacGillivrary & 

Parkington commented^^^ that "English law is remarkably strict in its rigid 

separation between the assured and the insurer. In most of the cases mentioned no 

iigustice will result to the insurer, but it is not difBcult to imagine cases where an 

insurer might suffer jfrom the inflexibility of the law. Thus, an assured might lend 

his name to the action as a plaintiff but, when the trial takes place, refuse to give 

evidence. In such a case the insurer should be able to ask for the court to issue a 

subpoena, but it is unlikely that a court would feel free to do so, since a plaintiff 

can hardly request an order for a subpoena to be served on himself. At present the 

insurer would be obliged to ask the court to adjourn the proceedings, and then, 

shedding the mantle of the assured and donning his own, to commence 

proceedings in his own name against the assured to obtain enforcement of the 

terms of the contract of insurance obliging the assured to give all assistance 

necessary to permit the insurer to enjoy his rights of subrogation." 

Moreover, in the case where the insurer is not in the same country as the 

assured and the third party wrongdoers, once the insurer has indemnified the 

assured, it would cause hardship for the insurer to sue the wrongdoers in his own 

country, as they are not able to sue in his own name while both the assured and 

wrongdoers are located in the different country from the insurer. Furthermore, if 

two ships belong to the same owner and are insured by different insurers, then the 

[bid. at 13. 

MacGillvray & Parkington on Insurance Law, Bed. para 1197. 
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indemnifying insurer would not be able to enforce his subrogation rights in the 

assured's name. However, he could be entitled to the benefit of the assured which 

received from the other insurer. If the assured refuses to take action against the 

other insurer, the indemnifying insurer has no right to compel the assured to do so. 

Likewise, if the assured has allowed the action to become time-barred, the 

limitation period may be pleaded against the insurer, although it is possible that 

the insurer might have some recourse to the assured in circumstances. It is 

arguable whether the duty of assured clause in the policy imposes on the assured 

the duty to protect the time limit. 

Thirdly, if the assured is a company which has gone into liquidation and has 

been removed from the register of companies, it has ceased to exist and its name 

cannot be used in subrogation proceedings.'^^ If the insurer reaches a settlement 

with the third party, such settlement must be in the name of the assured and not 

merely in the name of the insurer, as the insurer strictly speaking is not a party to 

the dispute giving rise to the settlement. 

After the Justicature Act 1873, the insurer usually brings proceedings against the 

third parties in his own name and join the assured as a second defendant if the 

assured refuse to allow the insurer to use his name in the action and seek an Order 

that the second defendant lend his name to the action. The situation would be 

different if the insurer takes the legal assignment pursuant to s.136 of Law of 

Property Act from the assured the right of claims against the third party, then he 

would be entitled to use his own name in the proceedings. 

2. Dominus litis 

The right of insurer against third parties arises where the assured has been fully 

indemnified'^^ and not until then. The insurer is entitled to bring proceedings in 

Smith V. Mainwaring [1986] BCLC 342. 

Commercial v. Lister, supra. 
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the name of the assured and take over the conduct of any existing proceedings as 

dominus litis. However, one point which has given rise to some difficulty is 

whether the assured must be fully indemnified before subrogation rights may be 

exercised, or whether all that is required is that the insurer has met in foil its own 

obligations to the assured under the contract of insurance. The issue becomes of 

importance where the sum insured under the policy is not adequate to meet the 

assured's total loss. There may be an express policy provision which confers 

subrogation rights upon the insurer when it has met its full contractual obligation 

to the assured, irrespective of whether the assured has been indemnified overall, 

but in the absence of such a provision the matter is open to doubt. It would be 

inferred from the case of Napier v. Hunter, that the courts will hold in future 

that insurers are entitled to be simply subrogated to their assured's rights of action 

from the moment that the assured is fully indemnified under the terms of the 

policy, even though they may not have been fully compensated for their loss. 

Even when full payment had been made by the insurer, the assured still has the 

right to pursue the third party. If, however, the insurer has the right to control the 

litigation, and may decline to exercise the right of subrogation (whether or not 

there may have an agreement with the third party's insurer), then the insured has 

the right to sue the wrongdoer even if he has received an insurance moneys but 

however holds them on trust for the insurer. 

In the case of underinsurance or partial insurance, the assured is entitled to be 

dominus litis even if the insurer has made a foil payment under the policy terms. 

In Commercial v. Lister,underwriter brought an action against their assured 

who had himself commenced proceedings against a third party seeking to recover 

his uninsured loss. The underwriters sought a declaration that the assured be 

restrained from prosecuting his action against the third party unless he sought 

recovery of the whole amount of the damage including the losses paid by 

underwriters. The assured undertook to the Court to sue the third party for the 

whole amount of the loss and not just his uninsured losses, and upon that 

Supra. 

"'° (1874)LR9Ch.App.483 , CA. 
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undertaking the Court expressed the view that there was no ground to deprive the 

assured of his right to remain dominus litis and in control of the proceedings. The 

Court also found that the assured (a) was not entitled to compromise the action 

otherwise than bona fide and, (b) must not take any action inconsistent with his 

duty towards the underwriters. The Court also observed that it was (c) an 

indisputable proposition that the assured would hold any sums recovered from the 

third party in excess of the uninsured loss as trustee for the insurance company 

and it was held that the assured was entitled to control the proceedings since the 

sum insured, which he had been paid, was less than the full amount of his loss. 

However, the assured had to give an undertaking to include his insured loss in his 

claims against the third party and the underwriter can take effective steps to ensure 

that the proceedings are conducted with proper regard to his interests. 

In the meantime, the assured can not be stopped by his insurer from claiming 

uninsured loss even after he has been indemnified for his insured loss under the 

policy. This often happens in respect of the motor insurer's voluntary agreement 

between the insurers themselves, as known as the "knock for knock" 

agreement.'"^' In Morley v. Moore, in which the plaintiff, whose motor-car had 

been damaged through the defendant's negligence, recovered a sum less than the 

whole amount of the damage sustained from his insurance company, who, in 

pursuance of a "knock for knock" agreement with defendant's insurance company, 

requested the plaintiff not to make any claim against the defendant. Nevertheless 

the plaintiff brought an action in tort and recovered from the defendant the full 

amount of the damage. It was held that the fact of the request of the plaintiffs 

insurers did not prevent the plaintiff from recovering, but that he would hold the 

amount to the extent of the sum received from his insurers as trustee for them, 

they being subrogated to his rights. 

The assured's partial indemnity would not afkct the assured's position of 

dominus litis in the claims for an entire losses against the third party even if the 

However, this agreement was finally abolished in 1993. 

'"^[1926] 2 K B 359. 
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insurer has met his full liability under his policy. However, the insurer may sue 

the assured for damage if his compromise with the third party has not been made 

bona fide. Any surplus after satisfying his losses must be held by the assured 

subject to a charge in the insurer's f a v o u r . H o w e v e r , practical problems may 

arise where an assured who is underinsured commences proceedings against the 

third party in his own name but only for the amount of his uninsured loss, for if 

the insurer fails to act in time and the assured obtains judgement for the uninsured 

sum, this may debar the insurer's further subrogation claims as contrary to the rule 

that a cause of action may not be litigated twice. This is strictly prohibited as an 

abuse to the court process. 

If, however, the insured value is paid in full or under a valued policy, this is 

conclusive between the parties '̂*^ and it must therefore follow that the underwriter 

is entitled to control the proceedings even if the actual value of the insured 

property happens to be more. As always, underwriters' right to proceed as 

dominus litis is subject to their indemnifying the assured against costs. 

However, an express clause could provide for the insurer to be dominus litis and 

to control proceedings even before the insured has received a full indemnity, and 

indeed it may enable the insurer to exercise a right of subrogation before it has 

made payment under the p o l i c y . A provision to this effect would merely 

constitute an agreement between the parties that an existing but unenforceable 

right of subrogation should be treated as an enforceable right. Nevertheless it may 

be that it is not possible to confer a right of subrogation in situations in which one 

otherwise does not exist, because of the danger that a clause purporting to do this 

could be said to be champertous.'"^^ 

As ruled by the House of Lords in Napier v. Hunter. 

Further discussion in Chapter VIII 4. 

North V. Armstrong; Thames v. British; Goole v. Ocean; Yorkshire v. Nisbet, supra. 

See: Netherlands Insurance Co., V. Ljunberg & Co. [1986] 2 Lloyd's Rep. 19 at p.22. 

John Birds, ''ContractualSubrogation in Insurance Law", 1979 J.B.L p l 2 4 . 

Derham, Subrogation in Insurance Law, 1985, pl45. 
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The poUcy may also provide that the insurer is entitled to an assignment of the 

assured's right of action against the third party. It was established long before the 

passing of the Judicature Act 1873 that equity would not allow or lend its 

assistance to the enforcement by an assignee of a bare cause of action, either in 

contract or in tort, and that that position had continued to obtain since the fusion 

of law and equity in 1 8 7 3 . A valid assignment of the assured's right of action 

entitles the insurer to bring the proceedings in his own name, however, under the 

Law of Property Act 1925, a legal assignment can be made provided a notice of 

assignment is given to the third party. Thus, the insurer upon a valid legal 

assignment of the assured's chose in action may enforce the subrogation right in 

his own name and become dominus litisThey can even gain more than they 

have been paid. 

Subrogation vests no cause of action for the insurer and unless an express clause 

clearly provides so or the insurer takes a valid legal assignment of the assured's 

chose in action, he can only exercise his right against the third parties in the name 

of the assured. Thus, the real plaintiffs may always be the name of the assured in 

the proceedings. The insurer would take over the proceedings and to be dominus 

litis had the assured been fully compensated. However, one issue still left open as 

to whether the insurer would become dominus litis if there is a deductible under 

the policy term. It was settled in the decision of Buckland v. Paimer that the 

assured may still control the proceedings even he has not been satisfied by the 

small sum of deductible. It may be argued that the insurer must be dominus litis 

although the assured has not been met by the insurer on ground of deductible 

which the assured agree to bear by their own under the policy. As inferred from 

the recent case of Napier v. Hunter in the House of Lords, a full liability by the 

Compania v. Pacific, supra, p i 10 as per Roskil J. 

see: King v. Victoria; Compania v. Pacific, supra. 

'^'[1984] 3 ALL ER554. 

Supra. 
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insurer under the poUcy term even the deductible has not been met would be 

suffice to the insurer's 

By contrast, in respect of under-insurance,'^^ even after having fully paid by the 

insurer under the contract of insurance, the assured still retains the right to control 

the proceedings against the third party. In so litigating, the assured owes an 

equitable duty to the insurer to safeguard the insurer's subrogation rights. The 

assured must sue for the entire loss, not merely that part of the loss which remains 

outstanding after payment by the insurer. Moreover, although the insurer has no 

right to be consulted regarding the conduct or settlement of the action unless the 

policy otherwise provides, all steps taken, including the conclusion of any 

compromise, must be consistent with equitable obligation recognised by the law 

as owed by the assured to the insurer to act in good faith. The insurer may, 

however, take a valid assignment of the assured's cause of action by an express 

clause in the policy or any other agreement between them, in which case there is 

vested in the insurer a right to sue the third party as equitable assignee. A legal 

assignment permits the action to be brought in the insurer's An equitable 

assignee must join the assignor in the proceedings, but this is purely procedural 

and leave may be obtained to amend pleadings even after expire of the limitation 

period. Thus, in The Aiolos although the insurer's subrogation argument failed 

because the assured's claim was time barred, leave was granted to amend the 

pleadings to join the assured so as to permit the insurer to claim against the third 

party as equitable assignee. 

3. Subrogation rights 

The doctrine of subrogation confers two distinct types of rights on the insurer 

after payment of a loss. The first is to receive the benefit of all rights and remedies 

of the assured against third parties which, if satisfied, will extinguish or diminish 

The assured is not deemed to be under-insurance in case of a deductible clause. 

King V. Victoria; Compania v. Pacific, supra. 
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the ultimate loss sustained; the second right has vested in the insurer by operation 

of doctrine of subrogation is to claim from the assured any benefit conferred on 

the assured by third parties with the aim of compensating the assured for the loss 

in respect of which the insurer has indemnified him'^^. However, in Enright's 

view,'^^ besides these two rights, there is another right by way of subrogation is 

the right of insurer to defend any proceedings by a third party against the assured. 

This may be only analogous to subrogation. All the insurer's remedies developed 

by the courts to enforce the principle of subrogation arise in the three situations: 

a. An assured suffers an insured loss. The insurer pays the assured for his loss. 

The assured has a subsisting right of action against a third party in respect of the 

insured loss. In these circumstances, provided that it has fully indemnified the 

assured for his loss, the insurer is entitled to take over the assured's right of action 

via simple subrogation; that is, the insurer can pursuit the assured's subsisting 

right of action against the third party in the assured's name for its own benefit. 

This lies in the right of pursuit. 

b. An assured suffers an insured loss. Unknown to the insurer he then receives a 

payment in respect of that loss from a third party. The insurer then pays the 

assured for his loss. In these circumstances, the insurer is entitled to recover back 

from the assured so much of its payment as brought the total of the amounts 

received by the assured from the third party and the insurer above the amount of 

the insured loss, as money had and received, paid by mistake of fact. The insurer's 

mistake was to think that the assured had suffered a greater loss than was in fact 

the case, once the assured had received the third party's payment in respect of the 

loss. 

c. An assured suffers an insured loss. The insurer pays him on the policy. The 

insured then received a payment in respect of the same loss from a third party, 

which brings the total of the amounts that the assured has received in respect of 

MacGillivray & Parkington on Insurance Law, 8th Ed. paral 151. 

Professional Indemnity Insurance Law, W.I.B. Enright, London, 1996. 
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his loss above the amount of his loss. In these circumstances, the insurer is entitled 

to bring a claim against the assured for so much of the money paid by the third 

party to the assured as more than fully indemnifies the insured for his loss. 

"b" and "c" foregoing give rise to a recoupment for the insurer by way of 

subrogation. Thus, insurer's right may be exercised by the folio wings: 

a. Pursuit and defence 

An insurer is entitled to be, on indemnifying the assured, subrogated to the 

claims possessed by the assured whether in contract or in tort in respect of the 

subject matter insured against the third party by bringing proceedings against the 

third parties wrongdoers in the name of assured, the third party wrongdoer cannot 

deny liability on the ground that the insured has a right to be or has been 

indemnified for that loss by the insurer, an insurer cannot deny liability to its 

assured because the insured has a right to claim for that loss against the third party 

wrongdoer. 

The assured may not compromise any right of action the insurer has against a 

third party by the exercise of which he can diminish his insured loss. Before the 

assured has received an indemnity &om the insurer the right to control the action 

against the third party remains under the sole control of the assured, so that any 

binding agreement with the third party reducing the subsequent liability will be 

binding on the insurer; on principle, given that subrogation rights are exercised 

only in the name of the assured, the same should follow even if agreement is 

MacGillivray & Parkington on Insurance Law, 8th Ed. para. 1152. See also cases: Darrell v. 

Tibbitts (1880) 5 QBD. 560 at 561, 562; Mason v. Sainsbury (1782) 3 Doug K.B. 61; Yates v. 

Whyte (1838) 4 Bing N C. 272; H. Cousins v. Carriers [1971] 2 QB 230 at 240 243; Hobbs v. 

Marlowe [1978] A.C. 16 at 24, 37; The Yasin [1979] 2 Lloyd's Rep. 45 at 48-49; Mark v. Berni 

[1986] 1 QB211;#C)M/v. D O I [1993] 2 Lloyd's Rep. 582. 

Commercial v. Lister (1874) 9 Ch. App. 483. 
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reached between the assured and third party after the assured has been fully 

indemnified and has thus lost the control of the action to the insurer. However, the 

insurer is entitled to be reimbursed in damage for loss of the subrogation rights 

against the third p a r t y , i f the settlement reached by the assured with the third 

party is a compromise, it may be difficult for the insurer to prove that he 

has suffered any damage. If the insurer has an equitable charge on the cause of 

a c t i o n , t h e n the third party is bound by the insurer's equitable rights, at least 

where he knows of them and it may be arguable whether release by the assured 

after he has been indemnified is still binding the insurer. 

However, the right of pursuit is subject to series of limitation by way of contract, 

equity and law. These will be discussed latter. If, however, the assured refused to 

lend his name in the proceedings, then the insurer may compel the assured to do 

so in equity or since the Judicature Act 1873, by bringing proceedings in its own 

name and joining the assured as a co-defendant. As the right of pursuit could only 

be enforced in the name of the assured and in favour of the assured, all the costs 

awarded against him should be borne by the insurer. If the insurer recovers more 

from the third party than it has paid the assured, then it holds the excess on trust 

for the assured.'®' The assured will also be entitled to any award of interest to 

which the assured was entitled, although as between the assured and the insurer, 

the former is entitled to the interest up to the date he is indemnified by the insurer, 

but may retain or recover the interest after that date. Right of pursuit may be 

modified by express clauses in policy and thus the insurer's right of pursuit may 

be enforced even before he has made a payment under the policy terms. 

The right of defence is a corollary of the right of pursuit and, one of the forms of 

assured's right to indemnity is to compel the insurer to act to procure the third 

party to forebear in his action against the assured. Thus, it is not a requirement of 

the right to the defence that the insurer has indemnified the assured; it is the 

Commercial v. Lister, supra; Boagv. Standard [1931] 2 KB 113. 

A possibility left open by the House of Lords in Napier v. Hunter. 

l o w / z o Erporf v. f C G D , [1996] 4 ALL ER 673. 
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obligation to indemnify. In this way the right to defend may be better described as 

a right analogous to a right by subrogation. On the basis of this right the insurer 

will be entitled with limits to defend or control the defence of, the third party's 

claim aaainst the assured. 

b. Right by recoupment 

Castellain v. Preston is the authority for the proposition that the right of 

subrogation will entitle the insurer to recoup from the assured any amounts that 

have been paid to the assured or received by the assured from any other party, that 

are in excess of the amount required to indemnify the assured. If the assured 

recovers any sums from a third party by way of diminution of his loss before the 

insurer has made any payment, all such sums should be deducted from the sums 

payable by the insurer. Thus, if the insurer is sued he can claim a set-off in 

respect of any such sums received by the assured. However, in practice duty of 

assured clause may bar any action made by the assured for doing that unless it is a 

bona fide settlement which is taken into consideration the interest of the insurer; If 

the assured makes a recovery from a third party, after the insurer has made a 

payment under the policy, the assured can retain what he has recovered until he is 

fully indemnified, but holds the rest on trust for the insurer up to the value of the 

insurer's payment.' 

Recoupment can be seen as an instance of equity. The House of Lords in Napier 

V. Hunter held that the stop loss insurer had an equitable proprietary right in the 

form of a lien over the settlement moneys kept by the assured's solicitors. The 

insurers were, therefore, entitled to injunctions to restrain the payment or receipt 

(1883) 11 QBD 380. See also Esso v. Hall, the Esso Beneficial [1989] 1 A.C. 643. 

V. /jaac.; [1897] I QB 226. 

White V. Dobinson (1884) 14 Sim. 273; Commercial v. Lister {lilA) L.R. 9 Ch. App. 483; 

V. K/cfor/a [1896] A C 250; Darrg/ v. 7/66//^ (1880)5 QBD 560. 

[1993] AC 713. 
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of the money until the amount due to them had been paid. Equity would intervene 

to protect the rights of one entitled to subrogation by not allowing damages to be 

paid over without satisfying the claims of the insurer. Otherwise, the insurer 

would suffer the delay and expense in recouping what the right of subrogation was 

designed to grant. If the recipient of damages became bankrupt before the insurer 

could recoup then "subrogation" right would be meaningless.'®^ 

Ibid, at 737. 
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Chapter V Distribution of recoveries 

Distribution of recoveries may give rise to difficulties especially when the 

assured's actual loss is greater than the value of his insurance. If the damages 

recovered from the third party in fact less than the amount of his actual loss, either 

the insurer will fail to recoup the full amount of its payment or the assured will 

fail to obtain a full indemnity or both. As a general rule, an insurer is not allowed 

to recover from the third party or the assured a greater amount than he himself has 

paid by way of subrogation. However, as discussed above, indemnity insurance 

confers upon the assured no more than a full indemnity. The issue may arise if an 

insurer has paid out under an insurance contract and the assured later receives 

from the third party a sum exceeding the original payment, who would be entitled 

to the windfalls? This chapter will examine in detail the problems arising out of 

allocation of recoveries under different types of policies, and, in the meantime, the 

writer will attempt to seek the proper rules for distribution of recoveries. 

1. General rule 

The general rule is that an assured, who has been paid on his policy and then 

proceeds to recover from a third party, is entitled to retain the recovery until he is 

fully indemnified. This rule is based on the principle of indemnity and as 

described by Brett L.J. in Castellain v. Preston that: 

"i/"ever a jprqpojzYzoM /PA-gveMf f/ze 

'^ \1883) n QBD 380 at386. 
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As discussed above, the assured remains dominus litis if the insurer meet his 

liability under the policy but not fully compensate the a s s u r e d e v e n if the 

shortfall lies on the deductible/^^ Then the assured may deduct the shortfall 6om 

the recoveries up to full indemni ty ' and hold the surplus on trust for the insurer. 

This general principle is also established in foreign case law. In an Irish case Re 

Driscoll^'^^ the assured was a tenant of premises which were damaged by fire. The 

indemnity being insufficient to enable the assured to meet his reinstatement 

obligations, the assured sued a sub-tenant for breach of the latter repair 

obligations. The insurer claimed to be entitled to the proceeds of this claim in 

priority over full indemnification to the assured, a claim emphatically rejected by 

the Irish High Court. O'Connor M.R described the insurers right of subrogation as 

that: 

"A contract of insurance against fire is only a contract of indemnity, and I think 

that the foundation of the doctrine of subrogation is to be found in the principle 

that no man should be paid twice over in compensation for the same loss. The 

corollary to this is that a contract of indemnity against loss should not have the 

effect ofpreventing the assuredfrom being paid in full. I do not think that this can 

The Canadian court adopted the same approach. In National v. Mclaren^^ 

Chancellor Boyd made the r emark ' tha t : 

Commercial v. Lister, supra. See: Chapter IV. 

Buckland v. Palmer, supra. 

Hobbs V. Marlowe, [1978] AC 16. 

[1918] 1 I.R. 152 

ibid at 159. 

'̂ ^(1886) 12 0.R. 682. 

Ibid.at687. 
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"T/z cayg q/zmwmMce wAerg a rAW zj /za6Zg fo /MaAe goo^f fAg /o^ ,̂ f/zg 

rzgAr q / JwAz-oga/zoM 6/gpgM(6 OM ẑ  rggz^Wg^y 6); fAg Amacf wn^gr/ymg 

/^rzMC^/g 6^ ĵ gcwrz/zg ZM<̂g/MMzYy fo f/zg aLyjwrgĉ  OM f/zg o/ze /zawĉ  OM fAg 

o//zgr q/'/zoWmg /zz/M accoz/Mfa6Zg â y /rwjfgg yb?" aafwaMfagg /ze oAfazM ovgA" 

a6ovg co/z^gMjafzoMybr Azj' / o j ' j . . . 77zgco» fZ6^gra^zo» zj' fo jgg /̂zaf //zg 

zwM ĝcf ggfj ^ /Z coo^gwo/zoM ybr f/zg ^ropg^O/ (fg^/royg^f oMc/ f/zg gjî gMjg^ 

zMcwrrg<̂  ZM TzzaAzMg goo^/ /zzf /ô & TTzg Mgxf fAzng ^ fo jgg ẑ /zaf /zg /zoZck wzy 

.yzYApZŵ ybr f/zg 6gM^^ q/f/zg zwzyraMcg coTT^a/iy." 

Thus, the general principle has been accepted as being that the assured has the 

first claim on any compensation recovered from a third party to the extent 

required to achieve a full indemnity, this principle is no doubt correct in so far as 

it is applied to cases where the assured's interest was fully covered but not fully 

compensated/^^ in the case of particular types of contracts, such as 

underinsurance, partial insurance, valued policy and a policy with excess or 

deductible and or limitation clause, the principle may be modified and become 

more complex. This will be discussed further below. 

2, Underinsurance and partial insurance 

Where the subject matter of the insurance has not been insured to its full value, 

there may be an express policy provision which confers subrogation rights upon 

the insurer when it has met its full contractual obligation to the assured, 

irrespective of whether the assured has been indemnified overall, but in the 

absence of such a provision the matter is open to doubt. The essence of the 

question is whether , as a matter of construction, the assured has agreed to be his 

own insurer for the uninsured sum, for , if this is so, the amount insured is deemed 

to be the totality of the loss for which he may seek to be indemnified vis-a-vis the 

insurer, and any sums recovered from the wrongdoer must be divided between the 

MacGillivray & Parkington on Insurance Law, 8th Ed. para. 1220. 
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assured and insurer in proportions representing their respective liabilities. This 

was fully illustrated in the case of where the owner of a 

steamship, which had run down a schooner, TTzg GW, paid into Court 

£1000 in respect of the loss the schooner. Underwriters who had paid the owner of 

schooner £1000, as being the amount of which she was insured , under a policy 

stating the value to be £1335. After paying the loss of the owner of schooner, the 

underwriter claimed the sum paid into the court by the owner of steamship, The 

Commonwealth. The Court of Appeal held that the owners of schooner were 

entitled to be treated as their own insurers for £350 and therefore, the £1000 must 

be divided between them and the underwriters in the proportion of their respective 

interests. The authority was further approved by Court of Appeal in Kuwait v. 

KuwaitThe decision in the case of The Commonwealth similar to that of an 

American decision the Livingstone}'^^ However, as far as the marine insurance 

law is concerned, the situation is now codified under Section 81 of Marine 

Insurance Act 1906 which provides that: 

"Where the assured is insuredfor an amount less than the insurable value or, in 

the case of a valued policy, for an amount less than the policy valuation, he is 

deemed to be his own insurer in respect of the uninsured balance 

However, in cases of non-marine insurance there is no such presumption. The 

insured is not his own insurer unless there is an average clause in the policy/ 

Thus, the assured is entitled to claim the full amount insured and, if this is 

insufficient to compensate his actual loss, he can no doubt retain whatever he 

recovers from third party until he has been fully indemnified and need only hand 

over any surplus to the insurer. In practice, an average clause is always inserted in 

the policy whether in marine or non-marine insurance. 

'^^[1907] P. 216. 

'^^[1996] I Lloyd's Rep 664. 

130 Federal Reporter 746. 

See: MacGillivray & Parkington on Insurance Law, 8th Ed. para. 1220. 
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There is a partial insurance when only one type of loss is insured and the assured, 

as a result received an unapportioned lump sum for settlement of the whole loss. 

Difficulty may arise as to how to distribute the recovery. In CommgrcW v. 

it was held that the assured was entitled to be dominus litis for the uninsured loss, 

however, he must act in good faith to consider his insurer's interests. In case of an 

unapportioned lump sum recovered from the third party wrongdoers, the assured 

was held to be the first claim of the recovery and to hold any surplus on trust for 

the insurers. It is clear from the authority that the assured is not deemed to be his 

own insurer under such circumstance and The Commonwealth authority does not 

apply. If the recover from the third party wrongdoers can be apportioned, no 

authorities could be cited in English law, however, it would be of justification for 

awarding the insurer for such sum which falls within the insured loss. In Canada 

the courts held the subrogation insurer for the insured part of loss could recoup a 

sum calculated by reference to the proportion which the value of the insured part 

bore to the total property va lue .Converse ly , in Horse v. Fetch, the assured 

had a claim against a third party for wrongful death under Lord Campbell's Act, 

and also a claim for property damage by his insured car. After being fully 

indemnified for his property damage by his insurer he entered into a settlement 

with the third party, as a result of which the assured received an unapportioned 

lump sum payment in return for releasing that third party from all claims against 

him. Rowlatt J. held that, since the assured had settled the property damage claim 

when he had no right to do so, the insurer was entitled to treat him as having 

settled for the full amount paid by it, which amount therefore was held by the 

assured on trust. The Australia approach may be seen as an equitable basis as the 

assured's settlement may infringe the insurer's subrogation right. However, if the 

assured is still and the settled the whole loss v/ith a 6o»a 

consideration of the insurer's interests. Then it could not be awarded for the 

insurer the whole sum recovered by the assured. If the assured's insured part has 

been fully indemnified, then he has no right to enter into a settlement without the 

V. /(oya/, (1975) 63 D.L.R. (3d) 112. 

(1916)33 T.L.R. 131. 



insurer's consent. The insurer may sue in damage for losses of his subrogation 

right. 

3. Valued policy 

So far as marine insurance is concerned, it is customary for the insured and the 

insurer to agree a fixed value subject matter insured in the policy. In such cases, it 

is well settled law that the agreed value in the policy is deemed to be conclusive 

between the assured and the insurer. That means the insurer is only liable to the 

agreed value in the event of a total loss no matter what there may be a subsequent 

change in the market value of subject-matter insured. In practice, the value as 

between the insured and the third party wrongdoers may be different from that as 

between the assured and his insurer. It may therefore be a question of 

considerable practical difficulties whether an insurer in paying a loss in 

accordance with the policy valuation is entitled to subrogation on the basis of the 

real value of the property insured in which case the real value is greater than the 

agreed value. The answer may depend upon the final recoveries from the third 

party wrongdoers. In the event of a recovery from the third party less than the 

insurer's actual payment, the insurer would be entitled to the first claims up to the 

extent of his payment. Conversely, it was arguably held that in any event the 

insurer is not entitled to recoup what he has paid out by way of subrogation. 

In The North of England v. Armstrong^^^ the Hetton was insured for the full 

amount of its valuation £6000 and was run down and sunk by the Uhlenhorst. The 

plaintiff underwriters paid the owners £6000 as for a total loss, which was less 

than its actual value £9000, subsequently brought an action against the Uhlenhorst 

which was held solely to blame for the collision. The judgment was given against 

them for £5700 which was limited pursuant to the Merchant Shipping Acts in 

force. The owner of the Hetton claimed that they were entitled to participate in 

' ^ \ l 8 7 0 ) L.R. 5 Q B 244. 
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the £5700 inasmuch as the real value of the Hetton was not £6000 but £9000 

while the underwriters claimed to be entitled to the whole of this sum. The Court 

held that as between the underwriter and the assured, the value of ship must be 

taken to be £6000 for all purposes; and that therefore the damages recovered, 

which were in the nature of salvage, belonged entirely to the underwriters. 

Cockbum L. J. reasoned that: 

"Where the vahie of a thing insured is stated in the policy in a manner to be 

value, then, in respect of all rights and obligations which arise upon the policy of 

insurance, the parties are estopped between one another from disputing the value 

of the thing insured as stated in the policy. 

He then concluded that; 

a c/ioojgj: fo Aavg Azf vgjjg/ or Aw a ; f/zg /wary 6g, faAeM 

a fixed value, instead of leaving the contract, as in an ordinary policy, simply one 

of indemnity to the extent of the real value, and if thereby any benefit accrues to 

the underwriters, the underwriters must be entitled to it. I think, therefore, our 

It is clear from the judgment that if the owners of the Hetton had in the first 

instance sued the Uhlenhorst and recovered £5700, and afterwards sued their own 

underwriters for £6000, they would have been obliged to give credit for the £5700 

obtained from the Uhlenhorst. Therefore, the underwriter would in any event have 

the first claims from the recoveries up to his payment in the case of valued policy 

and leaving the assured under compensated notwithstanding the fact that the 

underwriters may be enriched as a result of the difference between the agreed 

value and the real value. But the judgments go further and suggest that if the 

whole £9000 had been recovered from the Uhlenhorst, the underwriters on the 

Ibid, at p.248. 

Ibid, at 250. 
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on the ground of their having paid for a total loss would have been 

entitled to retain the whole of this sum, although they would thus be making a 

profit of £3000. Amould commented^^^ the judgment that "it is clear that if the 

assured had ^ued the and recovered f9000 ^om her owners, without 

making any claim upon the underwriters, they would have been entitled to retain 

the whole of such sum. And it would be an inequitable result if the underwriters 

should be allowed to make a profit, and the assured to sustain loss, merely owing 

to the mistake of the latter in following, in a particular case, the usual business 

course of claiming upon their policy, instead of first proceeding against the party 

in default." Amould further criticised that "it is apprehended that the mistake in 

the judgments arose from the failure to grasp the distinction to which we have 

already referred, and which appears to have been for the first time expressly 

pointed out by Lord Blackburn seven years later, between the principles and 

results of abandonment and subrogation. By the former, underwriters are entitled 

to the thing abandoned, and to all rights of ownership accruing after they become 

owners; by the latter they become entitled to all the collateral remedies and 

advantages of the assured, but only for the purpose of reducing the loss which 

they have themselves sustained by payment under their contract." 

Notwithstanding the case was agreed to be contrary to the principle of 

subrogation, the sole subject of which is to prevent the assured from recovering 

more than a full indemnity from the insurers, it has now been enacted in the 

Marine Insurance Act 1906 in Section 27(3) which provides that "subject to the 

provisions of this Act, and in the absence of fraud, the value fixed by the policy is, 

as between the insurer and the assured, conclusive of the insurable value of the 

subject intended to be insured, whether the loss be total or partial." Thus, in the 

case of valued policy, the assured is estopped from asserting the distinction of 

agreed value from the real value. 

^^^Arnoiild's Marine Insurance law and Average, 16th ed. para 1304. 
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The decision of North of England v. Armstrong was followed in Thames & 

vWarmg VwwmMcg Co. v. Brzf/jA CAz/goM Co. In that case 

a ship insured for an agreed value of f45,000 was worth f65000, it was sunk by 

colliding with another ship and the insurer paid the full amount of the agreed 

value. In the later proceedings, both ships were held to be blame and the assured 

was entitled to recover Arom the owners of the other vessel a sum of ju26,900 

which being five-twelfths of the £65000, less certain charges and costs. After 

giving the assured credit for £19660 which was due to them from the insurers 

under the collision clause in the policy, there remained a balance of £7240 and the 

insurers claimed that under the principle of subrogation they were entitled to 

receive that sum firom the shipowner. The latter contended that the insurers were 

not entitled by subrogation to more than five-twelfths of the amount of the 

valuation, i.e. of £45000, on which basis, after debiting the insurers with £19660 

in respect of their liability under the collision clause, nothing remained due to 

them. At the first instance, Scrutton J. held, however, that as the amount recovered 

by the shipowners from the other vessel was less than the amount paid by the 

insurers, the latter were entitled to recover from the shipowners the sum of £7240, 

though it was based on a larger value than the insured value. The underwriter paid 

for the total loss of the ship and was held entitled to the whole sum recovered 

from the other ship. On appeal, the judgment was affirmed. As Swinfen-Eady L.J 

said that: 

"In my opinion, the Act embodies the law as laid down in North of England 

Iron Steamship Insurance Association v. Armstrong, and the judgment below was 

right on this point, and the plaintiffs are entitled to recover from the shipowners 

all the sums which the shipowners received in respect of the ship up to the 

'^^[1915] 2 KB 214. 

'" [1916] 21 Com. Cas. 150 at 153. 
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The agreed valuation is similarly conclusive in the event of a partial loss. In 

GooZg & Tbwmg Co. v. Ocean jWarmg VkywraMce Co. a 

vessel with an agreed value of f4,000 and insured for that sum sustained damage 

in a collision which cost £5,000 to repair. The assured recovered £2,500 from the 

owners of the other vessel on a both to blame basis and claimed £2,500 from the 

insurers. Mackinnon J. upheld the insurer's contention that the assured's recovery 

was limited to £1,500, being the difference between the sum recovered and their 

maximum exposure on the valued policy. He pointed out that, in the language of 

section 79 (2) of the Marine Insurance Act 1906, the insurer is subrogated to the 

rights and remedies of the assured, not in so far as the assured has been ideally or 

fully indemnified, but in so far as he has been indemnified "according to this 

Act"; that is say, in the case of a valued policy, according to the bargain made 

between the parties. The learned judge accordingly applied the principle of North 

of England v. Armstrong and Thames v. British to the case of partial loss. Had the 

insurers paid £4,000, they would have been entitled to all the damages recovered 

up to that payment. 

However, all these cases refer to recovery of less than the payment by the 

insurer although the recovery was based on an actual value higher than the value 

agreed in the policy. In the event of recovery of more than the insurers payment, 

the general rule is that the insurer is not allowed to recover more than they have 

paid out. The rule had been approved by a series of classical cases. Cotton L. J. in 

the Castellain v. Preston, referring to the principle in Darrell v. Tibbitts,said 

that "the insurer was entitled to get back that which he had paid out". In Burnand 

V. Rodocanachi^'^^ Lord Blackburn stated the insurer is entitled to recoup "by 

having that amount back". Similarly, in Glen Line v. A.-G '^^Lord Atkin said that 

"subrogation would only give the insurer rights up to 20s. in the £ on what he had 

[1928] 1 KB 589. 

' ^ \ 1 8 8 3 ) 11 QBD 380. 

' ^ ( ] 8 8 0 ) 5 Q.B.D. 560. 

Supm. 

'^^[1930]37LiLRep. 55. 
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paid". In v. Lord Hobhouse expressed the opinion that an assured 

receiving damages &om a third party is treated as trustee for the insurer "to the 

extent of the payment made". Hovyever, none of these cases were dealt with 

recovery based on an actual value that may more than the agreed value. There is 

little authority in English case. In the United States, in The Livingstone^'^'^ where 

the a ship sunk by collision and abandoned to the insurer, being an actual total 

loss, was insured by a valued policy, and the stipulated sum was paid to the 

owner, who subsequently recovered her actual value, which exceeded her 

insurance value, as damages from the vessel responsible for the collision, the 

insurer was held to be only entitled to be reimbursed from such recovery to an 

amount it paid out, with interest, and the insured was entitled to the remainder in 

payment of his uncompensated loss. The Circuit Court of Appeal relying on the 

rule of equity said that: 

'Wg are coMvmcec/ fAof ggwzfy a W gooc/ do rggrwzrg fAe fo 

go further and permit themfthe insurance company] to realise an enormous profit 

from the transaction. No controlling authority compels such a decision; no 

principle of equity requires it. By limiting the recovery within the bounds of 

indemnity we are on safe and logical ground, where exact justice is done to both 

parties and where injustice to either is impossible. " 

In Co. v. Co. where recovery 

was over the insurers' payment due currency devaluation. In this case, the assured 

had a valued policy for loss or damage to a ship for the sum of £72,000. The ship 

was damaged, had no salvage value and the underwriters paid £72,000. The 

assured later successfully claimed from the Canadian Government for the loss of 

the ship. The sum paid represented the value of the ship at the time of loss, 

namely £75,514. The dollar equivalent was $336,000. Sterling then devalued and 

193 

130 Fed. R.. 746. 

Ibid, at 751. 

'^^[1962] 2 QB 330. 
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when the dollars were converted f126,971 was paid to the assured. The insurance 

company claimed this amount whereas the insured offered to repay the £72,000. 

The court held that the insurance company was only entitled to the amount they 

had originally paid out under the policy, £72,000. 

The decision of Nisbet case was doubted in the Court of Appear in L. Lucas v. 

ECGD '̂̂ ^ which was related to a surplus due to the devaluation of currency. The 

court held that the guarantors were entitled to the profit that arose from the new 

exchange rate, however, when the case further appealed to the House of Lords, 

their Lordships based their decision on the express provisions of the contract, and 

delivery a contrary d e c i s i o n . T h e case did not concern an insurance contract 

but a guarantee which was treated by the courts as equivalent to an insurance 

policy. The Export Credit Guarantee Department as a section of the Board of 

Trade provided a guarantee covering the sale of goods by Lucas & Co. to the 

United Arab Republic. The purchase price was expressed in U. S dollars. One area 

of cover provided against non-payment or delay in payment of the purchase price 

due to circumstances beyond the buyer's control. In some circumstances the 

amount of the loss was to be calculated in sterling by converting the foreign 

currency into sterling at the buying rate of exchange in London foreign exchange 

market on the date when the goods were exported under the contract of sale. The 

ECGD were to cover 90 per cent of loss calculated in this way. Exchange control 

restrictions were imposed by the UAR. The merchants therefore made a claim 

against the ECGD. The value of the goods under the contract was $1,155,181 and 

at the rate of exchange of $2.8 to the £ this was equivalent to £413,412. A 

payment of £372,071, being 90 percent of the loss, was paid to the merchants. 

Subsequently the exchange control restrictions were lifted and by this time 

sterling had been devalued and the rate now stood at $2.4 to the £. When the 

purchase price, stated in dollars, was thus converted into sterling it amounted to 

$443,032. or an excess of approximately £26,000. The merchants argued that 

under the rules of subrogation they were bound to repay the amount paid to them 

'^^[1973] I W.LR. 914. 

[1974] I W.L.R909. 
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by the ECGD, namely jB372,071. The ECGD contended that by a special clause in 

their agreement they were entitled to 90 per cent of whatever sum was recovered 

by the assured. They therefore claimed £398,739. The Court of Appeal held 

unambiguously for the guarantor. Leave to the House of Lords was granted. The 

House re-examined the express provisions and arrived at a contrary decision 

which reversed the decision of the Court of Appeal. 

However, the decision of the Nisbet case has been subject to criticism. Birds 

argued that the decision in the Nisbet case was unfair because the insurer had 

indemnified its insured in 1945, but it was not until 1958 that the judgement fund 

was received. It was denied the use of money for thirteen years, whereas the 

insured had received an immediate indemnity. Derham sought a solution for the 

injustice in this respect by adopting a proper definition of "profit". 

"The principle could he applied that, in determining whether indeed a profit has 

resulted from a subrogation action, regard should be had to whether the insurer 

ybr f/ie q/" a/j'o ybr Aemg 

deprived of the use of the money in the periodfollowing indemnity. 

In Chalmers' Marine Insurance Act 1906 the discussion on section 79 admits 

that it was formerly suggested that the insurer might recover more than he had 

himself paid out but that it "has now been definitely decided that this is not so and 

that the insurer can not recover under the doctrine of subrogation more than he has 

paid.^°' 

It may be noted that both Nisbet and Lucas case involved a profit due to the 

fluctuation of currency, it can not be said the insurer has been reimbursed more 

than he has paid if the profit due the fluctuation goes to his account, the payment 

he has made is not equivalent to currency money several years latter. The 

See: J Birds, ''Contractual Subrogation in Insurance" [1979] JBL 124 at 131. 

Derham, Subrogation in Insurance Law, 1985, p. 139. 

ed. p. 128. 
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recoupment by way of subrogation is a mechanism for preventing the assured for 

more than a full indemnity. If the doctrine of subrogation is based on unjust 

enrichment, then it may be seen that in Nisbet case the assured has been unjust 

enriched at the expense of the insurer. However, in the Zwcay case in the Court of 

Appeal Megaw L. J. disregarded the value of pound and remarked that:^°^ 

"v4 <3 J90WM& j'o f W w/iafgver fAg exc/zoMge rafe fAg 

aM)/ oy aZ/ of/igr cwrrgMczgj', w/za/gvgr may /zap!pgM Ag/wggM ong 

cfa^g GMOfAgr fo f/zg m/grMaZ j^owgr q/fAg m fAg eygj q/fAg 

/mv a ^ f/?g .yamg m way ̂ /gf^gr&y or aj/gor or fgM j/gorj ago." 

Megaw may confuse the currency value and the currency. The writer agrees that 

the pound is always a pound. However, the value of sterling is not always the 

same. After the assured has been indemnified, the sum received by the assured 

which hold on trust for the insurer is subject to condition of that it should be in 

diminution of the loss insured. The payment made by the insurer at the date of 

payment may reflect a higher currency value some years latter. It may be correct 

to say that the insurer could recoup an amount up to the same value as he paid at 

the date of actual payment, i.e. an amount reflects the payment he has made. Thus, 

the insurer could have more currency than he has paid, but in fact he could never 

be enriched. 

The courts in several cases has awarded the insurers interest.^°^ It seems that the 

courts has realised that the insurer would have suffered a loss had he been 

deprived the use of money. It seems odd why the court had not awarded the 

surplus being fluctuation of the currency to the insurer. It may be suggested that 

the dictum in f/zg Mj'Agf case applies only to where there is a surplus by 

devaluation of currency. The decision followed by American court^°'* and some 

^"^[1973] 1 WLR914, at922. 

V. [1970] 1 QB 447, //. CoKv/w v. D & C [1970] 2 QB 230; lucoy v. 

ECCD, [1973] 1 WLR914. 

The Livingstone, supra. 
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other countries. It is also supported by R. W. Hodgin.^°^ However, in Australia, 

the Law Reform Commission has made a recommendation^°^ for amending the 

decision of f/zg case and the recommendation has now been embodied in 

S.67 of Insurance Contracts Act 1984, which entitles the insurer to hold the 

surplus. 

4. Policy with an excess or deductible clause 

In case of an excess clause in the policy, the distribution of recoveries may 

become controversial. Few scholars have tackled this point except Derham who 

expressed the view that if a policy has an excess clause, the insured should be 

entitled to recoup the amount of his excess before the insurer is subrogated to any 

recovery from a third party. Further, the insured is entitled to a full indemnity for 

his actual loss including the excess. It may be seen that the rule similarly applies 

to where there is a deductible clause in the policy. However, in practice, 

"recoveries against any claim which is subject to deductible shall be credited to 

the underwriters in full to the extent of the sum by which the aggregate of the 

claim unreduced by any recoveries exceeds the deductible." 

In Napier v. Hunter,an reinsurance contract contained excess and limitation 

clauses. After the stop loss reinsurer paid the reinsured the losses to the extent of 

his limit, the reinsured successfully recovered a sum from the third party. The 

insured argued inter alia that they should be entitled to be indemnified in full 

before the insurers should be allowed to recover anything. The insurers pleaded 

that the insured should only be entitled to recover in respect of their uninsured 

losses above the maximum figure set down by the limit clause, before the insurers 

Hodgin, Subrogation in Insurance Law, 1975 J.B.L. 

See: A.L.R.C Report on Insurance Contracts Report No.20. 

Derham, Subrogation in Insurance law, 1985, p. 134. 

ITC Clauses (Hulls) 1995 clause 12.3. 

^"^[1973] AC 713. 
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could levy their claim in respect of the amounts which they had paid; only out of 

the money which then remained, if there are any, would the insurers finally be 

allowed to recoup themselves in respect of their uninsured losses below the 

minimum figure set out in the excess clause. In fact the loss suffered by the 

assured was ^[160,000. The limit of the insurer's liability was JE125,000 and there 

was an excess of £25,000. The sum recovered from the third party responsible for 

the loss was £130,000. The insurers paid the assured £100,000, that is the sum 

insured less the excess. The question was whether the assured was entitled to 

£60,000 of the sum recovered which represents the loss suffered less the insurer's 

payment, so that he would recover the whole of his loss, and the insurer would 

therefore receive £70,000 back; or whether the insurer was entitled to a greater 

proportion of the £130,000, so that the assured would be under-compensated. 

At first instance, Saville, J. held for the assured on this issue. He explained why 

he awarded for the reinsured: 

... zf wAgfAer fAg recovg/y foggf/zgr 

will more than compensate the assured for the loss. If it will, then if this arises 

before payment, the amount of the indemnity will be reduced so as to avoid over-

wAz/g zf occwrj q^gr pay/ngM/, f/zg m/ / Am;g rgp^ry f/zg 

achieve this result but instead leaves the assured over-or under-compensated must 

, ,,210 
Og WOMg... 

It seems 6om the judgment of Saville J. that the assured has the first claim for 

the recoveries up to a full indemnity in spite of the excess clause, which is 

consistent with the proposition of Derham. However, when the case was further 

appealed to the House of Lords, their Lordships established the rule of 'top down' 

distribution of recovered amount. Thus, the reinsured may not be fully 

indemnified as the "top down" rule may leave them nothing for the loss below the 

^'"[1993] 1 Lloyd's Rep.lO at p.l7. 
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excess. It was held that where an insurance contract contains an excess clause, it is 

incorrect to say that under the principle of indemnity the insured should be 

entitled to recover a full (though not more than a full) indemnity for his total loss 

from his insurer and from third party sources: by agreeing to the excess clause, the 

insured agrees rather that he is entitled only to a full indemnity in respect of that 

part of his total loss which is not covered by the excess clause. Therefore, the 

assured was only entitled to £35,000 of the sum recoveries, that is his uninsured 

loss of £60,000 less the amount of the excess and the insurers were entitled to the 

balance of £95,000. 

Lord Jauncy reasoned that: 

"When an insured loss is diminished by a recovery from a third party, whether 

before or after any indemnification has been made, the ultimate loss is simply the 

initial loss minus the recovery and it is that sum to which the provisions of the 

policy of assurance apply including any provision as to an excess. " ' 

Thus, the ultimate loss was £30,000, namely the initial loss of £160,000 less the 

recovery £130,000 and the excess of £25,000 applied to the £30,000 so that the 

assured recovered from the insurer only £5,000. 

The reasoning that critical to the judgement is that of Lord Templeman. He 

considered that there were in fact three layers of insurance, the first for the first 

£25,000 of any loss; the second for the next £100,000 and the third for any 

payment in excess of £125,000. On loss of £160,000, the assured would recover 

£25,000, £100,000 and £35,000 from the respective insurers and he accepted that 

"recoveries automatically reduce a loss from the top and therefore the subrogation 

must follow the same rule".^'^ Thus, on the recoveries of £130,000, £35,000 

would first go back the third insurers and the remaining £95,000 would go to the 

second insurers and left the first insurer nothing to recover. 

[1973] AC 713 at 748. 

^'^Ibid, at 727. 
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It may be argued that the "top down" rule established by the House of Lords in 

jVqpzer v. applies only to unlimited liability insurance with difkrent layer 

of insurance and is not applicable to property insurance? In case of property 

insurance with different layer, the dictum in Boag case^ '̂* would apply. It is still 

doubtful whether the rule adopted by Derham would apply to marine property 

insurance with an excess clause. If so, the assured has the first claim up to a foil 

indemnity. If the assured is deemed to be his own insurer in case of an excess, 

then the dicta in The Commonwealth would apply, which is enacted into s81 of 

MIA. The situation in The commonwealth is one of under-insurance. However, it 

is inferred from the Napier case in the House of Lords that the assured is not 

deemed to be his own insurer in a fully insured policy with excess or deductible 

clause, thus, any recovery should account first to the underwriter to the extent of 

his payment and the rule adopted by the Derham does not apply, at least in the 

context of marine insurance. In practice, an express provision in Clause 12.3 of 

Institute Time Clauses (1995) (Hulls) and Clause 10.3 of Institute Voyage Clauses 

(Hulls) clearly stipulates that the insurer has the priority for the recovery in case of 

deductible. Clause 12.3 ITC (Hulls) 1995 which provides that: 

Excluding any interest compromised therein, recoveries against any claim which 

is subject to the above deductible shall be credited to the Underwriters in full to 

the extent of the sum by which the aggregate of the claim unreduced by any 

recoveries exceeds the above deductible. 

The general rule is that the assured would be folly indemnified before he could 

account any balance to his insurer.^ In case of under-insurance, there are 

The editors of Arnoidd's Law of Marine Insurance and Average, 16th ed. v.3 para 1299 

suggested that "top down" rule applies to marine policies where the insurance is on slice, layer 

or stratum of liability but it has no application to partial insurance on ship cargo or freight, 

similar to that in The Commonwealth. 

^'''[1937] 2 KB 113. 

See: Castellain v. Preston,{\%Z'i) 11 QBD 380 at 386. 
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distinction between non marine and marine insurance. In non marine insurance, 

the assured is entitled to recovery until his loss over the policy limit is reimbursed 

unless there is an average clause in the policy. In a marine policy, s.81 of MIA 

applies and the effect is the same as the non marine policy with an average clause. 

In contrast, in a fully insured policy with excess clause, the rule inferred &om f/zg 

Napier case in the House of Lords is that the insurer has the first claim up to his 

payment. However, there was authority that the assured has the first claim for the 

recoveries even the shortfall within the deductible.^'® In writer's view, it would be 

unjust to deprive the assured of the shortfall of deductible. If the purpose of 

subrogation is to prevent unjust enrichment, and the assured can hardly be said to 

be unjustly enriched until he receives a foil compensation for his loss, which 

includes the excess or deductible. At least, the assured shall be entitled to share 

proportionately the recovery. In fact, English law has not treated the assured as his 

own insurer in the event of excess or deductible clause has been criticised by 

United Nations Conference on Trade and Development;^ 

"It is suggested that the English practice is inequitable to the assured. Whenever 

hidl damage has occurred it is quite clear that both parties have suffered losses— 

f/zg zwMrg/- f/zg c/az/M f/zg â ŷwrgff zj Agormg f/zg <jg6Azĉ z6Zg. (zy 

the insurer desires to diminish his losses by offsetting recoveries from third 

/^arfzgj", zr ĵ gg/TZJ ZMggwẑ a6/g fo <jg^ r/zg f/zg ^amg c^or^Mz(y. wowZc/ 

seem in this respect that the insurer who is in the business of running the risk of 

loss, does not merit preferential treatment over the assured, who has attempted to 

eliminate the risk of such losses by buying the insurance in the first place. " 

Furthermore, in writer's view, the "top down" recoveries approved by the House 

of Lords seem unfair to the assured as well. Their Lordships' grounds for the rule 

in the Napier case was seen not as one of unjust enrichment but as construction of 

Biickland v. Palmer, [1984] 3 ALL ER 554. 

UNCTAD Report on Marine Insurance, Legal and Documentary Aspects of the Marine 

Insurance Contract, p57, 20th Nov. 1978, TD/B/C.4/ISL/27. 
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contract and the assumption of risk.^'^ As a matter of contract, the insurer has 

promised indemnity only in respect of loss greater than the excess. The excess is 

stipulated by the insurer to reduce the transaction costs and to encourage the 

assured to be risk averse, does it follow that, if compensation is available from the 

third party wrongdoer, the assured intends it to go top down to the insurer first? 

The case of f/ze jBoag was not cited in fAe case in the House of Lords, and 

the "top down" rule would also apply when there are more than two different layer 

of liability reinsurance, if the Boag case was rightly decided, then it may be 

arguable the "top down" rule established in the Napier case was correct. In 

writer's view, the policy in this case may be deemed to be under insurance and the 

Commonwealth authority would apply. Thus, the assured would be able to retain 

on a basis of proportion of his uninsured loss and excess in the total losses. Thus, 

in the case of the excess, the proper distribution of recoveries may be formulated 

as folio wings: 

uninsured's loss + excess 

i. the assured = X recoveries 

total losses 

ii. the insurer 

limit - excess 

total losses 

X recoveries 

This is based on the underinsurance principle and it seems more just and fair for 

the allocation of recoveries when there is an excess clause or deductible clause in 

the policy. In my view, neither fAe nor f/zg .Boag case had been rightly 

decided and the conflict between them has been cited in a completely different 

way of allocation of subrogation recoveries. It is better to say that the Boag case is 

involving the layer insurance and the Napier case, on the other hand, is a case of 

See: Malcolm A. Clarke, The Law of Insurance Contracts, 3rd ed. 1997, 31-3 B l , p.855. 
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underinsurance and where the commonwealth authority applies. The rational is 

that: 

Firstly, as discussed above, the assured retains the right to be dominus litis even 

if the insurer has met his liability under the policy termŝ ^^ and to deduct the 

shortfall from the recoveries up to a full indemnity. The Napier case refers not to 

the assured's total loss but rather to that part of the assured's loss which is 

acknowledged by the policy that the assured should bear the part of his own loss 

by way of excess or deductible. That means that the assured would not be entitled 

to be dominus litis for the whole claims even if he has not been folly indemnified. 

Secondly, the "top down" recovery rule deprives the assured of recoveries of 

excess or deductible. This is contrary to the purpose of subrogation which is to 

prevent the assured from double indemnity. Thus, it may be the situation that the 

insurer has not been a chance for the distribution of recoveries if the recoveries 

sum is less than the uninsured loss. On the other hand, it would not encourage the 

assured to endeavour to pursue against the third party wrongdoer as he may 

prejudice his insurer by entering into the settlement for an inadequate amount, 

when he actually has a strong case. 

Thirdly, the Napier case contrary to the Boag case, which proceeds on the basis 

that, where insurance is arranged in layers, the first layer insurer obtains a 

contingent right of subrogation which can not be affected by the subsequent 

layers. Thus, the distribution lies on the "bottom up" rule. The case has not been 

cited in the House of Lords. 

5. Proper Allocation 

Commercial v. Lister, (1874) LR 9Ch App 483; Buckland v. Palmer [1984] 3 ALL ER 554. 
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In conclusion, the writer would attempt to summarise the proper distribution of 

recoveries in the context of marine insurance: 

(1) The general rule is where the assured is fully insured and fully indemnified 

under the policy, the insurer remains dbmmiK and has the Grst claim of 

recovery up to his payment. In the case of partially paid by the insurer, the assured 

remains dominus litis has the first claim up to a full indemnity and hold any 

surplus as trustee of the insure r .However , the insurer is safeguarded by the 

possibility of the assured becoming liable to him in damages if he conducts 

proceedings without due regard to the insurer's interests either after or before he 

has been paid. 

(2) Where the assured is fully insured under an agreed value policy, the agreed 

value is conclusive and the insurer would be entitled to have the first claim of 

recoveries up to his payment even in the case of partial loss. The assured is 

estopped from asserting the difference between the real value and the agreed value 

even if the real value happens to be greater than the agreed value. The rule has 

now embodied in Section 27 of Marine Insurance Act notwithstanding that the 

rule is suggested to be contrary to the principle of indemnity which deprives the 

assured of a full indemnity and which enriches the insurer as the result of benefits 

accrues from the basis of greater real value. If, however, the recoveries happens to 

be more than the agreed value or the insured amount though it is rare nowadays, 

the assured could retain the surplus. However, it is arguable that the insurer would 

entitled to retain the surplus if the surplus arise out of the currency devaluation.^^' 

Indeed, in L. Lucas v. ECGD^^^ the Court of Appeal has held that the Exports 

Credits Guarantee Department who paid the 90 percent of losses under the 

guarantee was entitled to 90 percent of the excess as a result of sterling had risen 

as against the US dollar. Unfortunately, the decision was reversed by the House of 

MacGillvray- & Parkington on Insurance law, 8th ed. para. 1220. 

Yorkshire v. Nisbet, [1962] 2 QB 330. 

^^^[1973]! WLR914. 
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Lords. It was well settled that if the surplus arising from the interests, the insurer 

is entitled to recoup more than he has paid. 

(3) Where under the (1) situation, the policy has also subject to an excess or 

deductible clause. It was ruled that the insurer has the first claims of the recoveries 

up to his full payment under the policy.^^ But it was also held that the assured is 

entitled to sue the losses of excess from the third party wrongdoer.^'* Whichever 

is rightly decided is immaterial in practice in the context of marine insurance as 

the marine policy always provides that the insurer has the first claim.^^ In 

America, the situation is totally different as the court would allow the assured to 

share the recoveries in case of an excess clause in the p o l i c y T h e writer also 

noted the criticism which the English Law and practice in respect of hull 

insurance rule are inequitable to the assured.^^' Thus, in writer's view, in the 

absence of contrary stipulations in the contract, the assured should not be deprived 

of the shortfall of deductible, at least, they are entitled to the contribution of 

recoveries in proportion to their respective interests. Neither the insurer nor the 

assured should have the first claim of the recoveries and a "pro rata rule" would 

seem more just for dealing with this respect no matter whether in marine or non-

marine insurance. 

(4) Where the assured is under insured for his losses where the assured is deemed 

to be his own insurer, the insurer cannot prevent the assured from pursuing the 

claim against the third party for the whole loss. It is settled that the insurer is 

entitled to a proportionate share of recovery in proportion to his insured amount 

bears to the total value. The Commonwealth applies. However, there is no such 

presumption in non-marine insurance. Under an agreed value policy, the agreed 

Hobbs V. Marlowe, [1978] AC 16. And also inferred from the Napier case. 

Buckland v. Palmer [1984] 3 ALL ER 554. 

See ITC Hull Clause(1995), C.12.3. 

English law does not treat the assured as co-insurer in case of deductible and in English 

marine insurance conditions also deny the assured a co-insurer status as to the deductible 

UNTACD Report on marine insurance, Nov. 20th, 1978, TD/B/C.4/ISL/27 at p57. 
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value is conclusive between the insurer and the assured and not the actual value. 

In the event that the recoveries is more than the agreed value, the insurer is not 

entitled to retain the surplus. 

(5) Under the situation of (4) and subject to an excess clause and/or limit clause 

where it is commonly recognised as layer insurance. That the case happens in the 

Napier case as discussed above. Then the "top down" rule is applies. However, 

contrary allocation was also established in the Boag case as "bottom up" rule.̂ ^^ It 

has been suggested that the "top down" rule only applies to layer insurance and 

does not (%)p^ to padid insunuMze amd TlK Twouki 

suggest a ''pra rata'' rule as set up in The Commonwealth under such 

circumstances. 

(6) Under the partial insurance where only one type of loss is insured, the 

insured remains dominus litis of the action in respect of uninsured loss but must 

take bona fide consideration of his insurer's interests as against the split of cause 

of action.^^° That means that the assured must sue for the whole loss including the 

insured loss against the third party wrongdoers. In the event of an unapportioned 

recoveries, the assured has the first claims up to a full indemnity, if the recoveries 

is able to be apportioned, the insurer has the respective interests in respect of 

insured loss. However, it has been argued that the cause of action is separate in the 

case of partial insurance and the insurer is entitled to use the assured's name to sue 

the third party wrongdoers in a separate action without abusing the court process. 

The insurer is entitled to sue the assured in damage for infringing the insurer's 

subrogation rights if the assured releases the whole loss with the third party 

wrongdoers without due regards to the insurer's loss. 

However, an increased value clause in Institute Cargo Clause has modified the effect of 

Boag case and the increased value insurer has been entitled to a rateable share of the recoveries 

in proportion to the increased value. 

Arnould's Marine Insurance and Average, 16th Ed. V.3 para. 1299. 

As the case in Commercial v. Lister, supra. 
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Chapter VI Voluntary payment 

1. Gift or not? 

Payment made by third party who is tinder no legal obligation may present 

difficulties as to whether the insurer is entitled to such a gift. The intention for 

gift given is an issue. If, however, there is an clear intention to benefit the assured 

solely, then it can not be suggested that the insurer has any entitlement to recover 

the gift from the assured. It is a pure gift paid to the assured as a goodwill 

gesture or a pure grace without any legal obligation to do so. This is consistent 

with the decision of House of Lords in Burnand v. Rodocannachi^^^ in which the 

assured effected with underwriters valued policies of insurance on a cargo, which 

was afterwards destroyed by a Confederate cruiser, and the underwriters paid to 

the assured as on an actual total loss the agreed value, which was less than the 

real value. The Government of United States under the Act of Congress, in the 

meantime, paid a sum to the assured for the difference between their real total loss 

and the sum received from the underwriters. The payment was not intended to 

reduce the loss, but to compensate the assured for any loss from being under-

insured. Accordingly, the award was against the insurer and no subrogation right 

thereby arose. 

Likewise, in Merrett v. Capitol,the reinsured, liability insurers at Lloyd's, 

suffered a reinsured loss, which was partly "ftmded" by payment to them of a 

smaller sum by their brokers. The brokers were not obliged to pay the money but 

did so for their own commercial purposes, namely, to save themselves work and 

to keep the goodwill of the insurers. It was intended not as a loan but as an 

outright gift. On a subsequent claim by the reinsured, arbitrators deducted from 

their award against the reinsurer an amount equivalent to the gift. On appeal from 

(1882) 7 App. Cas. 333. 

^^^[1991] 1 Lloyd's Rep. 169. 
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the arbitrators, Steyn J found that the award disclosed an error of law and remitted 

the award for reconsideration by the arbitrators. Steyn J applied the established 

principle: 

fAcM TTzg q / r g z w w m M c g o r g q / 

mc/g7MMZ(y. 7%g gwgj'fzoM z'j', //zgr^rg, w/zgf/zer /"Ag 

Abr gvg/y gi/9̂  fo aM afjz/rgg/ 6y a (fzwiMZj'Agcf Azj zf a gi/gf/zoM q/^cf 

ZM g<3c/z coLyg w/zg/Agy a gz/7 /zaLy or /z(ir Mof 6ggM j5az<5̂  ZM (fz/MZMwfzoM q/"f/zg /of 

^ zf Z.S g.Ffa6/ẑ /zg6/ fAaf f̂ g poyzMgw/ waj ZMfg/ẑ gcf ^o/g^y f/zg 6gAz^f q/ f/zg 

assured, it has not been paid in diminution of the loss. In that event it must be 

disregarded in assessing the assured's recoverable loss"^^^ 

By contrast, if the payment is not clear enough to be intended to benefit the 

assured himself or in the absence of any intention for the gift, then the insurer is 

not deprived of the right to recoup it back from the assured. In two earlier cases of 

Randal v. Corch-arP'^ and Blaauwpot v. Da Costc?^^ in which the distribution of 

prizes by the government which arose from the seizures of goods, by way of 

reprisal, taken from the Spain, was intended to whom had actually suffered rather 

than the shipowners personally. The judgement was awarded for the insurer 

accordingly. Likewise, in &garMf v. PiZ/ogĝ ^̂  the defendant company, a gold 

mine owner in South Africa had insured its gold under an all risks Lloyd's policy. 

After the gold was commandeered by the South Africa government the 

underwriter paid over its value to the assured. However, as a result of 

representations being made to the government, a sum of money was received as 

compensation on the understanding that the defendant would continue to work on 

the mine and would hand over 50 percent of the gold won to the government. The 

underwriter claimed the sum received by the assured. The Court of Appeal held 

Ibid, at 171. 

" ' (1748) 1 Ves. Sen. 98. 

^'-(1758) I Eden 130. 

^'^(1905) 10 Com. Cas. 89. 
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the insurer to be entitled to do so. The issue in this case was whether the 

compensation from the South Africa government was a result of bargain with 

government, where the assured agreed to continue to work on the mine in return 

for the government returning some of gold seized in the form of cash payment, in 

order to prevent the mine being shut down because of a lack of funds. The 

Lordship, after examining the earlier cases of Roandal v, Cockran'^^ and Burnand 

V. Rodocanachf'^^, came to the conclusion that the sum paid to the assured in the 

absence of any intention to benefit the assured personally was intended to 

diminish the loss which had been incurred by the company in respect of that 

gold.^^^ Stirling L J rejected the argument that the payment to the assured was the 

result of bargain. He said; 

"I do not think that the Government in so doing were acting under the idea that 

f/ze}" were gMfermg mfo Aargam mfA f/ze af fAe 

most, upon an expectation which proved to be well founded, that under the stress 

of circumstances created by the war and in their own interests the defendants 

would continue, to work the mines. 

A gift is a voluntary act. However it does not mean that all the voluntary 

payment must go to the assured's own account. If the gift is intended to benefit 

the sufferers who had satisfied the losses of the assured, then it would be the 

insurer who is entitled to the gift. However, if the payment made by the third 

party is not in a voluntary or ex gratia way but with legal obligation to do so by 

merely compromising in respect of loss with the third party, it is apparent that the 

payment is intended to be in diminution of the losses so long as the insurer has 

fully indemnified the losses of the assured. Therefore, the insurer has the absolute 

right against the compromise payment which the assured must hold on trust for 

the insurer. Meanwhile, it would be more likely that the assured would be held 

237 n owpm. 
238 ci 

Ibid., per Romer L J, p95. 

Ibid., at p 97. 
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liable in damage for the insurer for infringing their subrogation rights. There are 

plenty of authorities in respect of this proposition and will be further discussed in 

Chapter VIII. As the compromise settlement are the results of those rights 

possessed by the assured against the third party whom may have a disputed claims 

with the assured and it is not a gift in any event, the insurer could recoup those 

payment by way of subrogation up to what he has indemnified. In a recent 

peculiar case The Wind Star^'^^ the assured received a payment for compromise of 

a claim and assigned the insurance to the tortfeasor. The insurer obtained a 

declaration that the payment was not a gift and should be taken into account 

between insurer and assignee. The court awarded the insurer the entitlement to 

the payment on the ground that the payment was not voluntary in this sense. 

In general speaking, a voluntary payment is the same as a gift and it should be 

irrelevant to the loss of the subject matter insured. However, the authority is that 

"the question is not whether the money was voluntarily paid or not voluntarily 

paid, but whether de facto the money which was paid did reduce the loss",̂ "^^ in 

Merrett v. Capitof^^ Steyn J. used a similar yardstick that "the question is, 

therefore, whether the payment diminishes the loss".^'^ 

Above authority is largely based upon the fundamental principle of indemnity 

yhich can be seer 

Cairns, L.C. said: 

which can be seen in a number of classic cases. In Simpson v. Thomson, Lord 

q/" MO q/" rzgAf q/" MM /̂grvyn̂ grf, gxc^f f/zg ivg/Z 

jprmc^/g q/" /mv, f/zaf wAgrg o»g /7grjoM Aaf agrggcf fo a»of/zg/", Ag w/f/Z, 

OM goo^ fAg mcfg/MMZi)/, 6g gM/z//g<̂  fo fwccggc/ fo a/Z fAg mgaw 

[1995] 1 Lloyd's Rep. 570; affirmed, [1997] 1 Lloyd's Rep. 261. 

Biirnand v. Rodocanachi (IE82) 7 App. Cas. 333 at 341, per Lord Blackburn. 

243 n 

Supra. 

^'^Ibid. atpl71. 

^"^(1877)3 App. Cas. 279 
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w/zzcA r/ze jpez-joM /MzgAf /zavg ĵ ro/gcfec^ Af7?wg(/̂ agazwf or rezTMAwrfĝ f 

Az7?tye//)2)r r/ze /o^& 

Also, Lord Blackburn in Burnand v. Rodocannach^^'^ pointed out that: 

"TTze ggMemZ ru/g q/̂ Zmv ^ w/zerg f/zgrg zf a coM/racf q/" ZMĜg/?zMZ(y aW a 

/ofj" /zo^gMj", a;̂ f/zzMg î 'Azc/z rg /̂wcgj' or f̂z/MZMZf/zgf f/za^ rĝ fwcĝ y or 

diminishes the amount which the indemnifier is bound to pay; and if the 

indemnifier has already paid it, then if anything which diminish the losses comes 

zMfo Âg /za?z<^ q/r/zg ̂ er̂ yoM /o wAom Ag /zfzy zf, // 6gco/Mgf a/z ggwzfy f/zaf f/zg 

person who has already paid the full indemnity is entitled to be recouped by 

/zavzMg f/zaf amoẑ Mf 

Likewise, in Castellain v. Prestor?'^^ Brett L.J emphasised the insurer's right of 

"the advantage of every right of the assured... which the loss can be or has been 

diminished"^^°; Bo wen L.J. made the similar remarks at the same case that "if he 

(the assured) has a means of diminishing the loss, the result of the use of those 

means belongs to the underwriters".^^' 

It is arguable that the insurer's right to the gift is based upon whether the gift 

made by the third party is intended to diminish the loss or not. First, if the insurer, 

after satisfying a loss, is merely succeeded to the rights and remedies of the 

assured in respect of the losses and as the gift is made under no legal obligation 

but goodwill or pure grace, it would be odd to confine the gift to be the "rights and 

remedies of the assured". The authority in Simpson v. Thomsori'^^ established the 

Ibid, at 284. 

^"^1882) 7 App. Cas.333. 

Ibid, at p339. 

^"^1883) II QBD 380. 

Ibid, at 388. 

Ibid, at 402. 

252 
supra. 
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rule that an insurer is only subrogated to those rights which may be enforced 

against the third party as pointed out by Lord Cairns that "on payment the insurers 

are entitled to enforce all the remedies, whether in contract or in tort, which the 

insured has against third parties, whereby the insured can compel such third 

parties to make good the loss insured againsf'^^^. It is apparent that there is no 

right for the assured to the gift as it is without any legal liability but mere 

voluntary. Likewise, Brett J in Castellain'^'^ case cited the judgement in the 

Burnand case and said that "what was paid by the United States Government 

could not be considered as salvage, but must be deemed to have been only a gift. 

It was only a gift to which the assured had no right at any time until it was placed 

in their hands"^^^. The notion was also cited in City v. Evans^^^ where Scrutton L. 

J had the view that "when he (the insurer) has paid, and not till then, he is 

subrogated to any legal rights the assured had which might reduce the loss, but not 

to any charitable contributions or sources of profit not depending on legal 

right".^^^ It is clear from those dictum that the insurer's subrogation rights are 

those rights and remedies which the assured possess against the third party in 

respect of losses. Therefore, the better illustration of subrogation right is those 

rights and remedies the assured possesses against the third party which would be 

in diminution of the losses occurred in respect of the subject matter insured. The 

broad definition in Castellain v. Preston may be conflicting; the underwriters is 

entitled to the advantages of every right of the assured, whether such right consists 

in contract, fulfilled or unfulfilled, or in remedy for tort capable of being insisted 

on or already insisted on, or in any other right, whether by way of condition or 

otherwise, legal or equitable, which can be, or has been exercised or has accrued, 

and whether such right could or could not be enforced by the insurer in the name 

(1877) 3 App. Cas. 279 at 284. 

254 

supra. 

Ibid, at 389. 

^ ^ 1 9 2 1 ) 3 8 L.T. 230. 

^"ibid., at233. 

(1883) II QBD 330 
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of the assured by the exercise or acquiring of which right or condition the loss 

against which the assured is insured, can be, or has been diminished?^® 

Meanwhile, it is also irrelevant to the diminution of the loss to consider who 

would succeed to the gift. The test for the gift, from the writer's point of view, 

must be based on whom the gift is intended to benefit rather than whether the gift 

is intended to diminish the loss. In the Burnand case "it is perfectly obvious from 

the statements made by the parties, upon which they agreed, that the 

compensation (from the government of the United States) was awarded to the 

respondents(the assureds) upon the second of these grounds, namely, in respect of 

that the insurance which they effected fell short of protection against the whole 

loss which they sustained". In Merrett v. Capitol, that the brokers made a 

goodwill payment for sake of the commercial advantage is nothing to do with the 

loss and it is a mere gift to the assured, while in Randal v. Cockran and 

Blaauwpot v. Da Costa the prize distributed by the British government was 

intended for the parties who actually suffered which included the insurer. In 

Stearns v. Village, the intention was not apparent but it is by no means to be 

assumed that no clear intention suggests an intention to diminish the loss. It is 

much more likely that the gift was the result of the bargain with the government 

for continuation of work on the gold mine which was commandeered by the South 

African government rather than the diminution of loss. The insurer, after paying 

the total loss to the assured had no right to the salvage by way of subrogation as 

the salvage belonged to the South African government. The transaction was a 

business arrangement after the seizure, which resulted in a loss to the assured and 

the salvage of gold mine, it is nothing to do with the insurer. Unfortunately, it was 

not decided on that ground. Conversely, The Wind Star case was not an issue of 

gift, as the payment comprised the assured's claims and assignments of the 

insurance. That is a deal rather than pure voluntary payment, therefore, it is not a 

gift. 

Ibid., per Brett L.J. at 339. 
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Moreover, it is more accurate to say that a gift 6om a third party is nothing to 

do with the subrogation rights, but is more relevant to whom the gift is intended to 

benefit and the beneficiary has the absolute right to that gift. Every gift made has 

its intention and whom the gift is intended to benefit is a question of fact. If there 

have not a clear intention for the gift, can it suggest that it intends to diminish the 

loss? As discussed above, the gift is not a right of the assured until it comes to the 

assured's hands. The gift is rather intended to benefit someone else than to 

diminish the loss and is distinguishable from a compromise payment of disputed 

claim or any other transaction of the assured's claims against third party in respect 

of the loss where those compromise or transaction are not the voluntary payment 

in nature. 

Lastly, as inferred from the Burnand case, the assured, after having been fully 

indemnified under the policy, has not been overcompensated in addition to the 

payment of gift as the value agreed is conclusive to both parties and the gift paid 

is nothing to do with the loss and therefore it is irrelevant to the right of 

subrogation taken by the insurer. 

However, it is unclear whether the assured may share the gift under a 

underinsurance policy if the gift paid to them in the absence of any intention for 

benefiting the assured personally. The assured is deemed as own insurer for his 

uninsured loss under s.81 of Marine Insurance Act 1906, it seems from the 

authorities of foregoing discussion the assured is entitled to share the gift in 

proportion of the value insured and uninsured value. However, in the writer's 

opinion, the gift is not a right or remedies of the asssured which the insurer could 

be subrogated as the reasoning of the Law Lords in v. that 

an insurer is only subrogated to those rights which may be enforced against third 

person in respect of the loss. The test for gift under such circumstance is based 

upon the intention for such payment which has the exact same yiardstick under 

^^"(1877) 3 App. Cas. 279. 
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folly coverage. Either the assured or the insurer could succeed the gift depending 

on whom the gift is intended to benefit. 

2. Ex gratia payment to the assured from the insurer 

To entitle the assured to receive payment under a policy, the insurers must be 

legally liable to make it, but it is the practice of insurers, in proper case, to make 

an ex gratia payment in respect of losses which is not strictly covered by the 

policy. A compromise settlement under a disputed claims by the assured would 

clearly be sufficient to entitle the insurer's subrogation rights. The difficulty may 

arise if the payment made by the insurer to the assured which the insurer is not 

legally bound to make under the terms of the policy, but make voluntarily, then 

would the insurer similarly be entitled to be subrogated to the assured's right? 

This may arise in a number of contexts: the policy may be avoidable for breach of 

the assured's duty of utmost good faith; the assured may have been in breach of a 

warranty or condition; the insurer might accept inadequate proofs of loss; or the 

perils causing the loss might fall outside the scope of cover. 

In King v. Victoria,the Bank of Australia took out an insurance with the 

plaintiff insurer upon wool on board the vessel the Dorunda at and from 

Townsville to London via Torres Strait. The risks was stated to attached from the 

loading of the goods on board the vessel. Some of the wool was on arrival at 

Townsville put on board a lighter belonging to a firm of wharfingers for the 

purpose of being conveyed to the vessel. While the lighter was moored to the 

wharf, a storm arose which drove away from their anchorage certain punts 

belonging to the government which had not been properly secured. The punts fell 

foul of the lighter, broke her away from her moorings, capsized her, carried her 

down stream, and so destroyed the wool. The bank claimed against the plaintiGs 

whom paid for the losses under the policy and took a formal assignment from the 

(1896) AC 250. 



bank of ail their rights and causes of action against the government. By way of 

defence, the government argued that payment made by the insurer was not 

covered by the policy as the loss occurred before loading and therefore the 

plaintiff stood in the position of a mere volunteer for making the payment to the 

bank which would not entitle them for the title to sue by way of subrogation. 

However, when the case appealed to the Privy Council, their Lordships had no 

doubt that if, after receiving payment from the plaintiffs, the bank had got 

damages from the government, they must hold them as trustees for the insurers to 

the extent of the payment, and that if it had been necessary to use the name of the 

bank, the bank is compelled to permit it on the usual terms. It was established that 

the claim was not one which the insured might not honestly make, or to which the 

insurers might not honestly and reasonably accede and the payment was honestly 

made by insurers in consequence of a policy and in satisfaction of a claim by the 

assured, it was claim made under the policy, which entitled the insurers to the 

remedies available to the assured. As Lord Hobhouse pointed out^^^ that, if the 

third party's contention were good law, "the consequence would be that insurers 

could never admit a claim on which dispute might be raised except at the risk of 

finding themselves involved in the very dispute they have tried to avoid, by 

persons who have no interests in that dispute." It is clearly seen from the 

authority that a payment honestly made by the insurer, which does not fall with 

the terms of the policy, will not deprive the insurer of subrogation rights. 

Also, in Assicurazioni Generali di Trieste v. Empress Assurance Co., the 

defendants had insured certain vessels and then reinsured them with the plaintiffs. 

The defendants paid for a loss, for which they supposed themselves to be liable, 

only as a result of a fraudulent misrepresentation on part of the assured. After they 

had recovered from the plaintiffs under the policy of reinsurance, they discovered 

the truth and obtained damages for fraud from the assured. The facts that the 

plaintiffs had honestly made under the reinsurance contract notwithstanding there 

Ibid, at p255. 

[1907] 2KB 814. 
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is a fraud under the assured's claim would be sufficient to be entitled to the rights 

of the defendants against the assured and were entitled to be reimbursed the sums 

they had paid out. 

The proposition could be further supported by the judgement in Austin v. 

Zuric}?^^ in which the liability insurer had satisfied a claim brought by its insured, 

but did so without prejudice to its contention that it was not liable to do so. It 

was suggested that the insurer had "honestly" satisfied a claim under the policy, 

and that therefore it was entitled to be subrogated to its insured's right of action 

against a third party. The fact that the insurer did not admit its liability to the 

insured did not deprive it of this right, although the judgement was held against 

the plaintiff on other grounds . However, in the Court of Appeaf^^ it was held that 

the case was one of double insurance and involving contribution rather than 

subrogation. 

However, there is contrary authority in English law although it arises from 

areas outside insurance. In Re Cleadon Trust Ltcf^^ Creichton was one of the two 

directors of a company, Cleadon Trust Ltd, which had guaranteed the debts of two 

subsidiary companies. The subsidiaries were unable to pay their debts nor could 

the Cleadon company which became liable. The subsidiaries' creditors was 

subsequently paid by the Creichton alone with the approval of his fellow company 

director. It was agreed that the company should pay him interest on the money 

together with his payment. Cleadon Trust Ltd and its subsidiaries later went into 

liquidation. However, the subsidiaries' assets were insufficient to discharge the 

amounts owing on the debentures which they had issued, with the result that any 

claim which Creichton might have had against them was worthless. However, 

Cleadon Trust Ltd had sufficient remaining assets to make it worthwhile for 

Creichton to prove in its liquidation for the money he had paid the subsidiaries' 

creditors, either in his own right or via subrogation to the claims of the creditors 

-^[1944] 2 ALL ER243. 

[1945] 1 K.B.250. 

*Kll939]Ch 286. 
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who would have come against the company on the guarantee, had he not paid 

them on the company's behalf. The majority of the Court of Appeal, Scott and 

Clauson L J, set aside his claims since his payment had been made voluntarily and 

he was not entitled to recover the money back from the company either via a 

direct action for the money paid or via subrogation to the rights of the 

subsidiaries' creditors. In Scott L J's words 

"BofA q/"f/ze growMck o/"c/azm ... are fwoyuM&zmgMW 

juridical persona took no action whatsoever; it could take none and was therefore 

wholly impassive; and (2) that the appellant's advances so far as the company 

was concerned were purely voluntary and gratuitous. " 

Charles Mitchelf^^ commenting on the case suggested that "the case should 

rather have been decided on the basis that Creichton's payments did not discharge 

the company's liability under the guarantee. The court should therefore have held 

that Creichton could not recover from the company directly, both because he was 

a volunteer and because he had conferred no benefit on the company, and that he 

could not recover from the company via simple subrogation because he was a 

volunteer". In his theory, "where a volunteer S pays RH in respect of the 

obligations owed to RH by PL, PL's obligations are not automatically discharged 

by S's payment. In other words, RH's rights are not extinguished unless PL 

subsequently ratifies S's payment." 

Contrary authority was also cited in Owen v. Tate^^^ the Tates' debt to a bank 

was secured by a mortgage on property owned by Lightfoot. Without the Tates' 

knowledge, and in order to benefit Lightfbot, Owen agreed with the bank that if it 

would release Lightfbot from the mortgage, he himself would guarantee the Tates' 

debt and give the bank a new security to support his secondary liability. Tates 

[bid. at 311-12. 

268 

269 

T/ig /aw 1994 at pi64. 

[1976] QB 402. 
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heard of the proposal and protested but the bank, as it was S-ee to do, completed 

the arrangement. Subsequently, Tates defaulted on the debt and forced the bank 

to seek the payment from the Owen's security. Owen paid the debt and then 

brought an action against the Tates. The Court of Appeal held that Owen could 

not recover from the Tates, on the grounds that he had acted as a volunteer. 

Because he had voluntarily assumed his position as the Tates' surety, the court 

thought that his payment of the debt should be treated as a voluntary payment, 

even though he was legally obliged to pay under the guarantee. In Scarman LJ's 

J 270 
words: 

"If without an antecedent request a person assumes an obligation or makes a 

payment for the benefit of another, the law will, as a general rule refuse him a 

rig/zf q/ z/" Ag can f/zow f W f/ze czrcwmffaMcgf q/" f/ze 

f/zgrg waf fo/Mg Mgcgjfzz)/ ybr f/zg oAZzgafzon fo 6g f/zgM f/zg Zmc wzZZ 

grant him a right of reimbursement if in all the circumstances it is just and 

rgas'0Ma6/g 6/0 jo. 7M /̂zg /prgjgMf cofg f/zg gvz&MCg zf //zaf f/zg /)ZazMfz^acfg f̂ MOf 

only behind the backs of the defendants initially, but in the interests of another, 

and despite their protest. When the moment came for him to honour the obligation 

thus assumed, the defendants are not to be criticised, in my judgement, for having 

acc^rgcf f/zg 6gM^/^ 0 / a w/zzc/z f/zg^ Mgẑ /zgr woMfgcf Mof joz/g/zf. " 

A more recent case which dealt with the same issue was Esse Petroleum Co., 

Ltd V. Hall Russell & Co Ltd, the case involving an oil tanker, the Esso Bernicia, 

owned by Esso while it was being berthed at a jetty at an oil terminal in 

Shetland Islands, one of the three tugs in attendance caught fire and the tow line 

from the tug to the tanker was cast off. The tanker, being no longer under the 

full control of the remaining tugs, crashed into the jetty causing damage to her 

hull and to the jetty and also causing bunker oil to escape in large quantities 

which polluted the foreshore causing loss to the local crofters. The fire on tug 

was caused by a coupling blowing out of a hydraulic pipe and the escaping 

Ibid, at 405. 
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hydraulic fluid coming into contact with an engine exhaust. The shipowners 

after paying the crofters and the operator of terminals under the TOVALOP 

agreement claimed against the tug builders asserting that the accident to the 

tanker was caused by the negligence of the tug's builders in designing and 

building the tug. The shipowners paid the crofters because it was a party to 

TOVALOP, the parties to which had agreed between themselves that in the 

event of oil pollution from one of their tankers, the owner of the tanker would 

pay anyone damaged by the resulting pollution for his loss, regardless of 

whether the tanker owner was legally liable for the pollution or not. The 

essential issue that arose was whether the shipowner might be entitled to assert 

the crofter's rights against Hall Russell via simple subrogation. It was held that 

the payment was gratuitous. Lord Jauncey said:^^^ 

that the event which gave rise to the payments thereunder was damage to the 

Bernicia. Esso cannot pray in aid the latter event in order to convey their claim 

rgjz/ZfzMg < ^ z r g c f ( y f A e (damage." 

Also, it was held that the voluntary payments were not recoverable from the 

tugbuilders as economic loss directly resulting from the damage to their tanker, 

notwithstanding that the event which gave rise to the payments was the physical 

damage to their tanker. It was well established from the judgment that an 

indemnifier could not sue for reparation by reason of his contractual liability to 

the person indemnified for damage to his property. It could be seen from the 

judgment that a voluntary payment has in no way entitled the insurer a right of 

simple subrogation. Charles Mitchell who based on the Burrows and Goff and 

Jones's restitution remedy theory commented that:^^^ 

Ibid. 678. 

The law of subrogation, 1994, p i 65. 
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"TTze ygafurg q/ fAg caj'g zj f/za^ Ej'fo j c/orzTM fo 6g 

^wA^ogafecf /o rAe crq^gr^' r/g/zfj' j'Aow/̂ f argwaA^ Aave yazZecf ybr fAe 

M?ore f-ggjoM f/zaf zf cowZĉ  MOf j/zow f/za^ a/z ^c/or wM&r/cy 

zfj jw^̂ czgMf fo eM̂ zfZg ẑ  fo a rgj'fzfwfzo/za/]/ rgme /̂y. " 

Furthermore, the shipowner's claims failed on procedural grounds: he could 

not succeed in its claim to be subrogated to the crofters' rights for the reason 

that it should have brought its subrogated action in the name of the crofters, but 

had in fact sued Hall Russell in its own name. The shipowners' subrogation 

rights if any, according to Charles Mitchell/^^ is a sim^ple subrogation where the 

payment of shipowner did not discharge the obligation of Hall Russell to the 

Crofters and the proceedings could only be initiated in the name of the Crofters. 

The proposition was approved by Lord Goff;̂ ^"^ 

"There can of course be no direct claim by Esso against Hall Russell in 

restitution if only because Esso has not by its payment discharged the liability 

of Hall Russell and so has not enriched Hall Russell; if anybody has been 

gMrzc/zĝ f, zf zf f/zg crq/̂ gr.;, f/zg gxfg/if fAaf f/zg)/ /zovg 6ggM ZM6fg/MMz/zg6̂  6y 

and yet continue to have vested in them rights of action against Hall Russell in 

rgjpgcf q/f/zg or c/amagg w/zzcA wof f/zg fw^'gcf maffgr '.y fo 

r/zgm." 

However, if the case was rightly decided then it is open to doubt whether the 

insurer should have a subrogation right in the case where he is under no legal 

liability to reimburse the assured for the reason that the policy is avoidable at the 

insurer's option as was the case in Â zng v. Kifcforza. In writer's view, the ATmg v. 

Kzcforza was rightly decided. First of all, subrogation is regarded as a matter of 

equ i typr inc ip le would indicate that subrogation should be permitted in all 

these cases, for subrogation is simply the right of an indemnifier to take over the 

See Chapter II for further discussion. 

Ibid. 663. 

Napier v. Hunter [1993] 1 ALL ER 37. 
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rights of the party indemnified. Further, the decision of v. Fzcforza can be 

supported on the grounds, first, that it is in the public interest against unnecessary 

litigation and, second, that it is not open to a third party to raise a defence, which 

is based on a contract to which he is not a party, a defence which the parties to the 

contract have chosen not to raise and which, certainly, they did not intend to 

ensure for his benefit. Even if the subrogation is regarded as an implied term in a 

contract of insurance, the insurer waives its right to set the policy aside or to 

reject the claim, the policy continues in force and the claim may be said to be 

made in accordance with the policy, so that the implied right of subrogation 

continues in force. 

The distinction between these two sorts of contrary authority could be clarified 

as to whether the ex gratia payment has been deemed to be in satisfaction of a 

debt or claim under the contract or as a mere outsider, in Scarman LJ's words, 

"whether there are some necessity for the obligation to be assumed".^^® In Re 

Cleadon Trust Ltd case, Creichton was a mere stranger to the guarantee contract 

which the company guaranteed the debts of their two subsidiary companies, his 

voluntary payment could not be said to in satisfaction of the guarantee contract 

unless ratified by the company, he is an outsider of the guarantee and it is the 

similar case in Owen v. Tate where Owen's payment to bank has not any relevant 

to the Lightfoot's debt to the bank but in the interests of another. Though in the 

Esso Bernicia, Esso's payment was under the TOVALOP agreement. It is true 

that under the agreement Esso was obliged to the other members of the agreement 

to pay no matter whether he was liable or not. However, as for the crofters and 

Hall Russell were concerned, it was an independent voluntary indemnity 

agreement rather than under legal compulsion. Therefore, the payment was 

gratuitous. It may be arguably because of this which distinct firom insurance 

contract and therefore simple subrogation was not considered. Conversely, in 

V. Kfcforza, the payment though was made voluntarily was deemed to be in 

satisfaction of the loss under the policy notwithstanding that the insurer could 

Ibid, at 407. 



avoid the contract at his option. As inferred from the authority in v. Tbfe, 

the insurer's voluntary payment may be have "some necessity for the obligation to 

be assumed", while, in the the payment was entirely voluntary 

under an independent agreement. Meanwhile, it would be inequitable not to award 

the insurer the subrogation right at least in the law of insurance as the assured may 

be unjustly enriched at the expense of the insurer. It was clear from the authority 

that the Insurer would be entitled to the subrogation rights so long as the payment 

made by the insurer in the absence of fraud. In practice, this issue may be 

governed by contract terms, ensuring that the insurer has rights of subrogation as 

soon as he has paid.̂ ^^ 

Voluntary payment similarly presents difficulty in America. Some early cases 

held in America that when an insurer made a payment without an obligation to 

do so, a wrongdoer could avoid liability by raising the defence that the insurer 

acted as a volunteer and did not become subrogated to the rights of the 

assured.^'^ On the other hand, it has been held that an insurer which made a 

payment, despite an existence of a policy defence, may be entitled to pursue 

subrogation against a wrongdoer.̂ ^^ 

In the case that there is a void contract, then the payment made by the insurer 

could hardly be said to be a payment made under the policy. The payment would 

not give rise to a right of subrogation for the insurer either under equity or the 

implied terms theories. Where, however, the policy is illegal it is undoubtedly 

against public policy to permit the insurer to recoup its payment from the third 

party, as its own payment to the assured is frowned upon by the law. This is fully 

illustrated by the decision of McCardie J. in John v. Motor In that case, a hull 

See Birds, Contractual Subrogation in the Insurance Law, JBL [1979, at p. 124. 

Chase v. Hammond Lumber Co., 79 F 2d 716 (9th Cir. 1935); Old Colony Ins. Co. v. Kansas 

ggrv/ce Co., 154 Kan. 642, 121 P.2d 193 (1942). 

Transamerica Insurance Company v. Barnes, 29 Utah 2d. 101, 505 P.2d 783 (1972); per 

Callister, C. J., with one justice concurring and one justice concurring in the result. 

[1922] 2 K.B. 249. See also S.4 (2) (b) of MIA. 
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policy contained a "policy proof of interest" clause which is deemed to be a 

contract by way of gaming or wagering under the Marine Insurance Act 1906̂ ^̂  

and is void. The vessel collided with another vessel. The insurer made a payment 

under the policy. The assured received a payment jErom the owner of the other 

vessel. The insurer claimed to be entitled to the payment by way of subrogation. It 

was held that, since the presence of the p.p.i clause made the policy void, the 

insurer did not have a right of subrogation.^®^ However, the insurer's remedies if 

may would be to seek to recover under the law of quasi-contract the money paid 

by it to the insured. 

Section 4(2) (b). 

Under United States decisions, p.p.i policy is not void insofar as the assured has an insurable 

interests and the insurer is accordingly entitled to be subrogated to the assured 's claim in so 

indemnifying the assured's loss. See; Frank B. Hall & Co v. Jejferson Insurance Co, 279 F. 892 

(1921). 
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Chapter VII The Extent of Subrogation 

The Common law has somewhat widened the extent of the right of subrogation 

in a number of cases. It was established that the insurers were entitled to 

succeed to all the ways and means which come into the hands of the assured in 

diminution of the loss. It has been suggested^^^ that subrogation is an equitable 

doctrine for preventing the assured from unjust enrichment. The insurer's right 

to enforce subrogation rights should be no better than that of the assured. 

Therefore, the insurer is not entitled to sue the assured himself or co-assured. If 

a gift comes into the hands of the assured, which is not intended to be in 

diminution of loss, the assured has no entitlements to the gift. This situation 

has been discussed in Chapter VI. Subrogation only confers upon the insurer 

"all rights and remedies of the assured in and in respect of the subject matter", 

very different from the doctrine of abandonment which allows the insurer to 

take "all the proprietary rights incidental thereto". Likewise, the insurer is not 

entitled to be subrogated to the remedies and rights of the assured which arise 

outside the subject matter insured or from an independent contract irrelevant to 

the loss of subject matter insured. Such remedies of the assured could not be 

said to be intended to diminish the loss. In any event, the prerequisite for 

exercising subrogation right is that the insurer must actually pay to the assured 

under the policy before stepping into the position of the assured. This Chapter 

will attempt to examine in which cases subrogation rights may be restricted. 

1. The assured shall be indemnified 

As discussed in Chapter II, the right of subrogation arises once the insurer has 

indemnified the loss of the assured. However, "it is important to distinguish 

between when the right of subrogation may be exercised and when it actually 

See Chapter III. 
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comes into existence, because it has been said that, while payment is a 

prerequisite to the exercise of the right, that right itself comes into existence 

when a contract of indemnity insurance is entered into.""*^ The proposition 

derived from .Boag i-. which confers a contingent right of 

subrogation upon the insurer when the contract of insurance is initiated, with the 

consequence that the assured may face liability to the insurer for failing to take 

reasonable steps to preserve the insurer's rights, for example, by the issue of a 

writ within the relevant limitation period or to secure assets or evidence by 

means of a Mareva injunction or Anton Filler order. However, it is submitted 

that the contractual duty of the assured could not impose upon the assured an 

obligation to preserve the time limit and that in practice, notice of loss would 

be sufficient for the insurer to take prompt action. Even though the case of Boag 

V. Standard was rightly decided, it may be seen that the right of subrogation is 

not enforceable until the insurer has made the actual payment under the policy 

term unless he takes a valid assignment. In John v. Motor,McCardie J 

pointed out^^^ that the right of subrogation springs not from payment only but 

from actual payment conjointly with the fact that it is made pursuant to the basic 

and original contract of indemnity. There are several other cases supporting this 

proposition.^^^ The question is whether it is enough for the insurer to indemnify 

the assured under the terms of the policy, or whether the assured must be fully 

compensated for his loss before the insurer can be subrogated. In some case, the 

shortfall may fall within the deductible or excess expressly stipulated in the 

contract. In Page v. Scottish,Scrutton L.J expressly reserved the question 

whether full compensation is necessary. There is a Canadian case Globe v. 

Trudelf''^^ which held that the assured must be fully compensated. However, the 

Derham, SwArogaf/oM //MwrnMcg imy, 1985. 

^^^[1922] 2 KB 249. 

Ibid, at 255. 

City V. Evans, (1912) 91 L.J. KB 379, Per Scrutton L.J. at 385; Scottish v. Davis [1970] 1 

Lloyd's Rep. 1. 

- ^ \ l 9 2 9 ) 140 L.T. 571. 
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position is far from clear under English law. It could be inferred from Napier v. 

Hunter^'^^ that the courts would in future hold that full indemnity under the 

terms of the policy is sufficient notwithstanding that there may remain a 

shortfall by way of deductible or excess. In practice, the question may be 

academic as the position is frequently modified by an express agreement 

vesting subrogation rights in the insurer upon indemnification under the policy 

either in the contract of insurance or in a subrogation receipt. If the assured is 

underinsured, the insurer does not, however, acquire the right to control any 

action which the assured might bring against the third party.^^^ Nevertheless, it 

would seem that underinsurance in this context does not include any excess or 

deductible which the assured must bear under the policy, as it was held in 

Napier v. Hunter that the assured who agrees to bear the first part of excess or 

deductible can not be said to be underinsured. 

2. The insurer is only subrogated to rights and remedies of the assured 

against the third parties in respect of the loss of subject matter insured 

The authority of Castellain v. Prestof?'^^ confers upon the insurer the rights 

and remedies of the assured which, if satisfied, will extinguish or diminish the 

ultimate loss sustained, as described by Brett LJ: 

f/zg c^oc/rmg q/fwArogafzoM, fgg^j /o me f/zaf f/zg 

absolute meaning of the word must be used, that is to say, the insurer must be 

m f/zg pofzYzoM q/" f/zg ajjurgcf. jVow zr ĵ gg/Mf fo mg f/zaf m or f̂gr fo car;}; 

our r/zg rzvZg q/ZMJwmMcg Zmv, f/zzj' ^/ocfrmg q/"^wAroga^zo^ 6g 

carrzgcf /o f/zg gxfg/zf w/zzc/z / a/TZ Mow a6owf fo gM /̂govor fo gxprgf.;, f/zaf 

m 6gfwggM f/zg w/76fg/';i/rzfg/' r/zg aj'.ywrg(f f/zg MMfZgrM/rzfgr g»/zY/g(y /o f/zg 

q/gvg^ rzg/zf q/̂  f/zg w/zgf/zgr .ywc/z rzg/zf zn 

[1993] AC 713. 

Commercial v. Lister, supra, as discussed above. 

- ^ \ 1 8 8 3 ) 11 QBD380 . 
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or OM ZM _ybA' TorZ cc^aA/g q/ 6gzMg zmzjfgcZ on or 

aZrgac^ mĵ zjfgcZ 0/7, or m OM)/ oZAgr rzgAf, wAgf/zgr 6)/ w<^ q/! co»cZzZfo;i or 

o/Agrwzj'g, ZggaZ or ggwzfa6/g, wAfc/z coM 6g, or Aoj Agĝ ? exgrcz.ygcf or 

accrwgc^ aM(f wAgfAgr ĵ wcA rzg/zf cowM or cow/c/ Mô  6g g^rcec / 6}" f/zg mjwrgr 

ZM Z/zg A2amg 0/fAg ajjz/rg6( ca/z 6g, or 6ggM ̂ /zmzMZ-y/zgÂ . TTzâ  j'gg/nj fo /Mg To 

j7wr ZAzj' (̂ ocZrzrzg 0/^w6rogafzoM m fAg Zarggff ;70̂ Jz6Zg ybrzM, z/" ZM f/zafybrzM, 

Zargg 0!:̂  zf zj, zY zj j/zorf 0/^^//zMg /Aa^ vvAzcA M Âg ywMC âme»W concfẑ zoM, / 

TMizj-r Am;g omzf̂ gaf fo jfafg j'o/MgfAzMg wAzcA owgAf ô Aavg 6ggM 

It seems that the authority has conferred upon the insurer the right to entitle all 

ways and means that come into the hands of the assured which would diminish 

the loss, no matter whether the assured possesses legal rights and remedies 

against third parties, or whether it is relevant to the loss of the subjected matter 

insured. As has been discussed in Chapter VI, the insurer might not have a right 

over a gift which is invariably made by the third parties as a goodwill gesture or 

a pure act of grace. In the Castellain case, the fact that the purchaser of house 

paid to the assured the sale price regardless of the damage to the house does not 

deprive the insurer of the right to recover the insurance money back. The case 

concerned a vendor who contracted with a purchaser for the sale of a house 

which had been insured by the vendor with the plaintiffs, an insurance company, 

against fire. The contract of sale contained no reference to the insurance. After 

the date of the contract, but before the date fixed for completion, the house was 

damaged by fire, and the vendor received the insurance money from the insurer 

who was ignorant of the existence of the contract for sale. The purchase was 

afterwards completed and the purchase money agreed upon, without any 

abatement on account of the damage by 6re, was paid to the vendor. 

At first instance, Chitty J held that the insurer was not entitled to the right of 

subrogation. In Chitty J's words:̂ ^^ 

Ibid, at 388. 

-^^(1882) 8 Q B D 6 1 3 at 617. 
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"0/7 arg gM ẑf/gî  fo g/^z-cg aZZ fAe ^gmec^/gj wAĝ Agr m 

coM/T-acr or m Torf, w/zzcA f/zg zM̂ wrĝ f Aâ  agazMĵ f f/zW ^arfzej, wAgrgA)/ /̂zg 

zMjzvrg(̂  CAM compg/ ^wc/z fAWj^arrzgf fo goo(/ f/zg Zojj ZMfwrgcf agazMjf. " 

It is clear that the insurers' right is described by the phrase that "the insured 

can compel such third parties to make good the loss insured against". The 

contract of sale was not conferred upon the assured a right to compel the 

purchaser to make good the loss. The right of the assured to the purchase price 

had nothing to do with the loss of the house. However, when the case was 

appealed to the Court of Appeal, it was held that the payment under contract of 

sale was intended to be in diminution of the insured loss which entitled the 

insurers to recover the insurance money back. It is arguable that such 

contractual right of the assured is able to be subrgoated after the payment by the 

insurer. If the purchaser had defaulted on payment of the sale price, would the 

insurer have the right against the purchaser in the name of the assured? 

The vendor had the insurable interest in the house before the completion of the 

purchase and if the vendor had the liability to reinstate the house in the event of 

damage, he would be obliged to do so and that might leave the insurer with no 

claims. The fact was that the purchaser's action against the vendor failed and 

the full purchase price was paid to the assured without abatement. It was argued 

that the assured had been double compensated and unjustly enriched. If, 

however, the assured was so enriched, he was not enriched at the expense of the 

insurer as his contractual right to the purchase price had no relevance to the loss 

but at the expense of the purchaser. Whether or not there was damage to the 

house, the price had to be paid to the assured. 

If the house was let and the vendor had the benefit of a covenant by the tenant 

to repair, the insurer on payment would succeed to the right of the vendor 

against the tenant. That is the case of Darrell V. Tibbitts^^^ in the Court of 

^^\l882) 5 QBD 560. 
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Appeal. In that case the landlord insured, and had a covenant with his lessee 

under which the lessee was bound to rebuild or reinstate in the event of damage 

by fire. The house was damaged by explosion as a result of an escape of gas in a 

pipe which occurred when the corporation of Brighton repaired the streets. The 

insurer paid the landlord the insurance. The lessee were bound by the lease to 

make good injuries done by an explosion of gas. The lessee afterwards received 

compensation from the Corporation of Brighton for the damage done to the 

house by the explosion, and with the sum received reinstated the house. The 

question was whether the insurers were entitled to recover the amount they had 

paid. Their lordship referred to the principle of North British v. London and 

pointed out that if the lessee had not repaired the house, the insurers would 

undoubtedly on payment have been entitled to bring an action on the lessee's 

covenant by way of subrogation, which related to the subject matter of the 

insurance and its preservation; if the landlord had sued the lessee before he 

received payment from the insurer, he must have recovered from them, for it 

would have been no answer by the lessee that the landlord has insured; if the 

landlord had recovered damages from the lessee to repair, he could not 

afterwards claim against the insurer. The fact that the landlord was paid by the 

insurers, as they were bound by their contract to pay, and afterwards the 

Corporation of Brighton, by whose negligence the mischief happened, paid the 

amount of damage to the defendant's house, and this amount was expended in 

making good the damage, the case stands in the same position as if the lessee 

had executed the repairs with their own moneys. 

The difficulties of foregoing case are that the landlord had, by reason of the 

reinstatement of the building, actually received for the loss the benefit of the 

covenant to repair, and consequently no right of action on the covenant 

remained. It was held that "the assured shall hold for the benefit of the insurer or 

pay to them the amount that he subsequently receives under any contract 

relating to the loss, which they would have been entitled to require him to put 

^^^(1877) 5 Ch. D. 569. 
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in force for their benefit at the time when they as insurers paid to him the 

amount of his loss". In Cotton LJ's words 

r/zerg can no a wAzcA fAg ajj'u/'gff 

Aaj' aj agazwf a wro/zg^fogr, a r/gAf wA/cA Aaj WM̂ fgr a coM/T-ac/" gmfgA-gcf 

zM̂ o 6y Az/M ... / 6̂ 0 Mof f/zzM^ fgc/zMzca//y fAg Am;g a rzg/zf fo 

rgcovgr 6acA: f/zg moMg)/ w/zzcA f/zgy /zm;g j?azd̂  6wf f/zg}; /zm;e a rzgAf /o /̂zg 

6gM^f q/"w/zaf fAg ajjwrg^f /zaj' rgcgzvê ^ ZM rg^pgcf q/"a coMfracf fo f/zg 

Zoj'.y, 6}/ wAzc/z Ag eMfzf/gĉ  fo rgcgzvg co/T^g/wafzoM m (famorggf, w/zzc/z 

they might have called upon him to enforce their benefit: when he has received 

that benefit, they can treat him as being under an obligation to use it as they 

TMoy Â zrgcA " 

Likewise, Thesiger LJ based his opinion on the grounds 

"ZTzg affMrggf Aavmg 6ggM ZMf/g/MMZ/?g6f r/zg Zoj.; 6y Az/M 

through the payment by the insurance company, the latter have a right to be 

ZMfo f/zg ^Zacg q/ f/zg afjwgcf,' OMg q/ /Aofg rzgAff waj gẑ /zg;' fo 

co/T^g/ f/zg fgMaM/iy fo r^azr f/zg /zozwg &/MZfg^ fo f/zg/M, or fo damaggf 

equivalent to the cost of the repair; and as the assured has received from other 

j-owrcgj co/T^gwafzoM ybr Aẑy Zo.yf, Ag owg/zf j9Wf f/zg m f/zg fa/Mg 

position which they would have held, if the house had been repaired before they 

M/gA-g caZ/gĉ  wpoM fo fAg q/̂ f/zg akmagg. " 

It is clear from the judgment that the insurer is only entitled to receive those 

benefits which relate to the loss of the subject matter of insurance as described 

by Brett 

Ibid, at p564-565. 

Ibid, at p568. 

Ibid, at p563. 
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vveZZ fAaZ" wAerg fome f/zzMg zi- zmz/rĝ ^ agazwf 

/oĵ ŷ gẑ /zer m a m̂ r̂mg o/- a /zrg ^oZzcy, q/̂ gr //zg ay.yzzrg(y Aaj- 6ggM ̂ azcf &y f/zg 

z/zjwrg/-̂  ybr f/zg /oi'j, r/zg ZMfwrgr̂  arg mfo f/zg ^Zacg q/" fAg â yjwrgcf wzf/z 

rggarcf /̂ o gvg/y rzg/zf gzvgM Az/M 6)/ f/zg /ow rgj^pgcfmg f/zg j'wẐ 'gcf ma%r 

ZM̂ wz-gĝ  ;yẑ /z 7'gg(3/'<̂  fo gvg;}/ coM/racf vv/zzc/z foz^c/zgj fAg ^w2ygcf 7Ma%r 

ZMj'w/'g6( w/zzc/z coM/rac/ Z:9 <^cfg(^ 6y fAg /off or fAg jq/e(y q/" f/zg fwẐ 'gcf 

/Maffgr ZMfwrĝ ^ 6}' rgajoM q/̂ Ag /)grzZ ZMJurgcf agazMff. " 

However, in the Castellain case, the purchase price under the contract sale is 

irrelevant to the loss of subject matter insured, whether or not there was a fire in 

the house, the lessee was obliged to pay the agreed sale price. How could the 

sale price come to diminish the loss to the house? The contract of sale is an 

independent contract irrelevant to the loss and it is arguable that the insurer, by 

way of subrogation, to be entitled to recoup back a sum equivalent to the 

insurance money. In fact at the first instance of the case, their lordship seemed 

to accept that subrogation right is confined to those rights and remedies of the 

assured "which contract is affected by the loss or the safety of the subject matter 

insured by reason of the peril insured against", and as illustration taken by 

Chitty 

//zg cafg q /a ZMjwmg f/zg fĝ aMf wnc/gr MO o6/zgafzoM fo 

repair, a case which I have before me the other day, where, under an informal 

ogrgg/MgMf gvz f̂gM/̂  6)/ f/zg ̂ arfzgf f/zgmjg/vgj', fAg Zargg rg^f q / f 700 

rgfgrvgd^ f/zg rgMa/zf MO/wzf/zjfOM f̂mg //zg yzrg wof 6owM(/ fo /̂zg rg/zf. 7 

f f a y Agrg / o J o y f/zaf a Zgajg, /zof 6ggM q ^ g n /zg/c^ zf a jaZg jpro fa^fo. # o w 

affzv/Mg f/zaf f/zg 6wzV<̂ ZMg m fwcA a cafg way ruznowf, a/zf/ wowM Zojf f/zg Zg»gf/z 

q/" f/zg fgr/M OM/y. Coẑ /cf fAg zMfz/rgr rgcovgr a jorqporfzoMafg q / gac/z 

q/^/zg rgMf af zf waj /nacfg, or cowM f/zg)/ wa/f z/MfzZ f/zg gM̂ f q/"f/zg fgr/M, 

m g;^cf yozv Aovg 6ggM j^az^fybr fAg w/zo/g Wz^g q/" f/zg 6wzWzMg, 

r/zgr^rg wg can rgcoi'gr agazm-f }'oz/? Or /o va/y fAg cajg jomgwAa^ agam, 

Ibid, at 621. 
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/Ag af fAg gM(f q/ rAg fgr/M wof oM/y f/zg va/wg, cow/cf fAg 

zMj'wrg/'j' fAgn rgcovgr q/"fAe ̂ w/M fAgy / fAmt Mof; 7 aẐ  fAĝ yg 

^ugffmMJ mz/j-f 6g OMĵ ŷgrgĉ  m f/zg Mggafzvg. " 

However, the case was overruled by the Court of Appeal on the grounds that 

the advantage received by the assured was intended to diminish the loss and 

therefore entitle the insurers to recover even the advantage the assured received 

was no relevance to the loss of the subject matter insured but it is sufficient so 

far as it did come to diminish the loss. In writer's view, Chitty J's judgment 

was right. The test of diminution loss held by the Court of Appeal is subject to a 

prerequisite, that is that the rights and remedies the assured received must be 

related to the loss of the subject matter insured. " The insurers are put into the 

place of the assured with regard to every right given to him by the law 

respecting the subject matter insured, and with regard to every contract which 

touches the subject matter insured, and which contract is affected by the loss or 

safety of the subject matter insured by the reason of the peril insured against". 

So, how a contract of sale was affected by the damage to the fire? Castellain v. 

Preston must be largely based on a principle of equity which prevent the 

assured from obtaining double compensation. However, was the assured 

enriched at the expense of the insurer? It is still open to doubt that every 

advantage which come into the assured's hands in diminution of loss must go 

to the insurers. Criticisms over the case have also been observed by Charles 

Lewis:^°^ 

zMJwrĝ / vvAo /zacf fo .yg/Z ^rgm/fgf gwzYg ̂ ropgr^ rgcovgrg^f 

wM̂ fgr a yzrg zMJwraMcg w/ze/z f/zo^g /prg/M^g^ wgrg &zmagg6f 6 ^ r g foZg. 

Bw/ Ag fAg» //z(3f /zzj' jpwrc/za.yg/' Mgygrf/zg/g^j ĵ aẑ / /zzm f/ze agrggisf przcg. 

/zg ^ggp f/zg wzM<^//? argz/gcf f/zaf fAg moMg)/ /zacf 6ggM propgr/y 

ovg/" 6}/ r/zg m.yz/̂ 'grj r/zar w/zaf /zg /afgr //zg jprqpgrfy ybr woj z/rg/gvaMf, 

f/zaA gvgM z/̂  zf wa.; nof zrrg/gvaMf, zf (fẑ f Mof /zzf rzg/zf fo c/azm 

A Fundamental Principle of Insurance Law, LMCLQ 1979 May. 
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fAa (famage fo /Ag j^ropgrfy. PFẑ A owr 

Ĝ gvgZqpĝ / j-g/ẑ yg q/ ggwzfy M'g mzg/ẑ  Am;g rggar /̂g f̂ Azj' coMrgMfzon (w 

ung/'gMa6/g, 6wf fAg cowrf, m r '̂gc^mg, MOf /7/'^arg6^ fo foy Ag 

M7z;jr rgp<^ fAg mjwmMcg /MOMg}'̂ ; ff ̂ g/f o6//ggc^ JomgwAaf ZegaZ/ffzca/Zy 67Md̂  

aj' a /Mar/'ĝ - ZggaZ /ogzc, j'o?Mgw/zaf 6fow6//w/^, fo zf fAaf Ag AgM fAg 

/)wrcAajg /MOMĝ 'j' OM ybr fAg ZMJi/A-grj To accowMf fo /Agm f/ig rg/gva^f 

6gM^f /-gggzvgd TAg ZTUwmMCg mo»g);j Aa<i 6ggM paz<i fo mf̂ g/MMi;̂  f/ig zMjurgd̂  

6z/A fr fz//"Mg(/ ouA fAg}; wgT-g Mor m y^cr Mgcĝ 'fâ y /b/- r/zg ^M/yo^g^ q/" 

mcfg/MMz/fcafzoM." 

As far as marine insurance is concerned, "the insurer is thereby subrogated to 

all rights and remedies of the assured in and in respect of that subject matter". 

Thus, a hull insurer is usually not entitled to be subrogated to the rights of 

assured for the loss of profit or freight under a charter party as those rights are 

not related to the subject-matter insured. In Young v. Merchants^^^ the appeal 

from the reinsurer on hull seeking for the recoupment of the wrongdoing 

vessel's collision liability calculated in accordance with single liability was 

dismissed by the Court of Appeal. In this case the defendants underwrote a 

policy of marine insurance on fAg f̂ Tiz/MArg/ against total loss, and also by a 

running down clause, against three-fourths of collision liability on the principle 

of cross liabilities. The defendants reinsured their liability for total loss only 

with the plaintiff. During the currency of the policy the Whimbrel was sunk as 

the result of a collision with the Marloch and became a total loss. In 

proceedings in the Admiralty Court both vessels were held equally to blame, 

and, as the Marloch's half damage exceeded the Whimbrel's half damages, the 

Whimbrel had to pay the balance under the Admiralty rule of single liability. 

The defendants paid the owners of f/zg for a total loss, and also a 

further sum under the running down clause, that sum being ascertained by 

bringing into account a payment treated as having been received in respect of 

the Marloch's liability for the damage done by her to the Whimbrel, and the 

[1932] 2 KB 705. 
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payment of a larger sum in respect of the damage done by the Whimbrel to the 

Marloch. The plaintiff claimed that he was entitled to the benefit of the credit in 

respect of the Marloch's liability. MacKinnon J. held that the plaintiff, not being 

a reinsurer of the liability under the running down clause, was not entitled to the 

benefit of the credit. The crucial issue is that whether the shipowner has 

received any sum in diminution of his total loss, and as stated by MacKinnon J. 

in his judgment: 

"The truth is that the shipowner has not received any sum in diminution of his 

fo/a/ Zoj'j, r/ze q/" fo f/ze 

him a full total loss has not in any way been diminished, and as the liability of 

f/zg f/ie j'Azpowngr m yiy// /zM cZazoi /or a fo/aZ Zoff m 

OM)/ way ẑ;?zmzf/zgd̂  fo m f/zg Zza6z/z(y q/"f/ze jpoy 

the defendants in full has not been diminished in any way. 

The fact in the case is that the Marloch's damage is greater than the 

Whimbrel's, if, however, the damage of shipowner of the Whimbrel is greater 

than the Marloch's, the sum received may be in diminution of his total loss and 

then entitles the reinsurer to recoup the sum by subrogation. Accordingly, the 

court may reach the contrary decision which may not base on grounds of which 

the reinsurer is not being the reinsurance of collision liability as his subject 

matter insured is total loss only. 

Similarly, where a vessel is damaged by collision, and her owners recover 

from those by whose negligence the collision was caused damages in respect of 

matters which are not covered by a policy on ship, the underwriters cannot, by 

paying for a total loss, recover from their assured sums paid to them by the 

wrongdoer, but not paid as part of the value of the ship insured. In Sea v. 

Hadden^^' the defendant's ship, which was voyage-chartered, came into 

collision with the other ship and became a constructive total loss. The other ship 

Ibid, at 714. 

^" \ l884 ) 13 QBD 706. 
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was held to be wholly to blame and later the defendants successfully pursued a 

claim for loss of ship and freight from the other ship. The plaintiff being the hull 

insurer paid the total loss of the ship sought the whole of the sum received by 

the defendants. The defendants contended that the portion of the damages 

attributable to freight had been properly paid over by them to their tmdenvriters 

on freight and was not payable to the plaintiffs. The plaintiffs were held not 

entitled to any part of the damages recovered from the owners of the vessel in 

fault on account of the loss of freight intended to be earned by the defendants' 

ship. Brett M.R. in his judgment endeavored to illustrate the freight earned is 

independent of ownership. He said that; 

"That seems to me to be strong authority for saying that those two things, the 

freight to be earned by the contract of carriage, and the ship herself, are not so 

attached together, that one can be said to be, within the meaning of the rules 

incident to the ownership of the ship: it is an independent contract which the 

owMgr ^ / M c r y or Mof gMfgr mfo. 

However, as long as the insurer made an actual payment for a total loss, if the 

contract of affreightment is considered "salvage" that would be in diminution of 

the losses and the insurer would be entitled to the benefit of that contract. If that 

is so, he will be entitled to sue upon that contract although not by way of 

subrogation but by abandonment. Similarly, the freight may be incidental to the 

ship if the ship is abandoned as a constructive total loss but still completes the 

voyage and thereby earns freight, then the hull insurer may be entitled to the 

freight by the doctrine of abandonment. In that case, the subject matter insured 

is the ship and the freight is an independent contract of which the ship is not the 

subject matter. Thus, the insurer is not entitled to be subrogated to the right of 

the freight earned. 

Ibid, at 714, 715. 
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Likewise, confusion also arises in respect of the loss of profit. In 

GeMera/ v. a dispute arose as to whether a claim by the Crown, as 

reinsuring underwriters, to be entitled a sum paid by the German Government, 

as compensation to shipowners. The underwriters had paid a total loss in respect 

of a vessel seized by the German Government at the outbreak of war and 

abandoned to them by the owners. At the conclusion of the war the vessel was 

returned to her former owners, and, being the property of the underwriters, was 

sold for their account, realising a sum greatly in excess of the amount paid by 

the underwriters under the policies insuring the ship. Subsequently the former 

owners succeeded in recovering from the German Government a large sum as 

compensation for the loss of the use of the vessel, and it was claimed on behalf 

the Crown that the right to recover that sum was a proprietary right incidental to 

the ownership of the vessel, to which the underwriters were entitled by 

subrogation. It was held, however, that the sum recovered by the former owners 

was not paid to them in respect of the loss of their ship, but in respect of profits 

they might reasonably have expected to make by the use of their ship, and it was 

not therefore a sum to which the underwriters were entitled by reason of their 

payment of a total loss under policies insuring the ship itself. 

In an American case Mason v. Marine^^^ the Sixth Circuit of Circuit Court of 

Appeals held that the insurers on ship, in a case of constructive total loss, 

happening through the fault of another vessel, were entitled to the damages 

recovered from the vessel in fault for the prospective earnings of the insured 

ship, which was under charter at the time of the loss. However, the remedies of 

the hull underwriters in this case was held to be by way of abandonment rather 

than subrogation. A right to recover damages for loss of profits is no less an 

incident of the property in the ship than is a property damage claim for loss of 

the ship itself. The hull underwriter's entitlement in this latter case is based on 

subrogation rather than abandonment.^®^ It may be seen that an insurer becomes 

(1930) 37 Lloyd's Rep. 55. 

'°^(190l) n o Fed. R. 452. 

Simpson V. Thomson (1877) 3 App. Cas. 279 at 292. 
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entitled upon an abandonment to the wreck of the vessel, and to any proprietary 

rights incidental thereto, but if the insurer has the right to damages for loss of 

profit, however, damages for such loss of profits may be as a consequence of 

subrogation as they are calculated by reference to the vessel before the casualty 

and not by reference to the wreck itself In a Canadian case Hochelaga v. 

the Supreme Count assumed that subrogation does vest the right to loss of 

profit, as against the assured, in the hull underwriter, though in fact it is difficult 

to distinguish damages for loss of profits from damages for loss of freight, to 

which the hull underwriters are not subrogated. However, it has been submitted 

that the hull underwriter only insures the vessel, and not the profits which may 

be earned by that vessel. These damages do not diminish the loss insured 

against. The better view is that neither abandonment nor subrogation confers 

upon hull underwriters a right to receive the benefit of an award of damages for 

loss of p ro f i t s . ^The loss of profit is not concerned with the wreck after a total 

loss as it happens prior to the happening of total loss for the loss of use of the 

vessel and no abandonment or subrogation may entitle the insurer for the rights 

of loss of profit if any as the right to profit is an independent right of the assured 

irrelevant to hull insurance which could not be deprived of as a result of 

payment from the insurer in respect of hull insurance. 

In most cases the hull insurers are not awarded to the loss of profit and loss of 

freight as they are not connected to the subject-matter insured in respect of hull 

insurance, it is better to say that they are not related to the loss of hull as no 

matter whether there is a loss of hull, the right for the freight and the profit 

would still vest in the assured. Such rights are not subrogated as a result of 

indemnification of hull loss. By comparing the case of Castellain and the cases 

in respect of loss of freight and profit, it seems that all those contractual rights 

of the assured are not related to the loss of subject-matter insured. Can it be said 

that the loss of freight or profit is intended to diminish the loss of the hull? In 

writer's view, the test for diminution of loss is too ambiguous and it negates the 

^'"[1944] S.C.R.. 138. 

Derham, Subrogation in Insurance Law, 1985, p.36. 
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connection of those rights of the assured with the loss of subject-matter insured. 

The insurer is only subrogated to those rights and remedies of the assured 

against third party wrongdoers who are responsible for the loss of the subject-

matter insured. Not every benefit coming into the assured's hands either in 

contract or in tort is subject to the subrogation rights. Still, there remains a 

controversy whether every benefit to the assured would diminish the loss or not. 

If someone intends to profit the assured either in contract or in term of gift, it 

could not be said that those benefits are intended to diminish the loss. If in 

Castellain, the assured had the obligation to repair the house, the issue would 

never happen, however, the fact that the assured took the advantage of the 

contract of sale and obtained the whole purchase price even there was a fire 

damage to the house. If the assured was enriched, he was not enriched at the 

expense of the insurance moneys but by taking the advantages from the sale of 

the house. 

3. Not more than the insurer has paid? 

The general rule is said to be that the assured should make no profit from his 

insurance, the insurance being an indemnity and no more, as stated by Brett LJ 

in v. that "which either will prevent the assured from 

obtaining a full indemnity, or which will give the assured more than a full 

indemnity, that proposition must certainly wrong." 

The above dictum was concerned with preventing the assured from making a 

profit at the expense of the insurer. It was also well established that the insurer 

should not recover more than they paid out. Lord Blackburn in the Burnand 

pointed out that "it becomes an equity that the person who has already paid the 

full indemnity is entitled to be recouped by having that amount back".^'^ In the 

^'^(1883) 1 1 QB 380 at 388. 

^ ' \ 1 8 8 2 ) 7 App. Cas. 333 at339. 
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Cotton L.J, relying on the judgment in Darrg/Z v. and 

concluded that "...if the purchase money has been made in full, the insurance 

office will get back that which they have paid..." Again, in TTza/Mgj' v. 

Scrutton J took the view^^^ that "the underwriters here are entitled to recover, to 

the extent to which they have paid in respect of the subject matter insured..." In 

Boag V. Standarcf'^'^ Lord Wright M.R, after examining Section 79 of Marine 

Insurance Act of 1906 and the judgment of North of England v. Armstrong^^ 

commented that "the plaintiff are entitled to recover from the shipowner all the 

sums which the shipowner received in respect of the ship up to the £45,000, the 

amount of the i n s u r a n c e . T h e dictum was also cited in the Re hy 

Wynn Parry J, quoting from Randal v. Rockran,^^^ that" the assured stands as a 

trustee for the insurer, in proportion for what he has paid." 

Thus, the difficulty is that where the insurer has paid out under an insurance 

contract and the insured later receives from another party a sum exceeding the 

original payment, or the insurer is put into the place of the assured and claim 

against the third parties a sum more than they has paid, is the insurer entitled to 

keep the surplus?^^ 

The issue first arose in Yorkshire v. Nisbet^^^ which involved in a surplus as 

the result of fluctuation of currency. It was held that the insurer was only 

entitled to an amount they had originally paid out under the policy. 

^"*(1880)5QBD 560. 

^'^[1915] 2 KB 214. 

Ibid. atp221. 

3'7[1937]2*a&113 

^'^1870) L.R. 5 QB 244. 

/6/W. a/ /22. 

^^"[1957] 1 WLR703. 

(1784) 1 Ves. Sen. 98. 

See furthe in Chapter V. 3. 

[1962] 2 QB 330. 
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The authority was further reiterated in L. Luscas v. ECGDf^'^ where it 

happened to be that the excess recovered was due to the devaluation of 

currency and it was held that the insurer was not entitled to hold the excess. It is 

apparent from these two authorities that the insurers are never entitled to recoup 

more than they have paid out. However, it is arguable where the subrogation 

recovery may arise some years later and the currency paid has gone through 

devaluation. Although the situation is very rare, it did happen in Yorkshire v. 

Nisbet and L. Lucas v. Export as discussed above and under such circumstances, 

the insurer was held not to be able to retain the surplus due the currency 

depreciation. It seems unjust as the insurer was out of pocket several years later 

and as a result the currency has depreciated, the insurer would have never been 

enriched had they retained the surplus. If the subrogation is preventing the 

assured from more than he has suffered the actual loss, then he may be enriched 

by retaining the surplus arising from the devaluation?^^ 

However, this authority of Nisbet case is subject to exceptions, in particular, 

the award of interest. The interest awarded in a subrogation claims may be 

apportioned between the assured and the insurer based on the amount of 

subrogation recoveries payable to each and on the date at which the insurer paid 

to the assured.^^® The interest awarded has been codified in Supreme Court Act 

1981, s.35A.^^' And the insurer is able to retain the interest representing the 

period from his payment to judgment or actual payment by the third party. That 

may be the possibility that the insurer may recover more than he has paid to the 

assured. In practice, the effect is expressly stipulated in the contract, for 

instance. Clause 12.4 of Institute Time Clauses (Hulls 1995) provides: 

[1973] 1 WLR.914. 

Full argument has been discussed in Chapter V. 

f/. V. C Corngrf I/of, [1971] 2 QB 230. 

The interest is awardable in a subrogation action in a usual way, i.e. f rom the date at which 

the cause of action arose until the date of payment or judgment; See also: Metal Box v. Curry's 

[1988] 1 WLR 175. 
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m /-gcovgr/g-y fAow/(/ 6g ^^0A"fz0Me(/ 6ê M/ggM f/ze aĵ ywrggf 

OMcf r/ze wMâ grwrfferj, mfo accownf f/ze ^aẑ f 6y f/ze MM<̂ grwrẑ grj' 

Z'/zg Gfafgj- }t;/zg/z JzzcA werg zMĜ /g, Mofwzf/ẑ yfaM f̂zMg f/zaf 6}- fAg â f̂ /zrzoM 

q/" zMfgrgjf f/zg MMcfen/y/'zYez'j' may rgcgzvg a /arger .ywzM f/zaw f/zg^ /zovg ̂ az( .̂" 

Moreover, the over recoupment may sometimes occur in an underinsurance 

policy with agreed value. In which the actual value happens to be higher than 

the agreed value. In the case the agreed value is conclusive between the assured 

and the insurer, and it was held that the assured is not entitled to satisfy his 

shortfall based on the higher actual value insured before meeting the insurer's 

recoupment. Conversely, if it happens to be that the insurer's subrogation 

recoveries are more than he has paid to the assured, it is settled law that the 

assured would retain the surplus. However, the insurer may retain more than he 

has paid when there is an abandonment, it confers the insurer upon the 

entitlement to take over the proprietary remains. 

The Nisbet case was subject of strong criticism. However, it is the writer's 

view that the insurer was entitled to hold the surplus in the event of currency 

devaluation and the interests of his payment, but it would be inequitable for the 

insurer to hold the surplus as a result that the actual value is greater than the 

agreed value as it would deprive the assured of a full indemnity unless the 

surplus accrues from the insurer's taking over the subject-matter by way of 

abandonment. Therefore, the dictum that the insurer is not entitled to recoup 

more than they have paid is subject to two exceptions, i.e. in the case of 

currency devaluation and award of interests. In Australia, the Law Reform 

Commission had made a recommendation^^^ for the reversal of the decision in 

the Nisbet case and the recommendation has now been embodied in s.67 of 

Insurance Contracts Act 1984 which entitles the insurer to hold the surplus in 

such circumstance. But the position under English law remains unchanged. 

See; ALRC Report on Insurance Contracts, Report No. 20. 
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4. No rights against the assured himself 

Common Law principle is clear that the insurer is only entitled to the benefit of 

such remedies, rights, or other advantages, as the assured would himself be able 

to e n j o y . I f , apart from agreement or compromise, the assured has no right of 

action which he could not take, then the insurer can be in no better position. The 

best illustration of this principle was found in Simpson v. Thomson in the 

House of Lords, where the respondents were underwriters who had paid Mr. 

Burrell in respect of the loss of his ship Dunluce Castle upon her abandonment 

as a total loss. She had been run down and sunk by the ship Fitzmaurice off 

Lowestoft while en route from London to Leith. The collision was due to the 

negligence of the master of the Fitzmaurice. The situation was, however, 

peculiar in that Mr. Burrell owned both vessels. Mr. Burrell paid into the court a 

fund equivalent to the Sunk ship's tonnage limitation under the Merchant 

Shipping Acts for the purpose of restricting his liability to all the claims raised 

from the appellant cargo owners who had suffered loss by collision. However, 

the respondent underwriters claimed for a share of the funds but were resisted 

by the appellant cargo owners. The crucial issue in the case is that whether the 

respondent underwriters had a right against Mr. Burrell. The Court of Session 

decided in favour of the underwriters on the principles that upon abandonment 

for total loss all rights of property incident to the vessel should be deemed to 

pass by operation of law to underwriters. On appeal, the House of Lords 

reversed the decision that the underwriters had no such right under such 

circumstance of the case. 

™ See: Castellain v. Preston, (1883) 1 1 QBD 380 at 388, per Brett L. J, where he said that the 

doctrine of subrogation must be carried to the extent ...as between the insurer and the assured, 

that the underwriter is entitled to the advantage of every right of the assured, whether such right 

consists in contract, fulfilled or unfiilfilled, or in remedy for capable of being insisted on or 

already insisted on.... 

^^"(1877) 3 App. Cas. 279. 
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The first reason given concerned the nature of subrogation: the right of action 

for damages must be asserted, that is that the proceedings should be brought in 

the name of the assured. Lord Cairns said that:^^' 

q/ MO fAg rigAf q / except f/zg wg// 

principle of law that where one person has agreed to indemnify another, he will, 

on making good the indemnity, be entitled to succeed to all ways and means by 

which the person indemnified might have protected himself against or 

reimbursed himself for the loss. It is on this principle that the underwriters of a 

ship that has been lost are entitled to the ship in specie if they can find and 

recover it; and it is on the same principle that they can assert any right which 

the owner of the ship might have asserted against a wrongdoer for damage for 

the act which has caused the loss. But this right of action for damages they must 

assert, not in their own name but in the name of the person insured, and if the 

ĵ grfOM zmz/rgcf 6g f/zg pgrjon w/zo /zow caz/̂ gâ  f/zg damagg, / a/M WMâ /g fo j'gg 

Aow f/zg rzg/zf COM 6g of ĵ grfgĉ  of a/Z." 

He also cited the earlier cases of Yates v. Whyte;^^^ Manson v. Sainsbury;^^^ 

v. and concluded:^^^ 

"My Lords, these authorities seem to me to be conclusive that the right of the 

underwriter is merely to make such claim for damages as the insured himself 

could have made, and it is for this reason that(according to the English mode of 

procedure) they would have to make it in his name; and if this is so, it cannot of 

course be made against the insured himself. 

Ibid, at 284. 

4 Bing. N. C. 272. 

3 Douglas' Rep. 61. 

1 Ves. Sen. 97 

Ibid, at 286. 
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The second reason concerns the nature and scope of the cover. This was again 

illustrated by Lord Caim:^^^ 

"jEzYAer 6}" wAfcA /Ae are M aM z/iywrnnce 

jogrz/j q/ jgaj f/zg MggZzgg/ir Movzgaf/OM q / o ^ A g r vgj.ygZ, 

gvgM aZfAowg/z r/zof vgj-jg/ Ag/ozzg fo f/zg pgrfOM zM.ywrg<jl or zf zj Mof. zY z.y nof az? 

ZMJzvmMcg agazzzjf j'zzc/z a ^grz/ q/ f/zg fga, f/zg WMcfgnf/"zYgrf j/zozz/̂ f 

themselves accordingly, and decline to pay for the loss. I f , on the other hand, 

/̂zg zzzj'zzz'azzcg z.; a cozz^mcf ZMcZg/?zziz(y agazzẑ yf f/zg cozueg'zzgMcgj q/ /Ag 

zzggZzggzz/ Moryzgafzozz q / azz}' ofAgr q/" f/zg zzzj-zzrgd̂  zf 6g Zẑ fZg f/zorf q/̂  

an absurdity that the underwriters should in the first place indemnity the 

insured for the consequences of that negligent navigation according to their 

contract, and immediately afterwards recover the amount back from the 

insured as damages occasioned by the negligent navigation. " 

The third reason is to preserve the fiduciary relationship between insurer and 

insured from the deleterious effects of conflicting interests. Otherwise, for 

example, the insurer would be able to secure information, while representing the 

insured, for later use in a subrogation action against him.^^^ 

The decision of the Simpson case has been subject to doubt by Philip S. 

James.^^^ He suggested that the Simpson case is not a subrogation issue but "in 

fact a claim in equity against Mr. Burrell which was maintainable against him 

without recourse to subrogation". He further commented that:^^^ 

"5'zz6rogafzozz z.y a zzzgazzj' fo azz gzzd̂  azzcf zzof a rzg/zf m zfj'g^' z/̂  zf aẑ /zgr a ^zgcg 

q / macAzzzgzy yy/zzc/z g/zaA/gf ggzzzYy fo zzzaAe z/jg q/̂  /Ag Co/Mzzzo/I /aw To vzzẑ /zcafg 

™ Ibid, at 286. 

See: Clarke, the Law of Insurance Contracts, 3rd ed. 1997. 31-5C. 

Philip S. James, The Fallacies of Simpson v. Thomson, the Modem Law Review, Volume 

34, 1971. 

Supra, p. 151. 
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aM rzgAf or zf zj a aMcf MÔ  /Mor ,̂ a yZcfzoM fAg reaZ/M q/ 

"aj z/", ŷ/zzc/z on/y ^grvgj' fo cf^Mg /Ae Mafzyrg gxfgM^ q / OM ê ẑ zfaA/g 

rzg/zf. ^w6rogarzoM ^rgjizppojej' ^Areg ĵ arfzg ,̂ ong gMfzr/gâ  a^of/zgr Zza6Zg 

a rAzV-cf yzrjr /za6Zg' agazM f̂ wAom f/zg OMg gnfzfZgĉ  cZazm Aecaufg Ag 

/zaj a/! ĝ zzz(y fo //z^r g/ia'. 7%g ĝ z/z(y, /zowgvgr, 6gz;7g a Z/zz/zg q/"zfj owM cfogj MO/ 

6fgpgM(/ z/poM f/zg accz(fgMf o/"fAg ̂ rgj'gMce q/fo/Mg /̂zzrcf par(y agazMf^ w/zozM ong 

/zâ y fo 6orroM' '^/zogj' fo ^ Z M ' / zf aẐ yo arzfg T̂ y/zgrg MO morg /̂zaM f̂ vo 

^gop/g org ZMvoZvgcf. /» .rz/c/z a ca^g fizArogarzoM 6gcozMgf Mof mgrg^ a 

Jwpgr/Zwoẑ j'yzcfzoM—a pzgcg q/ aj z/̂  — j'omgfAzMg fz/?^/y zrrg/gvaMf ". 

He suggested that the decision of the Simpson case will certainly cause 

confusion and injustice/"^® As to the confusion, Castellain v. Preston was 

referred to and compared. In the Castellain case, it was clear that the insurer 

was entitled to recoup in equity from the assured in respect of the insurance 

moneys paid. Likewise, the Simpson case produced an unjust result upon the 

ground that Mr. Burrell, being at fault, was the party first liable; and that 

payment of the insurance moneys raised an equity in favour of the underwriters 

so as to deprive him of the advantage of going free for his wrong. 

James's analysis does not seem pointless. Indeed, the reasoning of House of 

Lords in Simpson case that the insurer is not able to sue the assured himself is at 

least arguable. If that is the case, it would be inequitable if the insurer after 

paying the loss of one ship is not able to claim against the wrongdoer who 

caused the loss. There would be no problem in Simpson's case in awarding the 

insurer subrogation rights if the collision did not happen between vessels in the 

same ownership. If, however, two ships in the same ownership were insured by 

different insurers, the obstacle would be the same as in the Simpson case. What 

is the difference between a collision with the assured's own ship and a collision 

with a third party's ship? If the decision of Simpson case is rightly decided, then ^ 

the insurer of Fitzmaiirice if different may be unjustly enriched at the expense 

Supra, p. 153. 
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of the Dimluce Castle's insurer. The writer would prefer James's suggestion that 

the Simpson case is a case based on equity rather on the subrogation. In practice, 

sistership vessels are treated as vessels of different ownership for the purposes 

of the colliding hability clause. This is now embodied in Institute Clauses as 

the Sistership Clause^"'' which provides that " should the vessel hereby insured 

come into collision with or receive salvage services from another vessel 

belonging wholly or in part to the same owners or under the same management, 

the assured shall have the same rights under this insurance as they would have 

were the other vessel entirely the property of owners not interested in the vessel 

hereby insured, but in such cases the liability for the collision or the amount 

payable for the services rendered shall be referred to a sole arbitrator to be 

agreed upon between the underwriters and the assured." Moreover, under 

American law, the real party interest rulê "̂ ^ may enable the insurer to sue in his 

own name in the proceedings, then, it would be possible to 'see how the right 

can be asserted'. 

5. Against the co-assured 

Where two or more persons are insured in a single policy, the policy may be 

joint or composite. The distinction appears to be based on the nature of the 

interests of the assureds. If the assureds share a common interest in the insured 

subject matter, for example where they are joint owners of property, the policy 

is joint. By contrast, if the parties have different interests, as in the case of a 

landlord and tenant or a mortgagor and mortgagee or contractor and sub-

contractor, the policy is composite. The parties insured under the joint or 

composite policy are the co-assureds. The principle that subrogation cannot be 

obtained against the insured himself is found in Simpson v. Thomson as 

discussed above. However, difficulties have also arisen as to whether the 

Clause 9 of ITC Hulls 95. 

This rule would be further examined below. 
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msurer could be subrogated to a claim by one co-assured against the others. 

Particularly, in the case of composite policy. 

a. Subrogation rights under joint policy 

In a case of a joint policy, the insurable interests of the joint assureds are 

identical and extend to the entire subject matter insured. If a claim occurs, the 

co-assureds have an identical claim to indemnity as they have undivided 

interests in the subject matter. Likewise, if the insurer is under a strict liability 

to indemnify one of the co-assureds under the policy even if the loss was caused 

by negligence of a co-assured, he is not entitled to claim against the other by 

way of subrogation.^'^'' This rule may follow the principle of subrogation rights 

against the assured himself as discussed above. However, the breach of duty by 

one of the co-assureds may lead to the entire policy being a v o i d a b l e . B y 

contrast, the wilful misconduct of one co-assured will prevent the other co-

assured from recovering under the policy. This is based on the general principle 

of insurance law that an assured wilful misconduct caused or contributed to his 

loss may render the policy avoidable. This is not by application of subrogation 

principles but simply because misconduct of one joint assured has extinguished 

However, little authority has been cited for this contention. It is submitted that there is an 

implied term in the joint policy that the insurer is not entitled to claim the joint ly co-assured. 

As inferred from the judgment of Woolcott v. Sun Alliance [\91%] 1 L loyd ' s Rep. 629. that 

had the parties been joint owners of the insured premises and one of them had failed to disclose 

a material fact(even if known only to him), the insurer would have been at liberty to avoid the 

entire policy. See also Advance (NSW) Insurance v. Matthews (1989) 166 CLR 606. There is 

an obiter in a Canadian case in Commonwealth v. Imperial (1976) 69 D. L.R. (3d) 558, De 

Grandpre J. after citing the case of Simpson v. Thompson (1877) 3 App. Cas. 279 said that: "In 

the case of true joint insurance, there is, of course, no problem; the interests of the joint insured 

are so inseparably connected that several insureds are to be considered as one with the obvious 

result that subrogation is impossible. In the case of several insurance, if the different interests 

are pervasive and if each relates to the entire property, albeit from different angles, again there 

is no question that the several insureds must be regards as one and that no subrogation is 

possible". 
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all rights under the policy. Under the MIA 1906, s.55(2) has the similar effect 

that "the insurer is not liable for any loss attributable to the wilful misconduct of 

the assured". "It may well be that, when two persons are jointly insured and 

their interests are inseparably connected so that a loss or gain necessarily affects 

them both, the misconduct of one is sufficient to contaminate the whole 

insurance"/'^" However, a peculiar issue is less clear as to whether one co-

assured commits a wrongful act contrary to wishes, of the other.̂ "̂ ® This could 

happen in joint ownership of property insurance, for example, where an 

estranged husband deliberately sets fire to jointly owned property. It is arguable 

that the husband's wrongful act of arson is operative to divide the joint tenancy 

and to give the parties equal but divided rights in the subject matter under an 

equitable or legal tenancy in common, so that for insurance purposes the policy 

becomes composite rather than joint.̂ '*^ In New Zealand, the problem has been 

overcome by the court construing the policy as composite rather than joint 

despite the parties' joint ownership of the insured subject m a t t e r T h e 

subrogation rights under the composite policy will be discussed below. 

b. Under composite policy 

It has been less clear whether the insurer, after paying for the loss, can be 

subrogated to claims against the co-assured whose fault or wilful misconduct 

has caused the loss in the name of the other co-assured under a composite 

policy. The question was first addressed by Lloyd J in The Yasin^'^^ in that case 

the charter party provided that the defendant shipowner should take out 

Phillips' Law of Insurance, Vol. I, s.235. As seen in Samuel v. Dumas (1924) 18 Li. L. Rep 

211 H.L.j. per Viscount Cave a tp214. 

As far as the marine insurance is concerned, no authority could be cited in this respect. It 

seems the issue has never brought to the decision of the court. 

This situation is discussed in detail in Gray, Elements of Land Law, .p317. 

348 

349 

Maulder v. National Insurance Co of New Zealand [1993] 2 NZLR 351. 

[1979] 2 Lloyd's Rep 45. 
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insurance for the cargo receiver and paid the premium as well. After paying the 

loss of cargo to the cargo receiver, the insurer plaintiff sought recovery against 

the negligent defendant shipowner. The defendant pleaded, inter alia, that the 

shiopowner and the cargo receiver were co-assureds under the policy and that 

the insurer could not exercise a right of subrogation in the name of one assured 

against a co-assured under the same policy. The learned judge rejected the 

argument that there was any general principle which prevented an insurer from 

exercising subrogation rights against a co-assured. In his judgment, "the reason 

why an insurer cannot normally exercise right of subrogation against a co-

assured rests not on any fundamental principle relating to insurance, but on 

ordinary rules about circuity. In the present case, a claim in the name of the 

plaintiffs might well have been defeated by circuitry if the insurance had 

purported to protect the defendants against third party liability".^^° He drew a 

distinction between a policy under which parties have insured their respective 

interests in property, and a policy in which one party has insured property and 

the other party has insured against liability for damage to property and it was 

the latter case that he rejected the subrogation claims. However, in present case 

the fact that the defendant shipowner took out the policy was held to establish 

him as the mere agent of the cargo owner and not as a co-assured in a composite 

policy although he has a separate insurable interest on cargo as a bailee. The 

court found that the defendant shipowner had not established any sufficient 

intention to insure any interest of his own in the goods as bailees. 

The principle of circuitry was further extended in case of separate interests of 

co-assureds under property policy. In Petrofina v. Magnaload,^^^ contract works 

were insured by the head contractor in his own name and in the name of the 

employer and of all sub-contractors. Property on the site was damaged by a sub-

contractor, and the insurer having paid the owners claimed subrogation rights 

against the sub-contractor. The sub-contractor contended that the insurers had 

no right of subrogation because they were themselves fully insured under the 

Ibid, at p55. 

[1983] 2 Lloyd's Rep 91. 
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policy. In this case, Lloyd J. abandoned his distinction between these two types 

of polic}- in fAe Tbj'm and extended the circuity rule equally applicable where 

parties had both insured their respective interests under a property policy;^^^ 

'TAwj' It AgA-g a 6az/gg To f/zg fAg zj 

insured under the same insurance, it is obvious that the insurer could not 

g%grcz.yg a rzg/zf q / a g a m j f f/zg Aaz/gg; czrcẑ zfyy wowM 6g a comp/gfg 

a/zj'wgr. m f/zg / wgMf OM fo coM/raff f/zg zfzoM w/zgyg f/zg 6az/gg Aaaf 

ZMJZ/rg6( MOf /zz.y /za6zZz(y fo Âg 6azZor, f/zg goock f/zg7M^g/ve&..f̂ 7zafgvgr 6g 

r/zg A-gaĵ o/z an zMJi/rgr caMMOf jwg oMg co-â y.yz/rĝ / m fAg wamg q/" aMof/zgr (7 

am r̂zZZ ZMcZzMgcf fo f/zmA: fAaf /̂zg rgcfOM zf czrczyzf/};) zf .ygg/M.y fo mg Azow f/zaf zf 

ĝ w^Z/y z/z gvg/y cajg q/"6a//;MgM^ w/zg/Zzg/- z/ zj /Ag goodly w;Azc/z f/zg 

bailee has insured, or his liability in respect of the goods. The same would also 

ZM f/zg cajg q/" coM/racforf fwA-co/z/rac^orf gngaggaf a comzMOM 

gMfg/p/'z.yg zzMÂ gr a 6zzzZ(;̂ ZMg or gMgrnggrmg coM/T-acf". 

However, the rule of circuity was extended by Colman J. as breach of an 

implied term in the contract in Stone v. Appledore^^^ In the case, the 

shipbuilders insured a ship under construction, and made sub-contractors co-

assureds in respect of the entire subject matter. The sub-contractors supplied a 

propeller, but it was alleged by the shipowners that the propeller was defective. 

The sub-contractors brought an action for the price, but were met by a 

counterclaim by the shipbuilders in respect of losses due to delays resulting 

from the defective propeller. These losses had been paid by the insurers, and so 

the question became whether the insurers could exercise subrogation rights 

against the sub-contractors as their own assured. Colman J. rejected the 

insurer's claims on the grounds^^'' that "there had to be implied into the contract 

of insurance a term that the insurer would not in such circumstances use rights 

Ibid, at 98. 

^^^[1991] 2 Lloyd's Rep 288. 

The decision of Colman J was reversed by the Court of Appeal on other grounds. See: 

[1992] 2 Lloyd's Rep. 578. 
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of subrogation in order to recoup from the co-assured the indemnity which he 

had paid to the assured". He explained the reason of subrogation immunity as 

that:^'' 

6g ybr fAg 6eMe/?f fM6-C0M^ac/07"f Of co-â yj'w/'gĉ  a /;arfzcw/ar j'w6-

coM/racro/" Mgg/zggMf(y cai/jgf Zoj'j' q/ OA (fgmagg fo fAg wAo/g or q/ fAg 

vessel which has been insured under the policy and the sub-contractor has an 

insurable interest in the vessel, it was not open to underwriters who had settled 

f/zg zMjwrgf̂  ' c/a/m fo g%grcfj-g rfg/zfj' q/ m rgjpgcf q/ 

the same loss and damage against the co-assured sub-contractor; to do so 

would be completely inconsistent with the insurers' obligation to the co-assured 

under the policy; The insurer would in effect be causing the insured with whom 

he had settled to pursue proceedings which if successful would at once cause 

rAg 0̂ fAg Zojf fAg /oj'.y or ^/amagg To f/zg vgrx 

subject matter of the insurance in which that co-assured has an insurable 

interest and a right of indemnity under the policy. In my judgment so 

inconsistent with the insurer's obligation to the co-assured would be the 

exercise of rights of subrogation in such a case that there must be implied into 

the contract of insurance a term to give it business efficacy that an insurer will 

not in such circumstances use the rights of subrogation in order to recoup from 

the co-assured the indemnity which he has paid to the assured. To exercise such 

rights would be in breach of such a term. In such a case the law recognizes the 

rights of the co-assured by enabling him to rely on his rights under the policy by 

way of defense in the proceedings which the insurers have caused to be 

coAM/MgMCĝ f m ArgacA q/ f/zgzr z/? /̂zgc/ oA/fgafioM wMc/gr f/zg /poZ/cy. 77%̂  M an 

gy^cf/vg TMgaMJ q/ g/^rczMg f/zg co-a^aywrgc ĵ rzg/zrî  awaf /Ma^gf zf wMMgcgj'j'ar)/ 

ybr Azm foyom f/zg ZMj'wrgrf f/zW^arfzgj ZM f/zg acfzoM 

Ibid, at 302. 
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The rule of circuitry was further argued in NOW v. DOL,^^^ in which works 

under construction were insured by the contractor and sub-contractors under a 

joint names policy. The facts were that plaintiffs NOW(as sub-contractor) had 

agreed to supply to the defendants DOL a subsea well head completion system 

to be used as part of a floating oil production facility which DOL were 

constructing for use on the Emerald Field in the North Sea, and it had caused 

losses to the DOL. The insurers after settling these losses with DOL asserted 

their rights of subrogation under the builders all risks policy in respect of DOL's 

claim against NOW. The issue raised as to whether the insurers is precluded 

from pursuing a subrogated claim against the co-assured. 

Colman J. insisted that an insurer pursuing such a claim against a co-assured 

would be in breach of an implied term in the policy:^^^ 

"For reaj-OMJ 7 a/M q / f/zg vfeii/ fAaf fAg coMc/z/fzoM arrzyg f̂ af 

Ad): û wsfzcg j&Zojwf ZM jFtzArq/zn,? tyawr z/ifwvi&r caM/zof (%cg7\:%rg 

subrogation against a co-assured under an insurance on property in which the 

co-ajjwrgcf /zoj' f/zg 6gM^f q/" covgr wAzc/z ̂ rofgcf-y /zzm agazMjf f/zg vg/y Zoff or 

damage to the insured property which forms the basis of the claim which 

wM f̂grwrzrgrf j'gg^ fo ^w^wg Ajy way q / Z T z g rgmo» M;/z)/ f/zg zMfwrgr 

ca/zMOf j?wrj'wg Jizc/z a c/azm zĵ  f/zaf fo (/o JO wowZc/ 6g z» 6rgac/z q / OM z/? /̂zg<f 

tern in the policy and to that extent the principle of circuitry of action operate to 

gxc/Wg f/zg c/azm 

The crucial issue of subrogation immunity in the case of composite policy is 

whether all the parties insured are intended to be insured in the same policy and 

whether all of them have the respective insurable interests in the subject 

mattered insured. The essence of circuity requires all the co-assureds to be 

covered in a single policy. If the policy is not intended to cover one of the co-

assured or the co-assured ceases to be an assured under the policy, the 

^^^[1993] 2 Lloyd's Rep. 582. 

Ibid, at 614. 
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subrogation rights will not be deprived. The intention to be covered by the 

policy is a matter of construction of contract of insurance. 

In an earlier case v. the appellants chartered a vessel from the 

owners who had taken out insurance on the vessel. That insurance contained a 

collision clause. As the result of collision with another vessel, the appellants had 

had to pay damages to the owners of that other vessel and they then sought to 

recover from the owner insurers. The appellants was held not to be entitled to 

recover under the policy as the shipower had not intended to insure on behalf of 

the appellants. This is a case involving a claim against the insurers and not 

insurer's subrogation claims against the co-assured. Likewise, in Stone v. 

Appledore^^'^ at the first instance, the High Court denied the insurers recovery 

on the grounds that the sub-contractors possessed an insurable interest in the 

entire contract works and not just in the propeller. On Appeal, the Court of 

Appeal concluded that on the proper construction of the documents no intention 

was established to insure those particular sub-contractors on the part of the 

principal assured. Because no such intention was proved and because there was 

no express or implied actual authority to contract it was held that privity of 

contract between the sub-contractor defendants and the insurers could not be 

established. 

In The Yasin, the shipowner was held to act as only an agent and there was 

nothing to indicate that it was anybody's intention to insure the owners' 

separate interest as bailees and all indication in fact were that the owners were 

simply fulfilling their obligation to insure the receivers' interest as owners of 

the cargo. In The Petrofina the sub-contractors co-assureds were themselves 

fully insured imder the policy. Similarly, in //OPF v. DOZ, since DOL only 

intended to insure NOW against losses occurring before delivery of the goods to 

DOL, NOW did not enjoy cover under the policy in respect of post-delivery 

losses and was not therefore a co-assured under the policy so far as it gave cover 

^^^[1906] A.C. 336. 

^^^[1992] 2 Lloyd's Rep 578. 
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for post-delivery losses. Not being a co-assured, it was not entitled to the benefit 

of the implied term which prohibits an insiirer from bringing a subrogated claim 

against a co-assured. 

The intention of covering all the parties in an identical policy depends on the 

true construction of the policy and the agreement between the parties insured. 

The mere fact that a person is named on the policy or is a member of a class 

defined in the policy does not, of itself, make him a party to the contract of 

insurance. This was formulated by Coleman J in NOW v. DOL in three 

.. 360 situations: 

"(i) Where at the time when the contract of insurance was made the principal 

assured or other contracting party had express or implied actual authority to 

enter into that contract so as to bind some other party as co-assured and 

q/ w/zef/zgr f/zg ^o/zcy 

described a class of co-assured of which he was or become a member. 

(zz) PFTzgrg af Âg fz/Mg w/zgM f/zg coM/racf q/ zMJz/m/zcg waf macfg f/zg ^rmczpaZ 

assured or other contracting party had no actual authority to bind the other 

^arz)/ fo f/zg coM/racf q/" zMJZ/mMcg, /̂zg j9o/zcy z.y gjcprgjj'gc/ fo zM̂ ẑ rg MOf o/zZy 

the principal assured but also a class of others who are not identified in that 

policy, a party who at the time when the policy was effected could have been 

ascertained to qualify as a member of that class can ratify and sue on the policy 

as co-assured if at that time it was intended by the principal assured or other 

contracting party to create privity of contract with the insurers on behalf of that 

(Hi) Evidence as to whether in any particular case the principal assured or 

other contracting party did have the requisite intention may be provided by the 

[1993] 2 Lloyd's Rep 582 at 596. 
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rgr/Mj q / rAg f/ze q/ coM^acr Agfw/ggM rAe pz-mc^aZ 

czj-ĵ z/rĝ f o/- of/zer coM^racrmg ^arfy a//gggaf co-mjwrgcf or 6}/ o/Aer 

TMaferzaZ jAowmg wAaf wa^ j'wZ '̂gcf/ve/y mfgwefgĉ  6y rAg ^rmc^aZ 

However, the principle of subrogation immunity conferred on the co-assured 

subject to two exceptions i.e. whether the co-assured has the insurable interest in 

the entire subject matter and whether subrogation claim has been caused by the 

co-assured's wilful misconduct. 

The essence of the Fetrofina^^ case was that each of parties had insurable 

interest in the entire contract works. In that case the court took the reference to a 

decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in Commonwealth v. Imperial, 

where it was settled that at least on construction policy, all the parties in the 

construction works have a exhaustive insurable interest. The decision of 

Petrofina was followed by Colman J. in Stone v. Appledore.^^^ The position 

was further illustrated in NOW v. DOL,^^'^ in which works under construction 

were insured by the contractor and sub-contractors under a joint names policy. 

All of the parties had an insurable interest in the entire works, so that each could 

potentially have insured the entire works. However, in that case, the subcontract 

between the contractor and the sub-contractor obliged the contractor to insure 

only in respect of losses occurring before goods had been delivered to the 

contractor by the sub-contractor. Post-delivery losses occurred as the result of 

the sub-contractor's default was held not to immune from a subrogation action. 

Moreover, where the policy is composite, the wilful misconduct of one party 

precluded recovery by him but will not preclude recovery by other co-assureds. 

[1983] 2 Lloyd's Rep. 91. 

69 D.L.R. 3rd 558(1977). 

[1991] 2 Lloyd's Rep 280. 

^^[1993] 2 Lloyd's Rep 528. 
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In Samuel v. Dumas^^^ where a ship was scuttled by the master and crew with 

the connivance of the owner, the insurer who was subrogated to an innocent 

mortgagee was held entitled to recover against the guilty shipowner who had 

wilfully scuttled the vessel. 

^^\ l924) ISLi.L. Rep. 211. 
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Chapter VIII Loss of Subrogation 

As discussed above, an insurer is merely subrogated to those rights the assured 

possesses in respect of loss of the subject-matter insured.^®^ All pleas open to 

the third party against the assured are also available against the insurers. More 

frequently it happens that the right of subrogation vests in the insurers, but 

cannot be exercised in proceedings against a particular third party since the 

assured is himself not entitled to enjoy it, either because there is a benefit of 

insurance clause between the assured and the third party or an implied term 

precluding the assured from exercising such action. Similarly, compromise by 

the assured would ultimately bind the insurer's subsequent subrogation action 

either before or after the insurer pays the asssured under terms of the policy, 

although the insurer may be safeguarded by suing the assured for damages for 

infringing subrogation rights. Also, a right of subrogation can be lost under a 

void policy or restricted as to its exercise as being against the public policy or as 

an inequitable result notwithstanding that the insurer might still pay under the 

policy. This chapter will explore this potential defence available the third party 

in which the subrogation rights could be lost. 

1. Benefit of insurance 

A contract which expressly or implied confers upon the third party the benefit 

of insurance under a prior agreement between the assured and the third party or 

by reason of a trade usage incorporated into a contract between them would 

inevitably bar the insurer's subsequent subrogation rights. Benefit of insurance 

clauses have their origin in contracts of carriage. In United States, the carrier 

and the insurers have for many years engaged in a "battle of forms" in respect 

of the insurer's subrogation action against the carriers after the insurers have 

See Chapter VII 2. 
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paid out under the cargo insurance. The struggle was first triggered by the 

carriers inserting a clause in the bill of lading which gave them the benefit of 

insurance effected by the shipper. In Phoenix Insurance Co. of Brooklyn v. Erie 

0776̂  the bill of lading issued by the carrier to the 

shipper stipulated that "the carrier so liable shall have the fiill benefit of any 

insurance that may have been effected upon or on account of said goods". The 

goods were damaged due to the negligence of the carrier. The shipper's insurer 

indemnified the shipper for its loss and then brought the subrogation action 

against the carrier. It was held that a stipulation in a bill of lading giving the 

carrier the benefit of insurance was effective to prevent the insurer from 

enforcing subrogation rights. As the Court pointed out: 

"As the carrier might lawfully himself obtain insurance against the loss of 

the goods by usual perils, although occasioned by his own negligence, he may 

lawfully stipulate with the owner to be allowed the benefit of insurance 

voluntarily obtained by the latter. This stipulation does not, in terms or in effect, 

prevent the owner from being reimbursed the full value of the goods; but being 

valid as between the owner and the carrier, it does prevent either the owner 

or fAg fTMz/rgr, wAo caw m acfzoM 

against the carrier upon any terms inconsistent with this stipulation. 

Although the carrier won the victory in the first instance, the insurers responded 

with a policy clause providing for "nonliability of the insurer upon shipment 

under a bill of lading giving the carrier the benefit of insurance".^^^ A typical 

clause to this effect was found in Inman v. The South Carolina Rly as 

that: 

(1886) 117 U.S.312, 6 Sup. Ct. 750, 29 L.Ed. 873. 

Ibid, at 325. 

Fayerweather v. Phenix Ins. Co, 118 N.Y, 324, 23 N. E. 192 (1890); Hartford Fire Ins. Co. 

V. 199 Iowa 1008, 203 N.W. 4, 39 A.L.R.1109 (1925) 

^^"(1889) 120 U.S 128. 
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q/" gM)/ agT-gemenr or or ywfwre, 6)/ f/ze zwwred^ vvAgreA)/ 

rzg/zr q/^recovg^ o/"f/zg agazMjf an}" jpgrjOMJ or coAporafzom M rg/gjj'g f̂ 

or Zoj-A wAzc/z woz/^ o;? accg;;/aMce q/̂ a6a»̂ foM7MgMf̂  or /7(zymgMf q/"Zojj 6)/ fAzJ 

coM^any, 6eZoA2g fo Aẑ  cowman}; 6izf^r ogreemeMf or acf, or, z» ccue fAza 

zMjz/raMCg zĵ  maĉ e ybr fAe q/^a/iy carrz'gr or 6azZgg q/f/ze j5rqpgr(y m̂ wrgf;̂  

other than the person named as insured, the company shall not be bound to pay 

a/]}" Zojj, 6«f z/̂ j" rzg/ẑ  fo rgfazn or rgcovgr f/zg^rgmz«m 6g 6^cfg<i... " 

Since the carriers then had nothing to gain and the shippers had much to lose 

by retention of the clause previously used in bills of lading, the carriers 

modified the clause to give the carrier the benefit of any insurance effected on 

the goods "so far as this did not defeat the insurer's liability".^^' However, this 

would still leave the insurer with problems. If the insurer paid a shipper, then 

the carrier still has the benefit of insurance unless the insurer acts as a mere 

volunteer, if the insurer did not pay a shipper, how could it maintain good 

business relations with an assured who wanted prompt payment from the 

insurer? To meet this problem, the insurers invented the loan receipt approach 

and the result is that the insurer pays the shipper an amount equal to the 

promised insurance benefits, but the transaction was cast as a loan repayable out 

of the prospective recovery from the carrier. This enables the insurer to win the 

victory. However, the "benefit of insurance" clause was subsequently held 

invalid as against the public policy 

Benefit of insurance clause were also seen in English jurisdiction. In the 

Auditorthe bill of lading containing a benefit of insurance clause was held 

to be binding upon the cargo insurers who were subrogated to the cargowner's 

claims after paying out under the cargo insurance. 

v. //az-f/brcff/rg Co., 193 Iowa 1027, 188 N.W. 823 (1922), 24 A.L.IL 182 

(1923); Richard D. Brew & Co. v. Auclair Tramp., Inc., 106 N.H. 370, 21 1 A. 2d 897 (1965), 

27 A.L.R. 3d 978 (1969). 

Salon Serv., Inc. v. Pacific & Atl. Shippers, 24 N.Y. 2d 700 (1969). 

^^^(1924) 18 Li.L. Rep. 464. 
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However, if the pohcy provides that the insurer can avoid its obligation in the 

event of the benefit of the insurance passing to the carrier, the benefit of 

insurance clause does not operate. In Tra/Mporr Co. v. Cowrf Zme 

the owner by charterparty agreed to give the charterer "the benefit of 

their protection and indemnity club insurance so far as club rules allow". The 

club rules provided that "no assignment or subrogation by a member of his 

cover with this Association to charterers or any other person shall be deemed to 

bind this Association to any extent whatever". Damage was caused to cargo due 

to improper stowage and the liability of the shipwner was settled by the club. 

The club then brought the action against the time charterer in the name of the 

shipowners. It was awarded before an arbitrator that the shipowner was not 

entitled to the full amount of claim but only the excess. The award was upheld 

by Lewis J. at first instance. The shipowner appealed to the Court of Appeal and 

then it was held by majority that the shipowners were entitled to a fiill amount 

of claims from the charterer. In Scotts L. J.'s words; 

"Owners will give to time charterers the benefit of insurance in case of 

shortage or damage to cargo if the rules of the club permit that to be done; but 

if the rules of the club do not permit that to be done, then this undertaking to 

give the time-charterers the benefit of the insurance will have no application. 

The promise to give it is conditional upon the club rules allowing it, and if there 

is a condition in the club rules which forbids it, then ex hypothesis, it cannot be 

However, in order to overcome this ruling, charterers often insert in the 

charterparty a clause that "the owners undertake to indemnify the charterers to 

the same extent that the owners would be covered by their P & I clubs". In such 

circumstances, the shipowners will eventually have to absorb the claim of the 

cargo owner. 

[1940] A.C. 934. 

(1939) 64 Li.L.Rep. 57 at 63. 
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The charterer then further appealed to the House of Lords. The decision was 

affirmed by the House of Lords as their Lordships interpreted these rules to 

mean that the Association did not allow shipowners to give charterers the 

benefit of their insurance. Consequently the benefit of insurance was ineffective 

and the charter was liable to the shipowner for its loss resulting from the 

improper stowage of the cargo. 

Besides the policy restricting the assignment of the benefit of insurance to the 

third party, the insurer may avoid the policy by availing himself of the pleas of 

non-disclosure if the non-disclosure of the benefit of insurance clause by the 

shipper constitutes a fact "which would influence the judgment of a prudent 

insurer in fixing the premium, or determining whether he will take the risk or 

not".^^^ In Tate & Sons v. Hyslop,^'^'' the assured had contracted with a 

lighterman to carry his goods on the basis that the lighterman's liability would 

be confined to damage to the goods resulting from his own negligent or wilful 

acts. As a result of public statements made by lightermen that henceforth they 

would only contract on this basis. Underwriters, to the knowledge of the 

insured, had set two rates of premiums, the higher one to be operative in the 

event that the lightermen assumed the liabilities of a common carrier, and the 

lower one to be used if the lighterman's liability was confined to negligence and 

wilful conduct. The insured took out a policy of insurance at the lower rate. The 

Court of Appeal unanimously held that the failure by the insured to disclose the 

fact that the lighterman's liability was limited to negligence and wilful conduct 

allowed the insurer to avoid the policy. 

In the United States, failure to disclose the existence of a benefit of insurance 

clause does not allow the insurer to avoid the policy for non-disclosure, 

though it has been held that, if the policy is issued prior to the bill of lading, and 

Section 18.2 of MIA. 

^^^(1885) 15 QBD 368. 

Phoenix Insurance Co. of Brooklyn v. Eire and Western Transport Co., supra. 
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the policy expressly provides that the insurer is to be subrogated to the assured's 

right of action against the carrier, then a benefit of insurance clause in the 

contract of carriage will allow the insurer to avoid policy/^^ In Australia, the 

assured is not under a duty to disclose to the insurer the existence of an 

agreement with the third party for the effect of limiting the subsequent 

subrogation right/ 

Difficulties sometimes arise when the benefit of insurance is not clearly 

stipulated in the contract between the assured and the third party. In such 

circumstance, the court must construe the contract to ascertain the true intention 

of the parties. In Coupar Transport v. Smith^^^ the parties agreed that the 

assured alone would insure against particular risks and that third party was not 

to do so; this arrangement was held by the court to exempt the third party for 

losses they would have been liable for. Similarly, in Mark Rowlands Ltd v. 

Berni Inns Ltd,^^^ the plaintiff was the landlord of a building, the basement of 

which was leased to the defendant restaurateur. The defendants covenanted to 

repair the basement and to pay the landlord an insurance rent related to the 

premium to be paid by the landlord for insurance of the whole building. The 

lease contained a common provision that, in the event of fire, the tenant was to 

be relieved of the duty to repair and that the landlord was to use the insurance 

money to repair the building. The landlord insured the whole building, which 

was later destroyed by the fire. The insurer paid the landlord and brought action 

in his name against the tenant who admitted his negligence for causing the fire. 

The Court of Appeal found that the insurance was taken for the joint benefit of 

landlord and the tenant as the construction of the lease and the effect was to 

substitute the fire insurance for exempting tenant from liability of negligence, it 

followed the insurer could not be entitled to be subrogated the landlord's claim 

against the tenant. 

Carstairs v. Mechanic's and Trader's Insurance Co. of New KorA (1883) 18 F. 473. 

Section 68 of Insurance Contracts Act 1984. 

[1959] I Lloyd's Rep. 369. 

^'-[1986] 1 QB211 (CA). 
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In this case, the court relied on decisions of the Canadian Supreme Court in 

construing the lease for the benefit of the tenant. In TZoj'.; r/rg v. 

f}'rofgc/z leased premises were destroyed by a fire caused by the 

negligence of a tenant. The fact that the tenant paid the premium of the 

insurance which taken out by the landlord was held to be intended that the 

landlord would only seek the compensation for its loss from the insurance. 

Likewise, in Eaton Co., Ltd v. Smith^^'^ leased premises were destroyed by a fire 

which resulted from the negligence of employees of the tenant. The lease 

contained the usual covenant on the part of the tenant, "wear and tear and 

damage by fire, lightning and tempest only excepted". This phrase does not 

include fire damage negligently caused by the tenant or its employees. It was 

held that the tenant had the benefit of the insurance and loss to the premises was 

to be borne by the insurer. In Agnew-Surpass Shoe Stores Ltd. v. Cummer-

Younge Investment Ltcf^^ the lease which required the lessee to take good and 

proper care of the leased premises, "except for reasonable wear and tear...and 

damage to the building caused by perils against which lessor is obliged to insure 

thereunder" was construed to preclude a claim by the leaser or its subrogated 

insurer against the lessee for fire damage to the building caused by the 

negligence of the lessee's employees. 

Similarly, in a Scottish case Barms v. Hamilton the landlord covenanted to 

insure the basement of a building and the tenant agreed to pay the cost of the 

premiums to the landlord. There was no reinstatement obligation imposed on 

the landlord. It was held that the landlord had no cause of action against the 

tenant following the allegedly negligent destruction of the basement by the 

tenant. 

^^^(1975) 57 D.L.R. (3d) 248. 

^^"(1977) 92 D.L.R. (3d) 425. 

[]976]2 S.C.R. 221. 

(1994) The Times, 10th June. Cited from Merkin, Insurance Contract Law, issue 25. C4.3-67. 
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In above cases the courts construed the lease to be intended to benefit the 

tenant of the insurance though not straightforward but it is true that the court has 

taken great care to limit such litigation by curtailing normal subrogation rights. 

However, if there is no express provisions in the lease between the landlord and 

the tenant, does the court give the same effect? Charles Huband questioned the 

decisions as he pointed out:^^' 

"OMg mig/zf wgZZ Gf/r. w/zgM are f/ierg zj a 

vanzj/z. PPTzgM f/zerg ẑ  a covgna/zf on f/ze q/f/zg Zgffor z»6'«rg, fw^rogafzoM 

disappear. It would seem that subrogation rights will survive only if there is no 

written lease, or if the written lease does not contain a covenant imposing the 

06/zg<3^0M f o ZMJwrg OM f/zg /G/z6//or(^ o r f/zg oA/zgafzoM q / z M f z / r a » c e 

Z(pOM f/zg rgMOIMA " 

Similar decisions can be found in the United States, where courts have 

emphasised that it would "be undue hardship to require a tenant to insure 

against his own negligence, when he is paying, through his rent, for the fire 

insurance which covers the premises".^^^ From the benefit of third party of the 

insurance it may be further inferred that the third party is co-insured under the 

policy and thus debar the insurer for subrogation against co-assured as discussed 

above. However, if the beneficiary third party is not intended to be insured in 

respect of the loss in question, then he can not rely in the benefit of insurance 

even if he is a co-assured in the contract.^^^ 

2. Waived by the insurer 

Charles R. Huband, The Gruda (and Illogical) Demise of Subrogation Rights(1979) 9 

Manitoba Law Journal 147 at 155 

Community Credit Union v. Homelvig, 487 N W 2d 602; Dix Mutual Ins Co v. LaFramboise, 

597 NE 2d 622. 

/VOfK V. DOI, [1993] 2 Lloyd's Rep. 582. 
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Insurers may sometimes voluntarily agree not to exercise subrogation rights 

either in a term of the policy as a waiver clause, or in an agreement of 

settlement vyith the third party. Alternatively, the insurers may simply waive the 

subrogation rights in general term among the insurers themselves, such as 

"gentleman agreement"^^^ and "knock for knock" agreement/^^ 

The waiver clause can be seen in Thomas v. Brown^^' where the policy 

contained a "without recourse to lightermen" clause. The subrogation cargo 

owner was held not to be able to pursue any action against the lightermen as the 

effect of the waiver clause implies that the lightermen would not be liable for 

any loss that could be insured against. 

In Tenneco Oil Co., v. Tug Tony and Coastal Towing Corp^^ the plaintiff 

cargo owners entered into a charter-party with the defendant carrier, for the 

carriage of cargo from the Brownsville to Chalmette. The plaintiffs took out the 

policy which provides, inter alia, that: 

"Privilege is granted the assured hereunder to waive subrogation prior to a 

Meanwhile, the charterparty also provided an insurance clause: 

This was the effect of the decision of Lister v. Romford [1957] AC 555. The agreement is 

that the British Insurance Association and Lloyd's , as the liabilities insurers, agreed not to 

pursue claims in an employer 's name against a negligent employee to recoup money paid out to 

indemnify the employer against a third party claim by a fellow employee based on the 

negligence of the employee. In Australia, the effect of Lister v. Ramfordha.?, been reversed by 

the Australia Insurance Contract Act at s.67. 

However, the agreement has been finally suspended as the decision of Hobbs v. Marlowe 

[1977] 2 ALL E R . 241. 

^^^(1889) 4 Com. Cas. 186. 

^^^[1972] 1 Lloyd's Rep. 514. 
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f / coverage jAa/Z wffA c/af.; wM6fgrwzYe/"f 6}" 

OwMez-j" ybr OM/Mg/-J accowMf. Cargo m^wraMce j/za/Z 6g j^rocurgc^ Aj/ f/zg 

c/zar^grgf ybr r/zg accozvMf̂  q/" f/zg gxpgM ĝ q/" fAg c/zarferer owMgr q/" 

rAg cargo, aZ/ rzg/zf̂  q/̂ zvArogafzoM f/za// 6g wazvgaf 6_y r/zg cargo m^wrancg 

agazMjr aZZ ggz/zp/yzgfzf cMcf OM/nerj aM(/ Opgra^orf fAgrgq/̂ " 

The plaintiffs' cargo was loaded by the plaintiffs into unmanned barges and 

taken in tow by the carriers' tug Tony. In the course of the tow, due to the 

negligence of the carrier, one of the barges was involved in a collision resulting 

in loss of part of the cargo. The plaintiffs contended that the total value of the 

lost cargo was $11,453. The plaintiffs made a claim against the underwriters and 

were paid $6845 of the total alleged loss. The cargo owners sought to recover 

the balance from the carriers. It was held that the cargo owner had been 

reimbursed for loss by the insurers and the subrogation waiver clause would 

prevent him or the subrogated insurer from recovering against the carrier. 

Likewise, In The Surf a cargo of naphtha was insured by KPC, the 

policy providing that no right of subrogation was to be exercised by the insurers 

against any vessel on which the insured cargo was being carried, provided that 

the carrier was a subsidiary or affiliated company. The cargo was sold to E on 

CIF terms, which meant that E also became the assignee of the policy. The 

cargo was lost due to the alleged negligence of the carrier C which was in the 

same group of companies as KPC. The case turned on the proper construction of 

the subrogation waiver clause. The carrier argued that the clause applies to 

affiliated companies of the original assured KPC, whereas the insurers argued 

that the clause applied only to affiliated companies of the person actually 

indemnified by the insurers. Clark J. held that the assignment of the policy did 

not necessarily deprive KPC of the benefits of it, and therefore the carriers was 

an intended beneficiary of the subrogation waiver clause. The waiver clause 

^^"^[1995] Lloyd's Rep. 242. 



precluded the insurers from enforcing the subrogation rights against the carrier 

notwithstanding that the carrier is not a party to the insurance contract. 

A subrogated insurer may also be deprived of subrogation rights by entering 

into an agreement with the third party wrongdoer limiting the subsequent 

liability to a specific amount. In Dgj/gM v. Zea a water main 

owned by LV burst and flooded KD's premises. KD was insured with QBE 

against property damage and business interruption, and received from QBE 

some £18,500 in settlement of KD's claim for property damage. QBE then 

entered into a settlement with LV not to pursue any subrogation against LV in 

connection with LV's liability due to the burst of water main. Subsequently, KD 

presented a further claim for £17,224 against QBE, in respect of consequential 

loss. QBE, having paid KD, sought to exercise subrogation rights against LV. It 

was held that the settlement agreement with LV prima facie precluded an action 

by QBE as it was clearly intended to extend to all claims arising out of the burst, 

including future claims which had not been put forward at the time of the 

settlement. The issue raised as to whether QBE was authorised to settle this 

claim with LV and the Court was no difficulty in finding that the relevant 

provision in the policy was sufficient to confer upon QBE the power to bind 

KD. 

3. Released by the assured 

It has been held that the assured who is partly indemnified by his insurer would 

remain dominus litis but must act bona fide to consider the insurer's interests. 

The insurer can not prevent the assured &om entering a binding agreement with 

the third party for compromising the loss. In case the assured has been fully 

indemnified under the policy, he may still have the right to claim against the 

third party if he so chooses but hold on trust for the insurer. However, the 

[1989] 2 Lloyd's Rep. 221. 
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assured is subject to "one aspect of the general principle that, once rights of 

subrogation exist or potentially exist for the benefit of the insurers, the insured 

must not do anything which might prejudice those rights on pain of his being 

liable to repay to the insurers as damages the amount which the insurers have 

paid or, where appropriate, of the insurers being able to avoid liabilities"/^^ 

The insured is thus under a duty not to prejudice or compromise the insurer's 

right of subrogation. If the assured does so act, the insurer would be entitled to 

remedy in restitution against the assured for prejudice of the subrogation rights. 

A compromise entered into between the insured and the third party wrongdoer 

will normally bind the insurers. Such compromise whether agreed before or 

after indemnity by the insurers, may amount to a breach of duty of the assured. 

a. Before indemnity by the insurer 

It is settled that the insured cannot exercise subrogation rights until the assured 

has been fully indemnified. Before the insurer's payment, the assured remains 

dominus litis. It has also been held that the insurer has a contingent right as 

soon as the policy is entered into,̂ ®^ but such right cannot be exercised until the 

insurer indemnified the assured's loss. Therefore, the insurer does possess 

limited rights prior to his making full payment under the policy. Section 79 of 

Marine Insurance Act provides that the insurer is subrogated to all rights and 

remedies of the assured in and in respect of that subject matter as "from the time 

of the casualty causing the loss". This clearly confers upon the insurer a 

contingent rights of subrogation after the loss. Thus, after a loss has occurred 

but before the insurer has made payment, any release or settlement made by the 

assured with the third party wrongdoer to the prejudice of the insurer will entitle 

the insurer to set up, in answer to the assured's claim, a counterclaim for 

damages in the amount of the loss thereby suffered by the insurer. The insurer 

may avoid the contract if the contract prohibit form so doing. However, the 

J. Birds, Modern Insurance Law, 4ed. 1997. p.297-298. 

goag V. [1937] 2 KB 113. 
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assured is not precluded from setting a doubtful claim in good faith for the 

benefit of himself and his insurers, and such a settlement is not a defence to his 

claim on the policy in the absence of an express term forbidding such conduct. 

If after the inception of the policy before any loss has occurred, the assured 

entered into an agreement with the third party wrongdoer which has the effect of 

exempting the insurer 6om any subrogation rights, it is possible that the assured 

might face liability in damages to the insurer for entering a pre-loss agreement 

of this nature. As inferred from the Boag v. Standard^^ that the insurer's 

subrogation rights come into existence as soon as the policy is entered into, this 

implies an obligation on the assured prior to payment to take all reasonable 

steps to preserve the efficacy of his remedy against the third party. However, 

English law is far from clear as to whether in the absence of an express clause, 

there is any obligation on the assured to take active steps to prosecute a claim 

against a third party, so as to stop it becoming time barred. In practice, an 

express clause in the policy would impose an obligation on the assured to take 

any active steps to prosecute claims or to preserve time limit prior the payment. 

For example. Clause 16 of Institute Cargo Clause which provides that: 

16. It is the duty of the assured and their servants and agents in respect of loss 

M.y To TMeajwrgf aj rgajonaA/g ybr fAg pz/ypofg q/ovgrfrng 

or /off, 

7 d. 2 fo gMfẑ rg fAar o/Z /"zgAfj agamff carr/grf, 6azVggf or of/zgr parrzgf 

arg ̂ rqpgr(y ̂ rgfgrwgf^ gxgrc/fg^f 

^^^[1937] 2 KB 113. 
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antf f/ze uMc/erwn'ferj' in acfcfzfioM fo OMy recovera6Zg AgreuM /̂er, 

rgz/M ẑ/z-̂ e f/zg ojjz/rgcf ybr aM)/ cAarggJ jprppgA-Zy reaj-OMaA/y mcwrrgcf m 

jDZ/rji/aMcg q/r/zg^g cfw /̂gj'. 

It is submitted that the effect of this clause is to give the underwriters a cross-

claim for damages, which in appropriate circumstances may amount to a full 

defence to a claim under the policy, in any case where the assured has failed to 

preserve a time limit against the third party, or has committed some other 

breach of the obligations imposed by the c l a u s e . I t is however, arguable that 

the effect of the Reasonable Despatch Clause in the Institute Cargo Clauses has 

the similar effect. The editors in the Arnould's law of marine insurance 

suggested'^^^ that "the reasonable Despatch Clause does not have such a far 

reaching effect, since it is not possible to equate the need to issue a protective 

writ within a fixed period with the need to act with reasonable dispatch, but as 

the clause has yet to be judicially construed, the point remains uncertain." 

b. After indemnity by the insurer 

If the assured makes a release or settlement with the third party wrongdoer after 

he has been fully indemnified by the insurer, then he loses the right to control 

the proceedings brought in his name against the third party wrongdoer. He thus 

has no longer the right as against the insurer to reach any settlement with the 

third party wrongdoer, even he is acting in bona fide, but in that case the insurer 

would find it difficult to prove that he has suffered any loss. In case of partial 

indemnity, the assured still controls the proceedings and would be entitled to 

settle with the third party and any settlement would discharge the insurer's 

subsequent subrogation rights if any, however, the assured must act /zc/g 

considering the insurer's interests for avoiding the prejudice of the insurer's 

Zmv q/'Marmg /TUwroMcg, 16th ed. v.l.paral320. 

Arnoiild's Lcnv of Marine Insurance, 16th ed. v. 1 paral320. 
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rights. There are oAzfe?- (/fcfa that the assured owes an equitable duty to the 

insurer to safeguard his subrogation rights/^^ 

As the insurer acquires no cause of action against the third party wrongdoer 

after payment'̂ °^ and a release by the assured, even when he has obtained a full 

indemnity, will similarly preclude the insurer's subsequent subrogation actions. 

In case of a release by the assured, he will be liable to compensate the insurer 

for the amount by which the insurer's right of subrogation were diminished. The 

insurer may recover from the assured under either of two possible theories; (1) 

in equity under the theory that the assured becomes a trustee of the fund paid by 

the tortfeasor for the insurer; and (2) at law under the theory that the law creates 

on the part of the insured an implied promise to repay an amount paid as 

indemnity for damages suffered when the party who caused the damages has 

also made them good to the injured party In JVest of England Fire Insurance 

Co. V. a landlord covenanted to insure the demised premises against 

fire and spent any money received under the insurance on reinstatement of fire 

damage. A fire occurred as a result of which the tenant had the choice of calling 

upon either the landlord under the covenant or upon his own insurer. Having 

chosen the latter course of action and the insurer having paid, the tenant then 

renounced his rights as against the landlord, thus discharging the insurer's 

subrogation rights. It was held that the insurer was entitled to restitution from 

the assured of the indemnity paid. 

James L. J. in Commercial v. Lister (1874) L.R. 9 Ch App. 483 at 486 -487 considered that 

an insured settling his action without due regard for the interest of the insurer would be in 

breach of an equitable duty. See also: Bennett, Howard, The law of Marine Insurance, 1996, 

para 19.3. Derham, Subrogation in Insurance Law, Chapter 11, the duty of the assured. 

In U.S. A, it was held that by subrogation the insurer is vested absolutely with a 

proportionate share of the claim, and a discharge given by the insured does not effect the 

insurer's right. See; Sisson v. Hassett, 155 Misc. 667, 280 N.Y. Supp. 148 (Sup. Ct. 1935). 

Cecil G. King, Subrogation under Contracts Insuring Property, Texas Law Review , 

Vol.30, 1951, p.88. 

[1896] 2 QB 377 afTd. [1897] 1 QB 226. 
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However, it was held that a third party who is aware or constructively aware 

of the insurer subrogation rights may not be able to plead the settlement in 

defence to a subrogation action by the i n s u r e r I t is further submitted that a 

release by the assured, with the knowledge of third party that the assured have 

received payment from the insurer, will be deemed to be in fraud of the 

insurer's rights and consequently void/°^ 

Conversely, on similar principles, the insurers must not, by the manner in 

which the exercise a right of subrogation, act in such a way as to prejudice the 

assured; thus if the insurers were to settle a claim against a third party on 

unfavourable terms, in a case where the third party was liable for an amount 

greater than the measure of indemnity under the policy, the assured would, it is 

submitted, have a claim for damages against the insurers. In Groom v. 

Crocker^^'^ it was accepted by Sir Wilfrid Greene M.R that a liability insurer 

controlling the defence of an action brought against its insured must consider 

not only its own interests, but also those of its insured. It is submitted that the 

insurer similarly owe an equitable duty to consider bona fide the insured's 

interests, in particular, in the event of under-valuation in a valued policy. 

4. Split of cause of action 

Haigh V. Layvford(1964) 114 NLJ 208. In American cases: City ofN.Y. Ins. Co. v. Tice, 159 

Kan. 176, 152 p.2d 836 (1944); Wolverine Ins. Co. v. Klomparents, 273 Mich. 493, 263 N.W. 

724 (1935); General Exchange Ins. Corp. v. Young, 357 Mo. 1099, 212 S.W.2d 396 (1948J; 

Pacific Fire Ins. Co. v. Smith, 219 S.W. 2d 710(Tex. Civ. App. 1949). 

Arnould's Law of Marine Insurance, 16th ed. v . l .paral320. Meanwhile, the editors 

submitted that there is no reason in principle why a settlement reached in advance of the 

payment by the underwriters, if made by the third party with knowledge that its effect is to 

prejudice their rights, should not also be treated as void. It may also open to the underwriters, 

in a appropriate case, to claim damages in their own right against the third party for tortious 

interference with their rights under the contract of insurance. 

[1939] 1 KB 194. 
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A practical problem arises where an assured who is underinsured or only 

insured for one type of risk. The assured would remains Z/fij even after 

he has been indemnified under the policy. Thus, if the assured proceeds only for 

his uninsured loss and obtains a judgment , it follows that the insurer may be 

unable to take advantage of a cause of action against a wrongdoer again, if that 

cause of action has already been prosecuted to judgment. The principle that 

damages resulting from one and the same cause action must be assessed and 

recovered once for all. /pro vexarz. 

In Biickland v. Palmer'^^ the plaintiff assured's car was insured under a policy 

provided for a £50 excess. The car was damaged in a collision caused by the 

defendant's negligence, and the plaintiff, having been informed by his insurer 

that they would meet the claim in full subject to the excess, brought the action 

for the excess. The defendant paid the sum into the court and the action was 

stayed. The insurer subsequently commenced the action against the defendants 

for the insured loss and it was held the latter action was in fact an abuse of the 

process of court and should be struck out as the first action had not proceeded to 

judgment. It remained open to the insurers to apply for the revival of the 

original action and its extension to cover both uninsured and insured loss. 

However, the court retains a discretion to set aside the original judgment in 

exceptional case if justice so requires. This was considered by the Court of 

Appeal in Hayler v. Chapman In that case H's car was written off in a 

collision with C's car. H was paid the write-off value of his car by his insurers, 

but was not sufficient to give him a full indemnity, as part of the value was 

uninsured. Consequently, and without informing his insurers, H commenced 

county court proceedings against C for the uninsured balance; this was referred 

to arbitration by the registrar, judgment was ultimately awarded to H, and this 

was satisfied by C's liability insurers. Subsequently, H's insures commenced 

subrogation proceedings against C in H's name. The Court of Appeal struck out 

[1984] 3 ALL ER554. 

(1988) The Times, 11th November. Cited from Merkin, The Insurance Contract Law, Issue 

4. 
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the subrogation action held that a second action should be permitted only where 

it would be unjust and equitable for the first action to stand. The court observed 

that no injustice had been caused to H's insurers. 

If however the assured reaches a settlement with the third party for uninsured 

loss, the insurer will not be bound by the settlement. In Taylor v. O'Wray & Co 

the plaintiff was responsible under his motor cover for excess of £10 and 

was not insured at all against personal injury or consequential loss. Following a 

collision with a lorry, which was at fault, his claim against the owner of the 

lorry, which included items for the excess and for consequential loss, was 

settled. In a subsequent action in respect of the insured loss, the owner of lorry 

defended, saying that the right of action in respect of that loss had been lost 

when the previous claim had been settled. It was held that the subsequent 

subrogation claim for the insured loss was not extinguished by an agreement 

relating to the uninsured loss only. 

It has been argued that the cause of action could be split. For instance, in motor 

insurance, the car damage and personal injury are essentially separable, 

therefore, the action for uninsured loss would not prevent the further 

subrogation action by the insurer. In United States, the majority rule appears to 

be that a single act or omission which causes injury to the assured and to the 

property of the assured constitutes a single cause of action with separate items 

of damage; hence, separate actions may not be maintained by the assured by the 

assured for personal injury and by a subrogated insurer for property damage. A 

recovery of a judgment for either item of damage is held to bar an action to 

recover the other item.'^" However, a minority of jurisdictions hold that 

damage to person and to property are infringements of different rights giving 

rise to different causes of action; settlement or judgment in one of the causes of 

""[1971] 1 l loyd'sRep.497. 

Dearden v. Hey, 304 Mass, 659, 24 N.E. 2d 644 (1939); Booth v. Frankenstein, 209 Wis. 

362, 245 N.W. 191 (1932). 
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action is not considered a bar to the other.'̂ '̂  When a wrongdoer has notice of an 

insurer's claim or subrogation right, he is either estopped from asserting or is 

deemed to have waived his right to invoke the rule against splitting causes of 

action as a defence/'^ 

5. Inequitable 

The rights of subrogation may be denied as it would not be just and equitable 

for allowing subrogation action. In Morris v. Forcf^'^ Cameron contracted to 

clean at Ford's works. A term of this contract provided that Cameron would 

indemnify Ford in respect of any liability attaching to Ford for negligence of the 

employees of either of them. Morris, an employee of Cameron, was injured by 

an employee of Ford for whom Ford may have been liable. Ford claimed an 

indemnity from Cameron under the term and Cameron in return claimed to be 

subrogated to Ford's right to sue its employee for failing to take reasonable care 

and skill. Lord Denning M.R stated that it was not just and equitable for Ford to 

be compelled against their will to sue their own servants and that since doctrine 

of subrogation was a creature of equity, it could not be used for inequitable 

purposes, while James L.J preferred to rest his decision on the view hat there 

was an implied term in the contract of indemnity that the cleaners should not 

have any rights of subrogation. 

This case was directly contrary to the decision of Lister v. Romforcf^^ where 

the father and son were both employed in the same company. The son 

negligently injured the father while driving a vehicle on company business and 

the father recovered damages from the company. The company then sued the 

Co. v. 172 Ohio St. 5, 173 N.E. 2d 349 (1961); v. OYy q/" 

foz-r/oMcf, 153 Or. 679, 58 P.2d 257 (1936). 

Donegal MiUual Insurance Co. v. Silverblatt, 36 Pa. D & C 2d 394 (1964). 

"'"[1973] QB 792. 

[1957] AC 555. 
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son as a joint tortfeasor and for breach of his contract of services. It was held by 

House of Lords that the company was entitled to recover. However, this 

decision was subject of criticism and it would be clearly that the court in Morris 

V. Forcf^^ was aware of the criticism. The effect of Lister decision has now been 

negatived by the "gentleman agreement" among the employers' liability 

insurers, where it provides: 

agree fAaf f/zg}; wz// a cZaz/M agazwf 

f/zg q/" g/?^Zoygr m rgjpgcf q/ fAg (/gaf/z or fo a 

ygZZow-g/?^/oygg WM/g.ŷ  f/zg }ygzg/zf o/evzc^gMcg c/gar(y ZM f̂zccrfgj coZZŵ zoM, or 

(ii) wilful misconduct on the part of the employee against whom a claim is 

6. Void Policy 

If the contract of insurance is void or illegal or a nullity, it is unlikely that a 

court will hold that an insurer is subrogated to the rights of an insured who has 

been indemnified and it has been held that an insurer is not entitled to be 

subrogated to any rights arising out of a p.p.i policy, even though he has made a 

payment under it, since such a policy is avoided in toto by the virtue of Section 

4 of Marine Insurance Act 1906.'̂ ^^ 

"'^[1973] QB 792. 

V. Mofor [1922] 2 KB 249. 
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Chapter IX Subrogation Compared to Abandonment, 

Assignment and Contribution 

1. Subrogation and abandonment 

Subrogation and abandonment are very closely related. "Abandonment is a 

corollary of the doctrine of subrogation which is a necessary incident of every 

contract of indemnity"; '^while Amould pointed that "the doctrine of 

subrogation is closely related to that of abandonment". Likewise, Merkin had 

the view"* "̂ that the doctrine of abandonment is "in its origins linked to the 

doctrine of subrogation, and shares with subrogation the objective of preventing 

the assured from obtaining more than an indemnity; it is frequently regarded as 

a sub-rule of the general principle of subrogation". Confusion of these two 

doctrines has been found both in the Act and in the court decisions. Much has 

been discussed above in respect of the doctrine of subrogation, and before a 

comparative study of these two doctrines, the doctrine of abandonment will be 

first examined. 

a. Doctrine of abandonment 

The word "abandon" has no definition under the Marine Insurance Act 1906. 

"The word 'abandon' is one in ordinary and common use, and in its natural 

sense well understood; but there is not a word in the English language used in a 

more highly artificial and technical sense than the word 'abandon'; in reference 

to constructive total loss, it is defined to be a cession or transfer of the ship Srom 

Chalmers on Marine Insurance, 9th Ed., at p 95. See also, Simpson v. Thomson (1877) 3 

App. Cas. at 292, 293 per Lord Blackburn; cf Rankin v. Potter {XKTi) LR 6 HL at 118; 

Kaltenbach v. Mackenzie, (1878) 3 CPD at 471, per Lord Esher. 

Arnould's Law of Marine Insurance and Average, 16ed. at para. 1298. 

R. Merkin, Insurance Contract Law, Issue 2, C4.2-01. 
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the owner to the underwriter, and of all his property and interests in it, with all 

the claims that may arise &om its ownership, and all profits that may arise 6om 

i t / '" 

Scott L. J in /Ag ZovzMgfoM clarified three different senses of the word 

"abandonment" under the Marine Insurance Act 1906, as he said:"^^^ 

"/f (YAg worcf ^ zf uj-gâ  fArgg fgMJgj'm f/zg vg^y growp 

q/ jgcfzow w/zzc/z ĉ gaZ wzY/z comrrwcfzvg Zof& 7M(/ggâ  ^ û ĝ / m fwo 

ĉ Z;̂ rgMf jgMjgj'm 5'gcA ^ g n fAg /̂zzp zj apoAgM q/"ow 6gcawjg 

q/ acfz/a/ ...Zojj qppgarzMg WMavoz&zA/g,' f/zg worcf zf .̂ygcf z» Mea/'(y f/zg fgTMg 

fgMj'g aj w/zgM, accor(/zMg fo f/zg Zmv q/" fa/vagg, f/zg /Mojfgr 

crew in such a way as to make it a derelict, which condition confers on salvors 

o ggrfam, 6wf »of co/?^Zgfg, gxc/wfzvgMgjf q / f a AzgAgr /Mgafwrg 

q/ co??^gma^zoM /or j'aZvage ̂ grvzcgf." 

He went on farther in Section 61 and 63: 

"In Sect. 61 the word 'abandonment' seems to import an act on the part of the 

assured, but in truth it amounts usually to nothing more than his making up his 

To gzvg a Mofzcg q/̂ a6aM6̂ 0M/Mg»f fo zwwrgr w»(̂ gr fgcf. ar f/zg ĵ grzZ 

q/Zô yzMg Azj ̂ -zgAf q/g/gcfzoM z/M f̂gr jgcA67. TTzg ZggaZ coMJgg'wgMcgj' q/̂ a Mofzcg 

q/ ^accgpfgcf 6}", or gj'fa6ZzjAg(Z (zy vaZzcf agazmf f/ze zwurgr ẑ  fo 

pass the property to the underwriter to the underwriter as an abandonment to 

/zzm wM̂ ygr jgcA(̂ 7. va/zcf m jggf. 63 Mgcgj'farz/y mga/M aw 

abandonment by the assured to the insurer to the insurer and passes the 

/prqpgrry fo /zz/M. caMMOf 6g f/zg ja/Mg acf <3:̂  ẑy coMZ'g/̂ ẐafgĜ  6}" jgcA 60(7;) 

wAgrg /̂zg acr z'j' cfoMg zn cowggugMCg q/ OM aĉ waZ fofaZ q^garmg 

w/zm;oz6/(36/g." 

Rankin v. Potter, (1873) L.R. 6 HL 83, at p 144 per Baron Martin MR. 

[1945] 2 ALL ER357. 

Ibid at 362. See also: Bradley v. Newsom (H.) Sons & Co., [1919] A.C. 16. 
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As far as marine insurance is concerned, the effect of a valid abandonment has 

been clearly defined by section 63(1) of Marine Insurance Act 1906 which 

provides: 

fAgrg a fAg fwwrgr fo ovgr f/zg 

mfgA-ĝ yfj q/ f/ze ajjwrgi^ m wAafgvgr rg/Mam q/ fAg /Maffgr zMJMrgâ  

a// ̂ roprzefary rzg/z/̂ ^ ZMCzĉ gMfaZ f/zgrgfo. " 

Meanwhile, Section 79 of the Act is also contemplated that the insurer is 

entitled to take over the remains of the subject matter so paid for whether is a 

actual total loss or a constructive total loss. It seems that the assured is obliged 

to abandon the subject matter as soon as the insurer pays a total loss under the 

section. Thus, abandonment in this sense denotes the cession or transfer, which 

takes place, by operation of law, of whatever remains of the subject matter 

insured when the insurer pays a total loss. It is a corollary of the subrogation 

right, however, not a right by virtue of subrogation. 

It is only in case of constructive total loss that the abandonment seems to be 

significant. 'Where there is a constructive total loss the assured may either treat 

the loss as a partial loss, or abandon the subject matter insured to the insurer and 

treat the loss as if it were an actual loss.'"̂ "̂̂  The law thus imposes the obligation 

upon the assured to give notice of abandonment to the insurer/^^ "If he fails to 

do so the loss can only be treated as a partial loss".'̂ ^® It is suggested that the 

notice of abandonment is peculiar to the constructive total loss in the law of 

marine i n s u r a n c e . ' I n the case of an actual total loss, no notice of 

Section 61 of Marine Insurance Act 1906. 

It is suggested that equity does not allow the insured to retain the benefi t of the remain of 

the subject matter while he is in the meantime fully indemnified for a total loss. See: Rankin v. 

Potter, (1873) L.R. 6HL 83 at 118, per Lord Blackburn. 

Section 62(1) of Marine Insurance Act 1906. 

The Lavington Court, supra, per Stable J. at 366. 
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abandonment need be g i v e n . S i m i l a r l y , notice of abandonment is not 

necessary in case 'there would be no possibility of benefit to the insurer if the 

notice were given to him'.'^^^ 'Where an insurer has re-insured his risk, no notice 

of abandonment need be given by him.''^^^ 

It is somewhat confusing whether the abandonment is peculiar to constructive 

total loss in the marine insurance. Lord Ellenborough held in an earlier case in 

Mellish V. Andrews^^^ that 'Abandonment is only necessary to make a 

constructive total loss'. However, many of scholars and decisions has been 

supporting that abandonment is not confined to marine insurance. Meanwhile, 

Amould pointed out'̂ ^^ that "abandonment is applicable to the claims whether it 

be for an actual loss or for a constructive loss". 

As explained by Derham:'*^^ 

"Since abandonment is not confined to marine insurance, but in fact is an 

incident of every contract of indemnity insurance, it should follow that, in any 

situation in which the subject matter of a contract of indemnity is itself a 

contract, an insurer paying for a total loss should have a common law right to 

the benefits obtainable under the contract. " 

Similarly, in Kaltenbach v. Mackenzie,Brett L. J delivered the view that: 

"...abandonment is not peculiar to policies of marine insurance, abandonment 

is part of every contract of indemnity wherever, therefore, there is a contract of 

Section 57(20) of Marine Insurance Act 1906. 

Section 62(7) of Marine Insurance Act 1906. 

Section 62(8) of Marine Insurance Act 1906. 

' (1812) 15 East 13, at p. 16. Cited from Anrould'sLaw of Marine Insurance and Aveage, 16ed. 

para 1259 at note 5. 

Arnould's Law of Marine Insurance and Average, 16ed. at para 1259. 

43 
Derham, Subrogation in Law of Insurance, 1985, p.38. 

"^"(1878) 3 CPD 467. 
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a cZazm wMc/g/" aw a6fo/w^g m<fg/MMZ(y, fAgre mz/f/ 6g an 

a6a»6foM/??gMf OM q/" f/zg ^grfOM cZaz/MZMg q/" gZZ Az\y rzg/zf̂  /» 

rgjpgcr q/f/zaf/b/' w/zzc/z Ag rgggzvgj z»â g/MMz(y. 

It is obvious that where there is a total loss whether marine or non-marine 

insurance, there would be an abandonment by the assured to the insurer for any 

benefit of the remain of subject matter. In case of actual total loss, the insurer is 

entitled to take over the salvage as it is a matter of equity for the assured to 

abandon the salvage to the insurer. However, the notice of abandonment is not 

needed in the circumstance, it is, therefore, confusing as if abandonment does 

not happen at all. In case of constructive total loss, abandonment would not be 

negated as it is the condition precedent for the assured to give a written 

abandonment notice to the insurer and treat the loss as a total loss, if failing, he 

can only claim for a partial loss. Constructive total loss is suggested to be a 

hypothetical total loss. It is a hybrid, an intermediate stage between an actual 

total loss and a partial, and notice of abandonment play an important role there. 

To give a notice of abandonment is peculiar to marine insurance. It appears 

from Lord Mansfield's judgment in Goss v. Withers.^^^ For a notice of 

abandonment to be given, a constructive total loss must be established. In 

writer's view, abandonment is not peculiar to constructive total loss, it is 

suggested that constructive total loss is peculiar to marine insurance and do not 

apply to non-marine policies."^^^ Abandonment differs from the notice of 

abandonment. Notice of abandonment confers upon the insurer the option to 

take over the remain of subject matter if there is any salvage in the subject 

matter, it is a condition precedent to a constructive total loss. Whereas, 

abandonment is the process whereby an assured, having suffered a total loss, 

divests himself of the insured subject matter. 

Ibid, at 470-471. 

' ' ^ \ l 7 5 8 ) 2 Burr683. 

Moore v. Evans, [1918] AC 185, at 194. 
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It is very clear from the Act that the abandonment automatically happens at 

the moment the payment is made and there is no need to give a notice of 

abandonment to the insurer in case of actual total loss. However, it is at the 

insurer's option to take over the remains of the subject matter when it is 

abandoned to him. The problem may arise if the insurer has been keeping 

silence for a long time as to whether or not to take over the remain of the 

subject matter after paying a total loss, has the insurer still had the rights to take 

over the subject matter? The question was addressed by the United States Court 

in TTze CgM/raZ The case involved a claim by the salvors for the 

ownership of gold recovered from The Central America which was sunk in 

1857, 130 years before the sunk vessel was located and recovered. The Central 

American was bound for New York from Panama and was hit by the hurricane 

and sank. It must be the richest ship ever reported lost in the history. Some 

insurance companies who had paid the shippers' losses of gold also asserted to 

be entitled to possession of the gold. It was an issue whether the law of salvage 

or the law of finds should be applicable to this matter. Norfolk District Court 

held at the first instance that the salvors could be entitled to the whole of the 

gold recovered. However, the decision was reversed by the U. S Court of 

Appeal which the salvor was only entitled to a salvage reward and did not 

become the owner of the property. This case demonstrates that the insurer's 

entitlement to take over the remains of the subject matter after paying a total 

loss has no time limit unless he formally abandon the proprietary right of it. 

There have been confused by some authorities in common law as to whether 

the abandonment by the assured automatically vests the insurer ownership of 

the subject matter remained? Before the Marine Insurance Act 1906 was passed, 

Blackburn in v. expressed the view that: 

"/ MO/ ar a// f/zaf wAgre fAg owneA-j q / . y / z z p /zorve or 

pa/W ybr a foraZ Zojj, f/zg ^rqpgrfy m wAaf rgmazMj q / f/zg .y/z ,̂ a/zcZ 

"^^[1990] AMC 2409. 

"^^1877) 3 App. Cas. 279. 
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/"zgA/j fo f/ze propgrfy, are /roM^rrg^ fo f/zg z/MĜ grM/rzferf ^o/M fAg 

/"zmg c^f/zg (/zjaj-fgr zn rgjpgcf q/"wAzcA /̂zg ̂ ofaZ /ojj zj' cZaz/zzgc/yb̂ - a/zc^^az /̂." 

In section 63(1) of Marine Insurance Act, the insurer is "entitled to take over" 

the interests of the assured in whatever may remains of the subject-matter 

insured, and all proprietary rights incidental thereto. It is clear f rom the Act that 

the insurer, upon abandonment, has the option to take over the interests of the 

assured as well as the option not to do so. It is interesting to note that Marine 

Insurance bill was at this committee stage in the House of Commons, the draft 

was altered from 'entitled to the interests' to 'entitled to take over the interests'. 

This implies that the insurer is not obliged to exercise their rights. 

Thus, in Allgemeine v. Administrator of German Property^^^ Scrutton CJ 

stated that; 

"What is the effect of abandonment under English law..? When the total loss of 

a thing insured is not actual but constructive that is, where thing insured is in 

specie, but the cost of preserving and repairing it would be more than its value 

when preserved or repaired...the assured must give notice of abandonment. This 

m zf̂ yĝ  (;̂ og.y nof any propgrfy or rzg/if^ in f/zg f/zzMg zziyizrĝ f fo f/zg 

izMcfgrwrzYgrj. .^f/zg ẑ M̂ /grwrzYgr //zgM f/zg a fofaZ Zoj'j', zf M.yg<̂  fo 6g 

f/zowg/zf r/zâ  f/zg pqyzMgMf f/zg jpropgrfy aMcf rzg/zfj' ZMCzdeMfaZ fo ẑ  fo f/zg 

underwriter, as benefit of salvage...Before the Marine Insurance Act was passed 

in 1906, circumstances arose which rendered it necessary to consider whether 

zzM f̂g/'w/'zfgr, ZMgyg/y p̂ ẐMg, Mgcgjjarz/y 6gco/Mg /̂zg 'owMer' q/ /̂zg f/zz/zg 

ZM.ywgc/...For zf /?zzg/z/ 6g a /zgrĝ fẑ oj, w/zojg ow/Mgr /̂z^ z//̂ oj'g<^ 

/za6z/zYzg.y w/zzc/z f/zg zzzzcfgrwrzfgr (fẑ f Mof waMf. TTzg owMgr q /a .y/zzp wrgcA:g(/ ZM a 

AarAoẑ r mzg/zf 6g /za6/g To fAg /zarAozzr awfAorzfy _/br coj'fj' q / 6z/qymg 

fgZMOVZMg //zg w g c ^ 

' ^ [ 1 9 3 1 ] I KB 672. 

Ibid, at 686. 
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However, the difficulty was con&onted in Co. v. 

Improvement Comrs,'^'^^ where the question was raised whether the insurer who 

had paid a total loss, was not as owner liable for the expense of raising the 

wreck. Lord Herschell declined to decide the question. 

In Boston Corporation v. France Fenwick & Co, Ltcf^^ Bailhache J. regarded 

the remains of subject matter as a res nullius as he said: 

"On principle it must be borne in mind that in the case of a constructive total 

loss an owner can only abandon to his underwriters. Having done this, he 

divests himself of his property in the thing abandoned and ceases to be its 

owner... I have refrained from expressing any opinion whether a valid notice of 

property in the wreck at the same time automatically transfers the property to 

the imderwriters. I will only say that there is a good deal to be said against this 

view in favour of the wreck becoming in such circumstances a res nullius. The 

c/ogj MOf ca//ybr (/eczfioM.... 

In this case, it was accordingly held that the shipowner was not responsible for 

the removal of the wreck. Similarly, in The Crystaf^^ the defendant shipowners 

were held not liable for the removal expenses on the ground that they were not 

the owners at the material time. 

The proposition of res nullius has been doubted in Vandervell v. IRC.'^^^ 

Plowman J. pointed out that "a man can not abandon his own property simply 

by saying 'I don't want'". Likewise, in OceoM Aeam Mzv/gafzoM Zfcf 

AC 508. 

'^^(1923) 39 TLR. 441. 

"^Ibid, at 443,444. 

'^^[1894] AC 508, HL. 

'^^[1966] Ch. 261. 
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V. Greer LJ refused to deem the subject matter as a /-gj' Mw/Zzẑ , as he 

said: 

"A 6/ogj' Mofyb//ow r/zaf, Mofzce q / " z j g/vgM fo an zMJwrgr, 

fAer^rg fAg vej:̂ g/, wAic/i /lovg ^ome vaZue, zg abancfoMeef fo a// f/%g worZcf 

zr Aaj MO owngr af a//, aMcf Agco/Mgj wAaf /awygfj ro f̂gj'cr/Ag 

wj'mg f/zg ZafzM ZaMgwagg, a rg.y MzzZ/zzẑ . 

Abandonment happens whenever there is a total loss, likewise, it applies to a 

total loss in the event of underinsurance where the insured is not fully 

indemnified and he is deemed to be his own insurer by virtue of section 81 of 

Marine Insurance Act 1906, the insurer, therefore, is entitled to insist upon an 

abandonment by the assured, however, in proportion to his insured amount. It 

must be distinguished between valued policy and unvalued policy. 

In case of valued policy, the agreed value is conclusive and the assured is 

estopped from denying that the agreed value is not the actual value. If the actual 

value happens to be more than the agreed value, the insurer is entitled to the 

remain of subject matter insured in proportion to his insured amount bears to the 

agreed value. If the assured is fully insured of his agreed value, then the insurer, 

after paying the total loss, is entitled to the whole of the remain of subject 

matter insured. 

In case of unvalued policy, if the actual value happens to be more than the 

insured amount, by the virtue of section 81 of Marine Insurance Act 1906, the 

assured and the insurer is deeded to be the co-owners of remain of subject 

matter insured in proportion to their respective amounts insured. 

The difficulties may arise in event of underinsurance under non-marine policy 

as there is no concept of the assured undertaking to be his own insurer in 

(1934) XL Com. cas. 108. CA. 

Ibid, at 111. 
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respect of the uninsured balance. The courts have yet to consider the question of 

whether a non-marine indemnity insurer is entitled to the remains of the subject 

matter insured after paying the assured the whole insured amount required by 

the policy when the amount paid may not actually fully indemnified the 

assured's loss. Merkin'^^ addressed four possible solution of this difficulty in 

the absence of average clause in the policy: 

(a) the insurer's right of salvage is ousted completely by the fact that the 

assured has not received a full indemnity; or 

(b) the insurer is entitled to the subject matter insured by way of salvage by 

virtue of having paid the maximum amount due under the policy; or 

(c) the assured is entitled to retain ownership of the subject matter subject to 

an equity in the insurer's favour for the amount by which the proceeds of the 

subject matter insured exceed the amount necessary to indemnify the assured; or 

(d) the insurer is entitled to the insured subject matter but subject to a duty to 

account to (or to hold in trust for) the assured the amount of the uninsured loss. 

Merkin suggested the proper choice with (a) and (d). However, in writer's 

view, the best solution is that the assured and the insurer is the co-ownership of 

the remain of the subject matter insured as the same as in the case of marine 

insurance even in the absence of average clause in the policy. The solution is 

based on the principle of indemnity as it would be more just and equitable for 

both parties share the remain of the subject matter insured in their respective 

interests. 

b. Confusion between subrogation and abandonment 

Insurance Contract Law, Issue 1, C.4.2-09. 
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Rights of subrogation in case of total loss has often been confused in English 

law, even by learned judges and by drafters of statutes, with the rights vested in 

the underwriter in case of abandonment. Section 79 of Marine Insurance Act is 

intended to deal with the rights of subrogation, where, in the first limb of the 

sub-section, it confers the right of insurer to take over the remain of the subject 

matter in case of total loss which it is supposed to be more closely to the right 

of abandonment. This limb seems to be identical to the section 63 (1) as to the 

effect of the abandonment. It tends to be regarded the rights of subrogation in 

this section confer upon the insurer the rights to take over the remain of the 

subject matter in case of total loss. Amould^^° clarified that section 63 (1) is 

relating only to constructive total loss, the case of actual total loss being dealt 

vyith in sub-section (1) of section 79, the provisions of which appear, however, 

to be applicable to constructive total loss as well. It is submitted that the 

difference which is set out in English law between subrogation and 

abandonment was not therefore fully taken into account by the draftsmen of the 

Marine Insurance Act 1906 whom had confused these two principles as well. 

Meanwhile, the confusion of subrogation with abandonment was also found in 

North of England Insurance Assurance v. Armstrong.^^^ The facts of the case 

has been elaborated in Chapter V(3). This is a dispute of a valued policy and the 

sum insured is £6000. The insurer paid agreed value of £6000 for the total loss 

of the ship and claimed for the whole of recoveries in a sum of £5700 which is 

based upon the real value of the ship at £9000. It was held that the insurer's 

clairn was justified and that the damages recovered should entirely belong to the 

insurer. The confusion arises from the judgment of Cockbum J, where he 

said:'̂ '̂  

Arnould's Law of Marine Insurance and Average, 16ed. para 1182, note 3. 

"^'(1870) L.R. 5 Q . B 244. 

Ibid, at 248. 
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'Wow, / /f fo c/gar/y m f/ze ca^g q/" a fofaZ /of̂ y, fAa/ 

}yAafgvgr rgmazMj q/ f/zg vgjj'gZ m f/zg fAopg q / fa/vagg, or wAa^gvgr rzg/zfj 

accrwg Âg oŵ ĝ/- fAg f/zmg aM<3̂  Zojf, fAgjy f/zg u»(fgrM/rzfgr 

f/zg /Mo/MgMf Ag zj' ca/Zĝ f ẑ oM fo f/ig gxzggMcy q/" fAg poZzcy, ancf Ag (fog.; 

zA yy z.; â f/MzYfĝ f f/z<zr z/"̂ /zzj j'Azp 6gg/z /"gcovgrg^^om f/zg 6of^o/» q/" 

/̂zg jga 6}; awy q///zg coM/rzvaMcgj q//Moc/gm jAzZZ fczg/zcg orvazZaAZg ybr //zaf 

^zv^oj'g, f/zg 6oG(y q/" f/zg vgj'j'gZ wozvZ<̂  /zorvg pajfg^ fo fAg WM(:fgrwrzfg/'& ^ 

morgovgr, Agr vaZwg Aaof ^rovgc/ fo 6g Morg f/zan fAg gjfzMiafgc^ vafî g m f/zg 

policy, the underwriters would still have been entitled to the vessel so 

/"gcovgrg<^../ f/zẑ A zf zj c/gar a/jo, w/zgrg wg Am;g, zw^ga /̂ q/" fAg f/z^, f/zg 

.yẑ ppô yĝ f vaZwg q/ f/zg f/zzp, or fo /Mwc/z q/" ẑ  ay f/zg (/gZmgwgMf vĝ yfgZ cowZ^ 6g 

called upon to contribute for the loss, that what is recovered must be taken to 

represent the lost ship; and then, just as the underwriters would be entitled to 

Âg j/z^ z/" z/ cozvM /zm;g 6ggM 6o6/z(y gof 6ac^ fo fAgj/ arg gMfzf/e<:f fo /̂zaf w/zzcA 

zj- /̂zg rgprgjgMfafzoM q/̂  f/zg j/z^, m Âg f/zopg q/ (famagĝ y fo 6g /7az<̂  6y f/zg 

owners of the vessel which caused the collision. " 

He added; 

"PPTzgrg f/zg /?o/zcy z'j' q;;gM ̂ o/zcy, fz/T^^ a ^oZzcy q/ zMĈe/MMZZ); fo f/zg 

acfi^a/ vâ Mg q/ f/ze vĝ ŷ ygZ, no (fẑ ĉwZfy woiz/cf arzgg in &Mc/z a ca.ge a.; fAzw. /f zg 

only because it is a valued policy that these difficulties present themselves. I 

think we must still apply the old rules, and not make new ones; and if a party 

chooses to have his vessel or his goods, as the case may be, taken at a fixed 

value, instead of leaving the contract, as in an ordinary policy, simply one of 

ZM̂fgZMMzfy fo //zg gxfgMf o / f/zg rgaZ Wwg, a/zaf z/" ̂ /zgrgAy a/zy 6gM^/ accrMg.; fo 

r/zg wMc/grwrzYg/", fAg WM̂ ĝrwrzYgr /Mizj'f 6g gMfzf/gc/ fo zA " 

Likewise, Lush, J. supported the learned Chief Justice's judgment as he said: 

/̂zg ZYMf̂ fgrwzYg/'j' /zaâ  gof fAg wrgct wp, aMĈ  z/" rAgj)/ Aa(f ^rocwrgc/ f/zg 

woAzg^fogr To r^azr f/zg vgjjg/, r/zg vg.yj'g/ jo /'gpazrg<^ woẑ W jfzZZ 6gZoMg fo fAg 
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coM zf /M<3Ae wAĝ /zer fAg wroMgcfogr rgpazr^ fAg 

f/zmg m jpgczg, or m zMOMg}/ fAg amown^ zf wowZef fa^g fo r^azr? 

The above parts of judgments were rightly considered as o6z/er ^zcfa, 

Cockburn J. draws a distinction between unvalued policies, which are described 

as ordinary policies, to which the indemnity rule should be applied, and valued 

policies through which the subrogated underwriter is allowed a benefit. It is 

correct to say that if the benefit which accrues from the remains of subject 

matter happens to be more than the insurer has paid, then he is entitled to the 

profit as illustrated by Cockbum J. that 'if this ship had been recovered from the 

bottom of the sea by any of the contrivances of modem skill and science 

available for that purpose, the body of the vessel would have passed to the 

underwriter, if, moreover, her value had proved to be more than the estimated 

value in the policy, the underwriters would still have been entitled to the vessel 

so recovered...'. 

However, the judgment went further and supposed that 'what is recovered 

must be taken to represent the lost ship, and then just as the underwriters would 

be entitled to the ship if it could have been bodily got back, so they are entitled 

to that which is the representation of the ship, in the shape of damages to be 

paid by the owners of the vessel which caused the collision'. It was this part of 

judgment which confused subrogation and abandonment. As discussed above, 

subrogation is the right and remedies of the assured against the third party who 

is responsible for the loss. The assured's right against the third party does not 

accrue from the ownership of the remain of the subject matter. It could not be 

said to represent the "lost ship". 

Arnould illustrated"^^"* the difficulties of this part of judgment as he suggested 

that if the £9000 had been recovered from the owners of the other ship, the 

underwriter would have been able to retain the £9000 as a whole, on the ground 

Ibid, at 251. 

Arnoiild's Law of Marine Insurance and Average, 16ed. para 13 03. 
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that they indemnified the assured for a total loss. Their recoupment would have 

then exceeded the loss they had sustained and they would have made a profit of 

f9000 less f6000 namely fSOOO out of the contract of insurance. He fLirther 

clarified the judgment that"*̂ ^ if the assured had sue the other ship and recovered 

f9000 from her owners, without making any claim upon the underwriters, they 

would have been entitled to retain the whole of such sum. And it would be an 

inequitable result if the underwriter should be allowed to make a profit, and the 

assured to sustain loss, merely owing to the mistake of the latter in following, in 

a particular case, the usual business course of claiming upon their policy, 

instead of first proceeding against the party in default. 

The decision of f/ze case was followed by 

Marme //lywrance Co. v. aMcf CAz/ean However, the 

o6zfgr was also criticised. 

' ^ m g gj^rgffzo/z ZM f / z e f w g g g f f f/zaf f/zg vc/zo /zâ f 

pazcf ^6000, ZMZg/zf Aovg rgcoverg^Z fAg w/zo/g ^pazd TTzgy /zcrvg 6ggM f/zg 

q/zMz/c/z crzfzczjm aW 6g coM/ra/y fo f/zg przMCzpZa f/zaf 

zf fo gzvg a/z ZMc/g/MMz(y o/zZy, a.9 gayrg ĵ'g /̂ ZM C<iyfgZ/am v. //zgy 

rgjw/r ^z /wg fo /̂wfzMgzYZf/z 6ĝ wggM jw6rogafzo?z. .Bwf 

fAg)/ wgfg MOf MgcgffOf]/ ro f/;g (fgczjzoM. ZTzg (fgczâ zoM zf̂ gZ/" zf fo f/zg g;^cf fAaf 

an underwriter who has paid for a total loss is not prevented from recovering 

wp /o /̂zg gxfgMf q/"/zzj fz/zMj' rgcgzvgcf 6y f/zg j/zzpowMgr m rgjpgcf //zg 

j'zvZygcr zmz/rgcf 6)/ f/zg f/zaf f/zojg f a r g gâ  wpoM, or parf q/̂  a 

Zarggr gwm /zxgcf 6j\/ r^rgncg fo a voZug ô Agr fAaw f/zg zwi/rgcZ vaZz/g, w/zgrg MO 

parr q/f/zaZ zmwrgef va/z/g zj af f/zg rzf/: q/̂ Âg f/zzpowMgr 

The confusing dictum in f/zg where it was suggested that the 

subrogated insurer could recover from the third responsible party more than the 

Arnoidd's Law of Marine Insurance and Average, 16ed. para 13 04. 

^'^[1915] 2KB 214. 

Ibid, at 220-22, as per Scrutton J. 
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amount he had paid has been universally subject of criticism and was finally 

rejected in Co. v. Co. 

c. Distinction between subrogation and abandonment 

The rights of the insurer which arise from subrogation and those resulting 6om 

abandonment are not identical but complementary. The distinction could be 

seen at least as follows: 

(1) Subrogation rights arise whether there is a total loss or partial loss, whereas 

abandonment only accrues in case of total loss. It is been disputed whether 

abandonment arises merely in case of constructive total loss. Merkin 

suggested"^^^ that "abandonment is recognised formally only on the context of 

marine insurance. This is so because salvage is normally likely to be significant 

only where the assured has suffered a constructive total loss as opposed to an 

actual total loss, for in the latter case there will rarely be anything in existence to 

be abandoned; non-marine insurance does not of course recognise the concept of 

a constructive total loss. However, abandonment does operate to a limited extent 

in non-marine insurance, for example, where subject matter thought to be lost or 

destroyed turns up safe and well after the insurer has paid out in respect of it." 

In writer's view, abandonment also exists in the case of actual total loss where 

the abandonment automatically happens the moment the insurer pay a total loss. 

Therefore, it applies to non-marine insurance as well. It is more correct to say 

that the notice of abandonment is only confined to constructive total loss. It 

must be distinguished the abandonment from the notice of abandonment which 

have been discussed above. 

(2) Subrogation confers upon the insurer rights to pursue the assured's claims 

against the third parties for the loss of the subject matter, whereas abandormient 

[1961] 2 ALL E.R. 487. In this case, the insurer was held not to be entitled to the surplus. 

Insurance Contract law (issue 2) C.4.2-01. 
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merely confers upon the insurer rights over remains of the subject matter and 

the proprietary right incidental thereto. Thus, "upon the abandonment of a ship, 

the insurer thereof is entitled to any freight in course of being earned, and which 

is earned by her subsequent to casualty; and, where the ship is carrying the 

owner's goods, the insurer is entitled to a reasonable remuneration for the 

carriage of them subsequent to the casualty causing the loss."'*^^ However, there 

may be the case that neither subrogation nor abandonment confers upon the 

insurer for the right for freight or profit. In Sea Insurance Co. v. Hadden^^^ 

where a ship was under charter to load a cargo at a subsequent port, which she 

was disabled by collision from reaching, and her owners recovered damages 

from the ship in fault in respect not only of the loss of their ship itself, but also 

in respect of the loss of freight which they expected to earn on the subsequent 

voyage, it was held that the damages awarded under the latter head were 

recoverable by the shipowner, or by the underwriters on freight, and not by the 

abandoned ship. As discussed above, the freight in dispute was not the subject 

matter insured by the hull insurer and therefore the hull insurer was not entitled 

to the freight by virtue of subrogation. Similarly, in Glen Line v. Attorney-

General,^^^ the House of Lords held that the compensation being seizure and in 

respect of what were then prospective profits was not a proprietary right 

incidental to the ownership of the vessel and did not pass to the insurers on 

abandonment and the insurer on hull is not subrogated to any profit lost accrued 

from the seizure. 

(3) Subrogation does not permit the insurer to bring an action in its own name, 

whereas once an insurer has accepted the abandonment, it becomes the owner of 

the remains of subject matter insured in those goods. 

(4) Any profits earned by abandoned property accrue to the insurer, whereas 

the subrgoated insurer is not allowed to retain more than he has paid. 

Section 63(2) of Marine Insurance Act 1906. 

(1884) 13 QBD 706. 

''̂ (̂1930) 36 Com.Ca5. 1. 
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(5) Subrogation operates automatically, by operation of law as the result of the 

principle of indemnity, to confer rights of action upon the insurer, whereas 

abandonment does not automatically divest the ownership of the assured to the 

insurer. The insurer has the option to take over the remain of the subject matter 

after paying a total loss. 

2. Subrogation and assignment 

As has been discussed above, an insurer who pays its assured in respect of an 

insured loss is entitled by operation of law to be simply subrogated to its 

assured's rights of action against the third party in respect of the insured loss. It 

is also established that the parties under the insurance contract are entitled to 

insert into a term in the contract of insurance to exclude or modify the 

application of legal subrogation."*^^ Thus, "a party who has acquired rights of 

action via contractual subrogation may differ sharply from that of a party who 

has acquired rights of action via legal subrogation, since the latter is entitled to 

recover no more than his loss following his payment in respect of another 

obligation. Contractual subrogation as to its effect is somewhat similar to 

assignment of a chose in action. However, it differs from the assignment in the 

important aspect that the chose of action under contractual subrogation still 

vests in the assured although by contractual subrogation the insurer may be 

entitled to the subrogation right before indemnifying the assured. 

Tate & Son v. Hyslop, (1885) 15 QBD 368; Thomas & Co. v. Brown, (1894) 4 Com. Cas. 

186; L. Luscas Ltd. v. Export Credit, [1973] 1 WLR 914 at 922, per Megaw LJ; Morris v. 

Ford, [1973] QB 792, at 815 per James LJ; Re T.H Knitwear Ltd [1987] 1 W L R 371, at 376, per 

Nicholas Browne-Wilkinson v-c. However, a clause in the policy to the simple effect of 

subrogation rights is unnecessary in the context of indemnity insurance as the rights arise 

automatically by operation of law. See, J. Birds, "Contractual Subrogation in Insurance Law" 

(1979) JBL 124. 

J. Birds, ''Contractual Subrogation in Insurance Law" (1979) JBL 124, at 131. 
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Assignment of choses in action may arise by way of express contractual term 

in the policy or alternative arrangement by way of statutory requirements. At 

Common law, choses in action were not assignable, but they were in equity. 

Equitable assignment must join the assured and the third party as joint 

defendants. The statutes did nothing to take away the efficacy of equitable 

assignment. In practice, equitable assignment may be seen in the subrogation 

receipt which provides that the assured transfer to the insurer all the rights and 

remedies against the third parties. This statement of assignment in the 

subrogation receipt does not itself effect a legal assignment.'^^^ Statutory 

assignment was introduced by the Supreme Court of Judicature Act 1873, 

Section 25(6) and was now replaced by the Law of Property Act. Section 136 of 

the Act provides that: 

purporting to by -way of charge only) of any debt or other legal thing in action, 

q/wAicA nofzce m wrzfmg /zm fo f/zg ^w^fgg or ofAgr 

pgrĵ OM w/zo/M fAg affzgMor /zavg 6ggM gM f̂/ĝ Z /o c/az/M fwc/z ^g6/ or 

f/zmg m acfzoM, ^ g ^ c f W m /my fwZyggf fo gg'wzfzgf Am;g ^rfor/fy ovgr f/zg 

rzg/zf q/̂ f/zg ajf zgTzĝ  fo jpoj-f f/zg c/afg q/̂ fwcA MOfzcg— 

(a) the legal right to such debt or thing in action; 

aZZ /gga/ of/zgr rg/Mg ẑgf ybr f/zg fg/Mg; aW 

f/zg ^owgr fo gzvg a goo^/ (/z.yc/zargg ybr fAg .yamg wzf/zoMf f/zg coMcwrrgMcg 

q/f/zg of̂ ĵ'zgMo/',' 

Catriona Simpson, Cargo Insurer's Choice between Subrogation, Equitable Assignment and 

Legal Assignment in Proceedings in HongKong, LMCLQ 1997, p i 53. 
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f/zaA or o/Aer ĵ erjOM Z/aA/g m rg^gcf q/ ŵcA 

c/g6/ or r/zmg m ac/mn Aâ  Mô zcg— 

(12̂  fAar f/zg oj'̂ zgM/MgMr M cZz:̂ wfĝ  6y f/zg aj':9zgMor or aMj/ ĵ grjoM cZaz/Mzng 

iZMcfgr Az'm; 

or 

q/GM}" o/'/zgr ofipô ZMg or co/^zcrmg cZaz/M̂ y fo jz/c/z c/g6r or f/zmg ZM aĉ zo/z; 

/zg 7M6g/, z/" Ag fAmAj gzf/zgr ca// upoM f/zg /pgr̂ yoM̂ y cZaz/M /̂zgrgfo fo 

rM ĝ/yZga(f coMCgrnzMg f/zg jamg, or f/zg (Zg6f or o//zgr f/zz»g ZM acfzoM z/zfo 

co^rZ wM̂ Zgr f/zg^rovzjzoM^ q/fAe Trz/ffgg y4cf 7P2J.... 

The essentials of a valid legal assignment under Law of Property Act Section 

136 is that (a) the assignment must be in writing under the hand of the assignor; 

(b) express notice in writing must be given to the debtor, i.e., to the insurers in 

the case of an insurance policy, but it does not matter if it is not given to them 

until after the death of the assured. However, no special form is required to 

constitute a valid equitable assignment. 

Under the valid legal assignment, the insurer is entitled to sue in his own name 

without the need to join the assured as co-defendant, if the assured company 

goes into liquidation and ceases to exist, the insurer's right of action is not lost, 

whereas a subrogated insurer must sue in the assured's name; The insurer is 

limited under a subrogation recovery to the amount of its own payment to the 

assured, by contrast, where the insurer has taken an assignment of the assured's 

rights, any surplus accrues to the insurer. Moreover, a valid legal assigrmient 

under section 136 of Law of Property Act even permits the insurer to sue before 

the assured has been indemnified, whereas the subrogation rights are, subject to 

contract, enforceable only where the insurer has made a full payment imder the 

policy, and even if the insurer has satisfied its obligation under the policy it may 

not be able to control the action until the assured has received a full indemnity. 

However, in United States, the "rule of real party in interest" may entitle the 
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insurer to sue in his own name without a necessary legal assignment between 

the assured and the insurer/^^ 

It is because of above the insurer might wish to take a legal assignment rather 

than to rely upon subrogation rights/^^ However, the use of assigimient does, 

have some disadvantages/^^ 

Firstly, the fact that the insurer must use in its own name may result in 

unwelcome p u b l i c i t y T h i s would appear to be the overriding consideration 

militating against the widespread use of assignment as an alternative to 

subrogation. 

Secondly, subrogation operates automatically on payment by the insurer, 

whereas the insurer may have to take positive steps to obtain an assignment; in 

practice this problem does not necessarily arise, as policies which provide for 

assignment may stipulate that assignment is to occur automatically on payment. 

Thirdly, there is some doubt as to whether the insurer can take an assignment 

of the assured's rights once the assured has commenced arbitration proceedings 

against the third party. 

3. Subrogation and contribution 

The general rule is that any persons may take out as many policies as he wishes 

against the same risk in respect of the same subject matter and he is free to 

This rule would be further discussed in Chapter X. 

Full discussion see Catriona Simpson, Cargo Insurer's Choice between Subrogation, 

Equitable Assignment and Legal Assignment in Proceedings in HongKong,LMCLQ 1997. 

Merkin, Insurance Contract Law, issue 19, C.4.3-11-12. 

Charles Mitchel expressed the view that the insurers wish to pursue litigation against third 

parties in the name of the assured because they think this will improve the chances of recovery. 

See: Mitchell, l a w o / Subrogation, at p.173. 
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claim payment from his insurers in such order as he thinks fit. Where he does 

so, he is said to have taken out double insurance. In case of over insurance by 

double insurance, the common law principle of indemnity provides that an 

assured can merely recover an amount representing his actual loss or, in case of 

valued policies, his agreed loss, in the absence of average clause in the policy, 

one of the insurers may bear the whole or most part of the loss, while leave the 

other insurers unjustly enriched. Thus, the doctrine of contribution was evolved, 

apparently by Lord Mansfield in Godin v. London Assurance as he said 

that'^^' "if the insured is to receive but one satisfaction, natural justice says that 

the several insurers shall all of them contribute pro rata to satisfy that loss 

against which they have insured". 

As far as marine insurance is concerned, the doctrine was codified in Section 

80 of Marine Insurance Act 1906 which provides: 

80. Right of contribution. (I) Where the assured is over-insured by double 

insurance, each insurer is bound, as between himself and the other insurers, to 

contribute rateably to the loss in proportion to the amount for which he is liable 

under his contract. 

(2) If any insurer pays more than his proportion of the loss, he is entitled to 

maintain an action for contribution against the other insurers, and is entitled to 

the like remedies as a surety who has paid more than his proportion of the debt. 

The doctrine of contribution is based on the principle of e q u i t y I t confers 

upon the insurers a cause of action among them for contributing the loss 

rateably. This equitable doctrine of contribution is also seen as an historical link 

1 Burr. 489. 

[bid, at 492. 

Godin V. London Co. (1758) 1 Burr, per Lord Mansfield a p.492; American Surety Co 

of New York v. Wrightson (1910) 16 Com. Cas 37, per Hamilton J., at p.49. 
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to the emerge of subrogation/^^ The subrogation is, therefore, arguably derived 

firom the basis of equity/^'* The basis of these two doctrine seems very similar 

as a principle of equity. Subrogation ensures that the assured shall receive not 

more than an indemnity; contribution ensures that the insurers shall not 

indirectly suffer iiyustice mrer jg as a result of double insurance. However, 

there remains distinction between these doctrines and few has ever contrasted 

these two doctrines except Colinvalux.'̂ ^^ 

Firstly, an subrogated insurer can merely sue in the name of the assured, 

whereas the right of contribution confers upon the insurer to sue in his own 

name. 

Secondly, the right of subrogation derived from one policy, whereas the right 

of contribution is a result of double insurance. 

Thirdly, the insurer, after paying the loss of the assured, is subrogated to all 

the rights and remedies of the assured against the responsible third party, 

whereas by virtue of doctrine of contribution, one of insurers is entitled to call 

upon the other co-insurers to contribute the loss of the assured rateably in which 

they are liable. 

Moreover, a voluntary payment by the insurer does not deprive the insurer of 

subrogation rights insofar as the payment is made honestly by the insurer."^'^ 

However, a voluntary payment by the insurer could not confer the right of 

contribution from the other co-insurers. In Legal & General Assurance Society 

Ltdi V. Drake Insurance Co., Ltd,^'^'^ the assured injured a third party in a road 

accident while covered under two policies. The third party commenced 

M.L. Marasinghe, An Historical Introduction to the Doctrine of Subrogation: the Early 

History of the Doctrine, Valparaiso University Law Review, v. 10, 1976, at p.48. 

See Chapter II. 

Colinvalux 's Law of Insurance, 7th Ed. Para. 8-36. 

V. K/cfona, [1896] A C 250. 

[1992] QB 887. 
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proceedings against the assured which were settled by the first insurer. AAer 

paying the whole loss of the assured, the first insurer then sought the 

contribution from the second insurer. The Court of Appeal held that the first 

insurer's payment in excess of his rateable proportion was voluntary and 

irrecoverable. 

The decision was submitted to be contrary to the principle of unjust 

enrichment as the basis of e q u i t y . " W h e r e an assured has the right to seek 

satisfaction of a loss from either of two insurers and obtains full satisfaction 

from II, 12 is undeniably enriched by I l ' s payment. As both insurers are subject 

to a common demand, 12's enrichment is unjust and II is justified in seeking 

restitution from 12 of a rateable proportion of the sum paid to the assured. 

Contribution is the label attached to the mechanism for the reversal of unjust 

enrichment in this particular context." Therefore, it is still arguable in Drake's 

decision in the Court of Appeal which held in effect that 12's enrichment was 

'just' because I l ' s overpayment was voluntary. If the I2's contract is avoidable 

as the result of breach of one of conditions in the insurance contract, such as, 

warranty, Uberrimae Fidei, or the risks falling into the exception clauses, is the 

insurer who has made the full satisfaction of the assured's loss entitled to insert 

the contribution from the other co-insurers? The answer may be negative based 

on the Drake's authority though it would be odd that one insurer claims the 

contribution from the other co-insurer who, meanwhile, pleads to avoid the 

contract on the ground of non-disclosure of the assured. The cause of action for 

contribution is not based on the contract but as a matter of equity. In writer's 

view, where there is an unjust enrichment of one insurer at the expense of the 

other insurer, then there must be a contribution. In the case of breach of 

notification clause, the fact that the assured could claim against one insurer for a 

full indemnity does not necessarily give a notice to the other co-insurer. The 

other co-insurer has not been prejudiced by not giving the notice of accident. 

Therefore, the other co-insurer may unjustly enriched if the contribution is not 

Howard Bennett, The Law of Marine Insurance, 1996, at p. 432. 
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allowed on the ground of breach of notification clause. On the other hand, in 

breach of warranty, non-disclosure and or the risks within the exception clause, 

it would be unjust for the other co-insurer to share the loss by way of 

contribution if he may avoid the contract at the first instance when the assured 

claim against him directly. Thus, his pleading for non-contribution does nothing 

to be unjust enrichment at the insurer's payment. 

Both principles are sometimes applicable in the same case. Thus, if the owner 

of premises insures them with two insurers, both of whom pay him in respect of 

a loss, they will be entitled to contribution between each other with regard to 

any subrogation rights against a tenant in respect of repairs. One insurer can not 

proceed against the tenant in the assured's name and retain the whole of the 

proceeds. Contribution, in fact, applies not only to the liabilities but also to the 

benefits which an insurer is entitled under a policy. 
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Chapter X Comparative Study of Subrogation 

1. Under US law 

US law is originally derived from English common law system. English 

decisions in the field of marine insurance are contemplated in a great weight in 

the U. S. courts. Unlike English law, there is no uniform federal statutory law 

governing the law of marine insurance. Substituted for the single body of 

federal law is the present system of co-existence of federal law with the separate 

legal regimes of the 50 states. English law has occupied a dominate position in 

US law. Though the Marine Insurance Act 1906 is not applicable in the United 

States, however, the Act itself is the codification of the common law of marine 

insurance. "Consequently, those decisions upon which each section of the Act is 

predicated a fortiori are, and certainty should be, highly persuasive authority in 

the courts of the United S t a t e s . N e v e r t h e l e s s , of course, the ultimate source 

of the law remains in the U. S. Before the Wilburn Boat v. Fireman's Fund,^^^ 

marine insurance disputes were governed by the federal admiralty rule 

comprised of common law rules, however, since the decision of Wilburn Boat 

in the Supreme Court, it was established as authority that the state law can 

operate, at least in the case of warranty, unless there is a well established federal 

admiralty rule in respect of corresponding disputes. The case has been 

suggested to change the law of United States insofar as the law of marine 

insurance is concerned. Despite the difficulty in this formulation, many 

subsequent decisions in both federal and state courts have used it to apply local 

state law to marine insurance disputes. The decision has been subject much 

criticism, but before we turn to examine the doctrine of subrogation under US 

law, it is desirable to look into the Wilburn boat case in more details. Further 

Alex Parks, The Law of Tug, Tow, and Pilotage, (1982) Cornell Maritime Presss, 2nd ed., 

p508. 

348 U.S. 310, 1955 A.M.C. 467. 
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discussion in the section lies in the basis of subrogation; "real party in interest" 

rule and conflicting interests between the insurer and the assured under partial 

subrogation. 

a. The Wilburn Boat case 

The case involved a small houseboat operated on Lake Texoma, a man-made 

inland lake between Texas and Oklahoma. The boat had originally been 

purchased in Greenville, Mississippi, by three brothers and had been insured 

under a policy of full marine risk for the voyage from Greenville, requiring the 

navigation of the waters of five states, to. and its use in , Lake Texoma. The 

policy contained the normal express warranties that the boat would be used 

"solely for private for pleasure purposes...and shall not be hired or chartered 

unless permission is granted by endorsement hereon...". It was also agreed 

expressly in the policy that the insurance "shall be void in case this policy or the 

interest insured thereby shall be sold, assigned, transferred or pledged without 

previous consent in writing of the insurers." Despite these express warranties, 

the Wilbum brothers formed an Oklahoma corporation and sold, assigned or 

otherwise transferred the insured vessel to it, pledged the vessel successively to 

a leading institution and themselves, and then, as was always their intention, 

proceeded to charter the boat for hire in commercial carriage of passengers 

within the lake between the two states. During the winter of 1949, while the 

boat was moored near the Oklahoma shore and vessel caught fire from unknown 

causes and was destroyed. The subsequent claim was denied by the insurers as 

the result of breach of express warr^ties. 

Suit was first brought in the state court of Texas and removed to United States 

District Court. The District Court found that federal maritime law applied, 

rather than state law, and accordingly it was held that the assured was not 

entitled to recovery as a result of "literal performance rule" in respect of express 

warranties. The decision was affirmed by the Fifth Circuit. When appealed to 
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the Supreme Court, the decision of Fifth Circuit was reversed and the m^ority 

held that "it is clear that at least until 1944 this court has always treated marine 

insurance contracts, like all others, as subject to state c o n t r o l . I n Mr. Justice 

Black's judgement, 

"PF/iareve/- f/ze orzgm f/zg Yifgra/ ' rw/g 6g, wg zf p/am 

/̂zaf zf /za^ 6ggM ywcfzcza//y ĝ /aAZzj/zĝ f q/ f/zg q / ^gAmZ 

/ m f z» rAg cowM/7y. D z g r ^ r g , f/zg j'cqpg a W q / f/zg jpo/zcy 

^rovzjzoMj /zgrg zMvo/vgĉ  f/zg coMi'gg'wgMcĝ  q/ ^rgac/zzMg f/zg/M caM OM/y 6g 

(fgfgrmzMg(f 6_y f^afg Zmv ww/ĝ yj' wg arg Mow ^r^arg^f fo /̂̂ fAzo/z co»/roZ/zMg 

yg(fgm/ /"wZg& 

The fundamental difference between the federal rule and state law in this 

regard is that the state law provides that the breach of the private use warranty 

was no defence to the action unless it could be shown that the breach 

contributed to the loss, whereas the federal maritime rule, like the common law 

rule in England, was much strict in term of breach of express warranty. Breach 

of it would give rise to the contract void automatically from the date of the 

breach regardless of whether the breach amounts to the loss. 

However, Mr. Justice Reed, joined by Mr. Justice Buton disagreed with Mr. 

Justice Black's reasoning. They favoured that it was well established rule of 

"literal performance" in respect of the breach of warranty. 

"Owr â y/MzraZz)/ oz/r CO/M/MOM Zow, ca/Mg 4̂̂  a ma^gr 

q/ J[/MgrzcaM yẑ ^̂ zczaZ j^o/zcy, we fgnĉ  fo owr marmg ZM̂ wraMCg /mvj m 

/zaf/MOMy wzf/z f/zojg q / ^ Q z / g g M T/iy, Co, v. G/o6g Tw. Co., 263 ^̂ 7̂, 

yi. M C 707," Ca/mar iSTgamj/zzp Co/p. v. .S'cofA ^27, ^4(2-

VPjj M C PJZ B ^ f g owr 7(gvoZwfzoM, Âg rwZg q/'j'/rzc/ co/Mĵ ZzYzMCg wẑ A 

/Morzfzmg zM.9zzraMcg warraM ẑĝ  /zaâ  6gg» gj-faAZzj/zĝ f f/zg Zmv q/ 

Ibid., at 316. 

Ibid., at 371. 
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TTzaf rz/Ze PPTzf/e ca.ye q/f/zff Cowrf 6geM c/̂ ec/ o/-

.^gci/zca/Zy fAg rw/e q/j^zcf co/? /̂zaMCg zf fo 6g 

/Mar/n'/Mg cojgj, f/?af ̂ rgJwppoi'ff/OM /zgf 6egM com/j'/gMfZy ac/qpfgc^ oj Âg 

q/rga^oMmg^/ro/n owr ĝ rZ/gj-f &ryĵ . OfAer cozzrrj- Aovg 6ggM /Morg jpgcf/zc. A/b 

caj'g AoW^ fo fAg coMfra^. 

Unfortunately, their opinions were not favoured and the decision cast doubt as 

to future litigation in the field of marine insurance. The federal maritime rule 

thus lacked development &om then on and the marine insurance disputes are 

left to be governed by the substantive state law in the absence of well-

established federal rule. 

b. The nature of subrogation 

Subrogation under U. S. law has been submitted to be a creature of an equity 

which will "compel the ultimate payment of the debt by one who in justice and 

good conscience ought to pay i t " / ^ Thus, the subrogation was defined as " a 

legal fiction through which a person who, not as a volunteer or in his own 

wrong, and in the absence of outstanding and superior equities, pays debt of 

another, is substituted to all rights and remedies of the other, and the debt is 

treated in equity as still existing for his benefit, and the doctrine is broad enough 

to include every instance in which one party pays the debt for which another is 

primarily answerable, and which in equity and good conscience shall have been 

discharged by such other"/^^ In the context of insurance law, subrogation has 

been defined as the right of the insurer to be put in the position of the insured in 

order to pursue recovery from third parties legally responsible to the assured for 

a loss paid by the insurer. This definition is very similar to section 79 of Marine 

Ibid., at 325. 

United States Fidelity & Guaranty Co., v. First International Bank of Lincoln, 224 Ala. 375, 

380. 140 So 755, 760(1932). 

Homeowner's Loan Corp. v. Sears Roebuck and Compan, 123 Conn. 232, 193A, 769. 
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Insurance Act 1906. It seems no controversy over the origin of the subrogation. 

Most of the courts accepted that subrogation rights accrue from the very nature 

of equity. The purpose of subrogation is to prevent the assured from recovering 

twice for one loss, as would be the case if he could recover from both the 

insurer and from a third person who caused the loss, and to reimburse the siurety 

for the payment which he has made, that confers the restitution right upon the 

insurer. 

Generally, the right of subrogation arises when the insurer has paid the 

assured's loss."̂ ^^ However, in Welded Tube v. Hartfordt^'' it was held that a 

cargo underwriter could plead an ocean carrier in an action brought by its 

assured even though it had not technically acquired any subrogation rights by 

making payment to the assured. Further, in Blasser v. Northern Pan-Arn^^ it 

was held that although a cargo insurer generally has no right to sue the ocean 

carrier until it has become subrogated by payment of its assured's loss, such 

subrogation can occur where the assured has sued both the insurer and the 

carrier in the same action and both are found liable. The insurer was permitted 

to recover on its cross-claim against the carrier for cargo damage found to have 

been covered by its policies. The insurer's subrogation right is restricted to his 

payment and he is not entitled to any surplus other than his payment and 

interests. This was the finding of the Supreme Court in The LivingtoneThe 

position in this respect is the same as the decision of Yorkshire v. Nisbet as 

discussed above. 

c. Real party in interest rule 

12 F.2d 855, 1926 AMC 855 (9th Cir.); FranA: J. FoAerr, 129 F.2d 319, 1942 

AMC 1052 (2dCir.). 

1973 AMC 555 (E.D., pa.) 

628 F.2d 376, 1982 AMC 84 (5th Cir.). 

130 Fed. Rep. 746. 
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The federal rules of civil procedure and the codes of civil procedure in most 

other jurisdictions require an action be brought by, or in the name of, the real 

party in interest. Federal Rule of Civil Procedure Article 17(a) which reads: 

Every ocr/oM j'/za// m Mor/ng q/ /Ag rga/ 

g%gcw/or, ^wjfgg q/" crn gxprg ĵ' a wzfA 

yy/zo/M or zn w/zô yg /zamg a coM/racf Am 6ggM /Mâ /g ybr f/zg CMOf/zgr or 

a j7ar(y awr/zorẑ g6̂  6y f̂ arwg jug m Azj /lazMg wzf/zowf/ozMZMg wz/A Az/M 

f / i g y b r wAojg 6gM^f fAg acfzon ẑ  6ro«gAf... 

By operation of this rule, the insurer must bring the subrogation suit in his own 

name if he has fully indemnified the assured for his loss. The difficulties may 

arise when the assured is only partially compensated by the insurer. "It is 

generally held that if the insurance paid by the insurer covers only a portion of 

the loss, the insurer is not the real party in interest, but rather, the right of action 

against the wrongdoer who caused the loss remains with the assured for the 

entire loss, and the action must be brought by him in his own name.""̂ ®® Indeed, 

many state courts allow the assured to sue alone in cases of partial payment. In 

allowing the assured to sue for the whole loss, however, the allocation of the 

recoveries tend to be uncertain as to who should have the first claim. 

Furthermore, it is less clear whether the assured is liable to the insurer in 

damage if he does not bona fide consider the insurer's interests. In North River 

Insurance Co, v. Mckenzie,the assured suffered property damage and 

received $2,537. This payment constituted the limit payable under the policy. 

The assured then started an action against the tortfeasor, alleging total property 

damage of $7,500. Without notice to the insurer, the assured subsequently 

settled their claim against the tortfeasor for $5,982.15. The insurer subsequently 

commenced an action against the assured for repayment of insurance proceeds. 

The court held for the insurer that the when an assured accepts from the insurer 

the amount of the policy damage to his property and thereafter settles his claim 

29 A American Jurisprudence, Insurance Sec, 1746 (1960). 

74 So. 2d 599 (Ala. 1954). 
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against the tortfeasor to the prejudice of the insurer, the insurer is entitled to 

recover from the assured the amount paid on the policy without necessarily 

demonstrating that the settlement exceeded the actual loss less the amount paid 

on the policy. 

The real party in interest rule was designed to avoid splitting the cause of 

action and making the tortfeasor defend two suits for the same wrong. The 

federal courts maintain that the insurer remain the real party in interest and 

should prosecute the action in its own name jointly with the assured. It is true 

that after a partial payment both the assured and the insurer have substantive 

rights, both of them are the real party in interests, certainly they could sue in the 

same action as joint plaintiffs, thereby preventing splitting of the cause of 

action. 

In most of subrogation actions, the insurers are reluctant to appear in the court 

file as the jury may prejudiced against the insurance company. The device of 

loan receipt was used to get around the difficulty. The key to the loan receipt 

device is that the payment made by the insurer is only a "loan" since technically 

the insurer has not paid the loss it has not yet become subrogated to the 

assured's right to recovery, hence the assured retains his rights and remedies 

against the wrongdoer and can bring action in his own name. The loan to the 

assured is, of course, interest free and is repayable only to the extent of 

whatever there is any recovery from the wrongdoer. The device originally arose 

to offset the "benefit of insurance" clause. The validity of the loan receipt has 

been subject to different interpretation in courts. 

d. Allocation of recovery 

When the assured is not fully reimbursed for the loss, there is a split of 

authority among the jurisdictions as to whether the insurer or the assured has a 

superior interest in amounts recovered from third party wrongdoers. Robert 
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Keeton submitted'̂ ^^ that ± e assured is to be reimbursed first, for the loss not 

covered by insurance, and the insurer is entitled to any remaining balance, up to 

a sum sufficient to reimburse the insurer fully, the insured being entitled to 

anything beyond that amount. This rule represents majority of jurisdictions.'̂ ®^ 

The decision most frequently cited in support of this rule is Garrffy v. 

Mutual Insurance in the Wisconsin Supreme Court. In Garrity, the 

assured suffered a loss of $110,000 was paid $67,227.12 under the insurance 

contract as a result of policy limit. The assured succeeded in recovering part of 

the losses from the third party tortfeasor. The insurer sought to participate in the 

recoveries and was rejected by the court. It was held that the assured was 

entitled to be made whole before any moneys were paid to the insurer pursuant 

to its right of subrogation. The assured-whole rule, insofar as the non-marine 

insurance is concerned, seems to be identical to that under English law. 

However, there are a minority of jurisdictions which have held that the insurer is 

entitled to be made whole first as a general rule and the remaining balance 

accrues to the assured. The insurer is not entitled to make a profit. This was the 

case in v. OAzo far/Merj' In the case, a partial 

payment under a fire insurance policy was insufficient to meet the actual loss of 

the assured. The insurer joined with the assured obtained a judgement 6om 

tortfeasor. It was held that the insurer was entitled to be indemnified first out of 

the proceeds of any recovery against the tortfeasor. The jurisdictions adopting 

this rule include California, Idaho, Nebraska, Ohio, Virginia, and Wyoming.'̂ ®^ 

In the context of marine insurance law, the US law is far from clear. The 

Robert Keeton, Basic Text on Insurance Law, at 160, 1971. 

See Elaine M. Rinaldi, Apportionment of Recovery between Insured and Insurer in a 

Subrogation case, Tort & Insurance law Journal, p. 807, Volume XXIX, Number 14, Summer 

1994. 

253 W. 2d 512 (Wis. 1977). 

191 IM.E. 2d 157 (Ohio 1963). 

See Elaine M. Rinaldi, Apportionment of Recovery between Insured and Insurer in a 

Subrogation Case, Tort & Insurance law Journal, p. 811, Volume XXIX, Number 14, Summer 

1994. 
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position under common law was the illustrative of 

English law has drawn a distinct authority between the marine insurance and 

non-marine insurance in respect of allocation of recoveries/^^ U. S. law tend to 

be less distinguishable between marine and non-marine insurance. 

However, the application of subrogation under agreed value policy is entirely 

different. Under the U. S. law, the agreed value is not conclusive between the 

parties. In Aetna Ins. Co, v. United Fruit the Supreme Court held that the 

assured was not estopped from the agreed value under the policy and the insurer 

was only entitled to subrogation after the assured has been appropriately 

indemnified according to the actual value. The decision was further affirmed in 

Nils Risdal, et al, v. Universal Ins. In this case, a vessel was insured for 

$30,000 although the actual value was $60,000. The court held that the owners 

were co-insurers to the extent of the uninsured $30,000. The court referred the 

decision of Aetna Ins. Co. v. United Fruit in which the Supreme Court 

had said to of a valued policy: 

The valuation clause in its usual form does not operate as an estopel or by 

agreg/Mgnf fo fAaf acfwaZ Wwg ezceeak agreecf va/wg w/zeM f/ze 

question is of the insurer's right to subrogation...beyond its controlling effect in 

of actual value when relevant. " 

The court concluded that since the risk retained by the owners was in the same 

amount as that assumed by the insurers, they were entitled to an equal share of 

the recovery. There was nothing that entitled the insurer to be made whole at the 

expense of the assured. It would be inequitable to make him the beneficiary of 

' ' ' ' [1907] P. 216. The rule of "pro rata" recovery. 

See Chapter V. 

1938 AMC 710. 

1964 AMC 1894. 

1938 AMC 710. 
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that portion of the amount recovered which was attributable to the uninsured 

loss. 

A similar position exists insofar as cargo insurance are concerned. In the case 

of O// q/Wew v. L/MzverjaZ Twj'. it was held that an assured 

was co-insured in respect of the excess of the actual value of cargo over the 

insured value and was, therefore, entitled to share rateably with the underwriters 

in a recovery obtained from a colliding ship. 

However, under English practice, the insurer is entitled to the full amount of 

any recovery from third parties if it does not exceed the amount he has paid. 

Even in case there is a deductible clause under the policy, the insurer is 

similarly entitled to the full amount of recovery although the assured may not be 

fully indemnified.^"^ Indeed, clause 12.3 of the Institute Time Clauses 1995 

(Hulls) provides that recoveries against any claim which is subject to the 

applicable deductible average shall credited to underwriters in full to the extent 

of the sum by which the claim, unreduced by any recoveries, exceeds the 

deductible. Under U. S law, it is more likely that the deductible clause would 

confer the assured as co-insurer in the later recoveries. However, the assured 

must in the same time equally share the legal costs. The difficulties may arise 

when the claim are not successfully recovered. 

Any policies written on "policy proof of interest" and "full interest admitted" 

terms are usually agreed to be "without benefit of salvage". This occurs in case 

of increased value or disbursements policies. Under the English law, even it is 

not in such a case of p.p.i poUcy, the insurer is not entitled to participate in any 

recoveries h-om the third party as the decision in f/zg case. However, 

1933 AMC 675. 

See Chapter V. 

^"^[1937] 2KB 113. 
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under US law, the insurer's subrogation right is not infringed under the p.p.i 

policy as long as the assured can prove the insurable interest.' 505 

2. Under Chinese law 

Prior to the discussion of the law of subrogation under Chinese law, Chinese 

legal framework must be examined for the better understanding of the 

background of the Chinese law. China now is experiencing the transition from 

centrally-planned economy to market economy. Much new legislation has been 

passed in line with the development of the market economy. Before the opening 

to the outside world in 1978, the economy of China operated almost exclusively 

by way of administrative orders and directions, or in accordance with customary 

practices and there were only a few pieces of laws governing the law of 

contract. Since the decision of China to focus on economic growth and 

development by the third plenary Sessions of the 11th Central Committee of the 

Communist Party in 1978, China has been steadily building up the law 

governing the contractual relationship when dealing the economic activity in 

China. 

One of the first significant piece of legislation was the Economic Contract Law 

of People's Republic of China ("the Economic Contract law") in 1981̂ °® which 

governed the contractual relations of economic activity, including the formation 

and the performance of the contract, its amendment and termination, the liability 

of breach of an economic contract and the disputes resolution. Another major 

piece of legislation of interest to foreigners is the Foreign Economic Contract 

Law of People's Republic of China ("the Foreign Economic Contact law") in 

1985. The General Principles of Civil Law of People's Republic of China ("the 

Civil Law") which was passed in 1986 deals with the private law relationship 

m / / V. /w. Co.. 279 Fed. 892 (S.D. N. Y. 1921) 

It was further amended in 1993. 
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between individuals and legal persons, including such matters as tort, right to 

bring suit, and certain contract-like principles not dealt with elsewhere. 

The law relating to marine insurance is specifically set out in the Chapter XII 

of the Maritime Code of People's Republic of China ("the Maritime Code") 

which was adopted at the 28th Meeting of the Standing Committee of the 

Seventh National People's Congress of the People's Republic of China on 7 

November 1992 and is effective from 1 July of 1993. The Maritime Code has a 

total of 278 articles covering general principles, vessels, crew, contract for the 

carriage of goods by sea, contracts for the carriage of passengers by sea, charter 

parties, maritime towage contracts, collision of vessels, salvage, general 

average, limitation of liability, marine insurance contracts, statutory limitation 

and the application of the law to foreign-related matters. Articles 216-256 deal 

specifically with marine insurance contracts. They cover general provisions, 

formation, termination and assignment of contracts, obligation of the assured, 

liabilities of the insurer, abandonment and payment of indemnities. 

Another codification of law of insurance is the Insurance Law of the People's 

Republic of China ("the Insurance Law") which was adopted at the Fourteenth 

Session of the Standing Committee of the Eighth National People's Congress on 

30 June of 1995 and is effective from 1 October 1995. The Insurance Law has a 

total of 152 articles covering general provisions, property insurance contracts, 

personal insurance contracts, establishment of insurance company in China, 

insurance business rules, supervision and administration of the insurance 

industry, insurance agents and brokers, the legal liability. It does not apply to 

marine insurance unless the Maritime Code has no corresponding codification. 

Nor does it apply to agriculture insurance which will be separately regulated in 

due course. The Insurance Law applies to all the activity in China when dealing 

with the insurance contracts. 

The Contract Law of People's Republic of China ("the Contract Law") which 

has combined and replaced the Economic Contract Law , Foreign Economic 
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Contract Law and Technological Contract Law of People's Republic of China 

has just been passed by the National People's Congress and will be of effect 

&om October 1 of 1999. The Contract Law will also govern the insurance 

contract including those marine insurance where there are no corresponding 

stipulations in the Maritime Code or the Insurance Law. The Contract Law takes 

a more western approach such as the principle of contra proferentum\ the 

principle of offer and acceptance when negotiating a contract. The Contract Law 

has a total of 428 articles including the formation of contract, its legal effects 

and performance of contract, rights and obligations of the both parties in a 

contract and their liabilities of breach. The law is divides into two parts, the 

general principle of contract law and detailed contracts. The insurance contract 

has not been among those detailed contracts. It is suggested that the insurance 

contract is govern by the Insurance Law and as far as the marine insurance is 

concerned, the Maritime Code. However, the insurance contract will inevitably 

abide by those general principles in the Contract Law. 

Besides the enacted legislation by the National People's Congress, many other 

organisations have law-making power in China. Provincial and local councils 

also have the power to make regulations for the region provided that they are 

not inconsistent with those of the National People's Congress. The Supreme 

People's Court has an interpretative function to fill in the gaps of the codified 

legislation. The interpretation made by the Supreme People's Court has the 

prevailing power in interpreting Chinese laws. The Supreme People's Court has 

the sole direction to promulgate regulations or directions in specific areas, such 

as. Regulations on Arrest of Ship Before Proceedings; Regulations on Enforce 

of Sale of Arrested Ship for Reimbursing the Debt by the Maritime Courts. A 

host of government department are also empowered to legislate in their 

particular area, such as State Economy and Trade Commission. However, most 

of governmental regulations are promulgated by State Council. As far as the law 

of insurance is concerned, the most significant regulation promulgated by State 

Council is The Regulations Concerning Property Insurance of People's 

Republic of China in 1983 ("the Regulations"). The Regulations was made on 
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the basis the Economic Contract Law and has the dominated guideline for the 

law of marine insurance before the codification of the Maritime Code and the 

Insurance Law. The Regulations cover similar stipulations as those in the 

Maritime Code, including the establishment, amendment, assignment and 

termination of an insurance contract, the duty of the assured and the obligation 

of the insurer and so on. The Regulations is still applies to property and marine 

insurance, it also applies to foreign-related property insurance contracts entered 

into by Chinese individuals. Some regulations promulgated by Ministry of 

Communication, such as the liability of oil pollution, wreck removal and 

tonnage liability etc. 

As to the application of law relates to foreign elements matters, the 

international treaty ratified and acceded to by People's Republic of China will 

prevail to apply unless the provisions are those on which the People's Republic 

of China has announced reservations. International practice may be applied to 

matters for which neither the relevant laws of the People's Republic of China 

nor any international treaty ratified and acceded to by the People's Republic of 

China have the similar stipulations. 

However, the real power lies in the hands of Chinese Communist party. The 

party is the guiding force both in practical and constitutional t e r m s . T h e 

National People's Congress will not pass any significant laws or make any 

important policy decisions unless it has met with approval by the party. 

Important positions in all of the main organisations of the state and legislature 

are filled by communist party members since it is dominated by only one-party 

in China's political system. 

There is no system of case precedent in China. Case decisions have no binding 

authority under Chinese law, therefore cases are rarely reported. However, the 

usefulness of studying Chinese cases as a source of guidance has recently 

Article 142 of The Civil Law; Article 268 of The Maritime Code. 

Art. 3 of Constitution of PRC (as amended in 1993). 
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gained prominence in both Chinese and foreign commentaries. This has led to 

growth in both the number and quality of the cases reported. Opinions of the 

Supreme People's Court from particular disputes have the most prevailing 

power in China and it applies to all subsequent similar disputes. This seems to 

be sort of Chinese precedent. All the opinions or directives promulgated by the 

Supreme People's Court are empowered as judicial interpretation and have the 

prevailing power under Chinese law. 

a. Concept of subrogation under Chinese law 

English law has some conflict of authority as to whether subrogation is a 

doctrine stemming from the operation of equity or whether it rests upon an 

implied term in every contract of insurance permitting the insurer to exercise the 

assured's right. Equity is not part of Chinese law, therefore it is not able to 

trace how the right of the subrogation originally based. As far as the law of 

marine insurance is concerned, the law of subrogation is now codified both in 

the Maritime Code and the Insurance Law. Before the codification in the 

statues, it is customarily used as an international practice or by way of 

contractual subrogation in a device of subrogation receipt or as an expressed 

term in the contract. It may be much more correct to say that the subrogation 

right is rest upon an implied term in the contract of insurance under Chinese 

law. 

The insurer's subrogation right under Chinese law somewhat tends to be 

confused as statutory assignment of the assured's right against the third party to 

the insurer. Before the enactment of the Maritime Code and the Insurance Law, 

the right of subrogation was first codified in the Economic Contract Law, which 

contemplates that the right of the assured against the third party must assign to 

the insurer after the indemnity from the insurer .^Similar codification could be 

See Chapter III. 

Article 25 of the Economic Contract Law. 
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seen in the Regulations which was promulgated based upon the Economic 

Contract L a w / " The confusion similarly remains in the Maritime Code. Article 

252 of the Code states: 

"If/zgA-e fAe or (fa/Mage wzfAm fAe 

rAg f/iWj?g/'j'OM fAa/Z 6g .ywAmgafgA^ fo Âg zmwrgA-

^O/M f/zg /Wg7»MZ(y f j " . 

The word of "subrogation" is used in the English translation version, however 

the true meaning under the Code which it was written in Chinese should be 

defined as "transfer" in stead of "subrogate". 

It seems less confusing under the Insurance Law, the definition seems more 

closely to English counterparts which was enacted in the Marine Insurance Act 

of 1906. 

'When the occurrence of the insured event results from the loss or damage to 

the Subject matter of the insurance caused by a third party, the insurer may be 

mfo f/zg mfwrg f̂ j q/mc/g/MMzfy agazMJf f/zg wp fo f/zg 

amount of indemnity from the date when the amount of indemnity is made... 

The legal right of the insurer after payment contemplated by the Insurance Law 

is distinguishable from that of the Maritime Code. Under the Insurance Law, it 

is much more like the concept of subrogation. However, under the Maritime 

Code, the right tends to be statutory right of assignment. Chinese law is 

originally derived from the civil law system and many of the statutes have been 

influenced by the Roman civil law system. Under the Roman law, the word of 

subrogation does not approach the meaning of that word in English law. In 

Roman law, the term subrogation was a well-known term of constitutional law. 

Section 19 of the Regulations. 

Article 44 of the Insurance Law. 
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denoting the replacement of one official by another, or replacing one official's 

action with another action. There is no subrogation by law under Roman law 

unless the actions are actually transferred.̂ '̂  Thus, the right of subrogation 

tends to operate as an implied assignment under the civil law system. This is 

suggested that the Chinese legislators have been so influenced by the Roman 

civil system and therefore confused the subrogation right as right of legal 

assignment. In the contrary, the Insurance Law is more approaching to that of 

common law counterparts at least in respect of the law of subrogation. 

It is submitted that the law of subrogation under Chinese law is not a statutory 

assignment or an implied assignment. Assignment and subrogation are two 

distinct legal doctr ines .^By virtue of a valid legal assignment, the insurer is 

entitled to sue in his own name and to acquire all the proceeds of recoveries 

even though it exceeds his payment, where the subrogation right only confers 

upon the insurer an amount no more than his payment. Under English law, the 

right against the third party tortfeasors always vests in the assured whether there 

is a full indemnity or not and the insurer can only step into the assured's shoes 

for exercising the subrogation right. However, under Chinese law, the insurer is 

conferred upon a direct right against the third party for what he has paid, while 

"the right of indemnity by subrogation exercised by the insurer shall in no way 

affect the assured's right of indemnity against the third party for the 

unindemnified a m o u n t " . ^ T o construe the subrogation right as statutory 

assignment will inevitably deprive the assured of the right against the third party 

for his uninsured loss and will be contrary to the codification in the Insurance 

Law. 

W.W. Buckland, Equity in Roman Law, 47-54 (1911), cited from M. L Marasinghe, An 

Historical Instruction to the Doctrine of Subrogation: The Early History of The Doctrine / , 

Valparaiso University Law Review v. 10, 1976. 

See detailed discussion in Chapter X. 2. 

Article 44 of the Insurance Law. 
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Further, the wordings under the Maritime Code and the Insurance Law tend to 

be ambiguous. By virtue of both the Maritime Code and the Insurance Law, the 

insurer is entitled to be subrogated into the assured's right against those who 

cause the loss to the subject matter insured, other than rights and remedies of the 

assured which may come into his hands to diminish the losses occurred. It 

seems the insurer is only subrogated to those rights and remedies of the assured 

which losses are caused by third party by tort or breach of contract but not 

including those contractual rights and statutory rights of the assured, this would 

be discussed below. In the meantime, the insurer shall not be entitled to those 

gifts which come into the assured's hands no matter whether it is to diminish 

the loss or not. As far as marine insurance is concerned, it will encompass those 

payment under TOVALOP. Therefore, under Chinese law, in the event of cases 

like Castellain v. Preston^^-, Sterns v. Village,the insurer shall be no right of 

subrogation after the indemnity whatever there is a contractual right of the 

assured or any voluntary payment from a third party. 

Moreover, it seems clear that the right of subrogation under Chinese law arises 

from the indemnity of the insurer. Thus, before making any payment to the 

assured under the policy, the insurer has no right to take any action to protect 

their potential rights which they may acquire after the payment. Under English 

law, it has been subject of much debate whether the right of subrogation arises 

from the time of the inception of contract. There is dictum obita that the insurer 

has a contingent right of subrogation when the policy was initiated. 

b. Direct right of action by the insurer 

The law of subrogation in China has been codified as one of substantive law 

and there has long been controversial in whose name the right of subrogation is 

''^(1883) 11 QBD 380. 

^ ' \ l 9 5 0 ) 10 Com. Cas. 89. 

See goag V. SfaMt/art/ [1937] 2KB 113. 
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to be exercised in the proceedings. In practice, the courts and practitioners tend 

to favour the direct right of action by the insurer. The rationale has never been 

well interpreted by courts or any legislative institutions. As has been discussed, 

before the codification of law of subrogation, the courts would regard the right 

of subrogation as kind of international practice, a subrogation form is necessary 

in a subrogation action by the insurer and therefore the right of subrogation has 

long been recognised in courts. In the meantime, the lawyers have rarely argued 

about the procedural matter of subrogation action in court. It tends to be 

contemplated that right of insurer after full indemnity to be a device of 

transferring the chose in action from the assured to the insurer under civil law 

and thus inevitably confers upon the insurer a direct right of action. The direct 

right of action can also been seen in most the civil law sys tem.^ I t is therefore 

submitted that Chinese approach of exercising the subrogation right has 

somewhat been influenced by the civil law system. Moreover, the direct right of 

action is suggested to be in compliance with the civil procedure law in which 

Article 108 of the Civil Procedure Law of People's Republic of China states, 

among others, that all the lawsuit must be brought in the name of the party 

whom has a direct interest in the claim. In the meantime, the intention of the 

legislators also favoured a direct right of action by the insurer. This could be 

inferred from the Insurance Law in which it states, inter alia, that the assured 

ceases to have the right to claim against the third party after he has obtained a 

full indemnity. 

Contrary to the approach under Chinese law, direct right of action was rejected 

from English law unless there is a valid legal assignment. Under English law, 

the doctrine of privity prevent the insurer to use his own name in the 

subrogation action, the insurer is only allowed to "stand in the shoes" of the 

assured and therefore has no right of his own against the wrongdoer. This was 

Under Japanese law and French law. 

Article 45 of the Insurance Law. 

Detailed discussion see Chapter IV. I. 
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made clear in the House of Lords, in OM v. where Lord Cairns 

said: "Bz/r rzgAr q/" ac/ion ybr fAe}" Mor m /Aezr ox̂ M 

na/Mg 6z/f m fAe Mome q/ f/ze zww/'gĉ ."̂ '̂' It is submitted that insurer's 

indemnity under ± e policy does not discharge the third party's obligation to the 

assured and the right still vests in the assured. The insurer's subrogation is 

suggested to be a simple subrogation right/^'* Under the doctrine of privity of 

contract, the insurer is not supposed to be a party of contract between the 

assured and the third party wrongdoer. Therefore, the insurer could not avail 

himself of the assured's right against the third party in his own name. The 

English approach is completely different to the Chinese counterparts. Chinese 

courts recognise the direct right of action by the insurer as the effect of the 

reasons discussed above, however, it does not deprive the assured's right for 

uninsured loss. ''The right of indemnity by subrogation exercised by the 

insurer...shall be in no way affect the insured's right of indemnity against the 

third party for the unindemnified amount. The law of subrogation is thus 

itself confusing under Chinese law, while, on one hand, it contemplates the 

subrogation right as a statutory assignment of chose of action, on the other hand, 

the insurer's subrogation right does not extinguish the assured's right for his 

uninsured loss. It is suggested that the right of subrogation under Chinese law is 

not a statutory assignment device. In the case of partial payment of the assured's 

loss, the insurer has no right of suit for the uninsured loss unless he has obtained 

a valid legal assignment of the assured's claim. The principle of direct right of 

action by the insurer is more closely related to the Civil Procedure Law of 

People's Republic of China where requires that any lawsuit must be brought in 

the name of party whom has the direct interest in the case. This looks similar to 

the "rule of real party in interest" under the US law. However, no courts have 

ever interpreted the "rule of real party in interest" pursuant to the Civil 

Procedure Law of People's Republic of China. 

^^-(1877) 3 App. Cas. 279. 

Ibid, at. p. 284. 

Charles Mitchell, The Law of Subrogation, LMCLQ 1994, p487. 

Article 44 of the Insurance Law. 
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The direct right of action by the insurer has caused some consequence of 

procedure difficulties, in particular, in the case of arrest of ship in China. While 

the arresting party is usually the assured, after indemnified from the insurer, the 

insurer faces the difficulty to be replaced in the proceedings which has begun. 

It is still far from clear whether the insurer could replace the assured in the 

proceedings. If the answer is negative, then the insurer shall proceeds to court in 

a separate action and the vessel will be released unconditionally as the assured 

has ceased to be a lawful claimant in the case when the insurer has fully 

indemnified him. The difficulty has yet to interpret in courts. However, in 

writer's opinion, the insurer could join in the proceedings raised by the assured 

as the insurer is entitled to subrogated into the assured's right against the third 

party wrongdoers including all the preservative steps the assured has taken. 

c. The extent of subrogation right 

Unlike the common law position where the insurer is entitled to all those rights 

and remedies of the assured which come into his hands in diminution of the 

loss,^^^ the extent of subrogation right seems very narrow under Chinese law. 

Under Article 252 of the Maritime Code, the insurer's subrogation rights are 

those that the right of the insured to demand compensation from the third party 

where the loss of or damage to the subject matter insured within the insurance 

coverage is caused by that third party. 

Similarly, by virtue of article 44 of the Insurance Law, the insurer may be 

subrogated into the assured's right of indemnity against the third party when the 

occurrence of the insured event results &om the loss or damage to the subject 

matter of the insurance caused by that third party. Both laws emphasis on the 

See further in Chapter VII. 
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subrogation rights of those which the assured possesses against the third party 

whom cause the loss or damage to the subject matter insured. 

Therefore, it seems that under Chinese law, the insurer's subrogation right are 

merely related to torts and breach of the contract by the third party. First of all, 

the extent of the subrogation right are those in respect of the "loss or damage" 

of the assured. Gifts paid to the assured have nothing to do with the loss or 

damage of the assured which caused by the third party and therefore the insurer 

is not entitled to any gift whether it comes into the assured's hands for the 

diminution of the loss or not. The position under common law is that the insurer 

has the subrogation right insofar as the gift is intended to diminish the loss of 

the a s su red .Second ly , the loss or damage should be "caused by" the third 

party. It does not include those contingent contract right of the assured and 

those statutory right of the assured. In the case of the Castellain v. Preston,^^^ 

the insurer has no rights to recoup those sale price the assured possesses where 

in the meantime he has obtained the indemnity from the insurer after the house 

was burn down. Furthermore, it is not clear what the "third party" consists of. In 

the context of marine insurance, the third party may not include those co-

assureds and sister ships. Thus, if two sistership vessels collides each other, the 

insurer of one vessel would be no subrogation right after paying the loss. 

However, the sistership clauses in the ITC clauses hulls^^^ would confer on the 

insurer the same right against the other sistership as if the ship belongs to the 

other shipowner. 

Chinese law has limited the right of subrogation against the family member 

and employees of the assured in the absence of Grand. "TTzg zwwA-g/- Aaj' MO 

insured unless the occurrence of the insured event ...has resulted from the wilful 

See further in Chapter VI (1). 

"^(1883) U QB 380. 

529 Clause 9 of ITC hull 1995. 
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6^ jwc/; a fAW However, limit against the co-assureds 

has not been explicitly codified. If one of co-assured is not within the definition 

of the "third party", then the insurer's right of pursuing the assured or sistership 

will inevitably be barred in the absence of fraud whatever under the joint or 

composite policy. In practice, the subrogation action against the co-assured 

rarely arises. Chinese courts tend to restrict the insurer right of pursuing the co-

assured and sistership.The courts stresses that the subrogation rights can only 

be enforced against the third party wrongdoers .S imi la r ly , under a void 

policy, it would be clear that the insurer is not entitled to the subrogation right. 

The prerequisite for acquiring a subrogation right under Chinese law is the 

actual payment of the insured loss. This is clearly stipulated in Article 252 of 

the Maritime Code which states, among the others, ''...from the time the 

indemnity is paid'' and in Article 44 of the Insurance Law, ''...from the date 

when the amount of indemnity is made". However, it seems less clear under 

English law whether the right of subrogation arises from the payment of the loss 

or from the inception of the policy in which the authority of The Boag^^^ case 

confers upon a contingent right at the time when the insurance contract is 

initiated. Under Chinese Law, there is no confusion in respect of when the 

subrogation right arises. The vagueness remains whether the insured must be 

fully indemnified under the policy or a full indemnity of the actual loss even 

though the shortfall is the deductible, in particular, where there is a partial 

payment from the insurer which does not meet the actual loss of the assured. 

The difficulties similarly give rise to controversy under English 

Article 46 of the Insurance Law. 

It is submitted that the co-assured is not within the definition of the third party. 

Annotation of the Insurance Law of PRC, ed. Yiao Wu Bian, Law Publishing Limited, 1996 

at p. 99. 

[1937] IKB 113. 

See Chapter II (4) and Chapter V. 
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Chinese Law confers upon the insurer the partial right over the subject-matter 

insured in the case of under-insurance but fully indemnify under the policy 

"...ZM /"Ae raj's q/ fAe rzgAf fAe 

insured value".It could be inferred that the insurer shall be entitled to be 

partially subrogated to the assured's rights and remedies against the third party 

wrongdoers in the case of partial payment of the assured's loss especially in the 

case of under-insurance. In that case, the insurer has the subrogation rights 

against the third party up to their actual payment to the insured, and the insured 

meanwhile remains the cause of action over the uninsured losses. Indeed, the 

Insurance law has the similar codification of not to deprive of the right for the 

uninsured loss. "TTzg right of indemnity by subrogation exercised by the insurer 

M accorcfaMCg fAg f/za/Z m MO fAe rzg/zf 

q/ znafg/MMzZ)/ agazMjf f/zg f/zW ybr f/zg z/MZM̂ gmMz/zgcf The 

effect of partial subrogation right will give rise to difficulties as to the split of 

cause of action. Chinese law confers upon a direct right of action for the insurer, 

in the meanwhile, the insured will remain part of cause of action for the 

uninsured loss against the third party. It may probably lead to two different 

judgement in a single cause of action. Some scholars in China have suggested to 

consolidate both actions or by way of joiner in the existing proceedings. In 

writer's opinion, either ways of these will protect the insurer and the assured's 

rights and pursuant to the principle of indemnity. Either the insurer or the 

insured remains the cause of action against the third party wrongdoers and there 

may be a joiner if one action has been proceed to court or consolidation of both 

actions. Thus, the insurer and the insured have the rateable right over the 

recoveries proceeds in proportion to their respective loss and similarly bears 

rateably the legal costs in the proceedings. 

Likewise, there remains unclear as to whether the assured still has the cause of 

action against the third party over the shortfall of deductible. Under English 

Article 256 of the Maritime Code. 

Article 44 of the Insurance Law. 
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law, it seems that a fiilly indemnity under the policy where there is a deductible 

clause confers upon the insurer the dominus litis over the subrogation action. 

The insurer shall have the first claims of the recoveries up to his payment and 

the remaining would hold on trust for the insured.̂ ^^ Under Chinese law, the 

case never reach the courts. In writer's view, the insured will have the similar 

right as if he is his own insurer for the deductible or excess and therefore, he is 

entitled to recover against the third party for the deductible in the way of joiner 

or consolidation of the insurer's subrogation action. 

In any event, the insurer can only be "subrogated into the assured's right of 

indemnity against the third party up to the amount to indemnity", therefore, 

exceeds the amount of indemnity paid by the insurer, the part in excess shall be 

returned to the insured.In practice, the insurer only assert an amount of his 

payment and will not give rise to a recovery exceeding his payment. Therefore, 

in view of writer, in the case of The Yorkshire where there is a windfall due 

the currency fluctuation, the insurer shall have the windfall for the ground that 

the insurer has a direct right of action for what they have paid under the policy 

and the payment reflects the amount the insurer asserts and no more. If the 

payment from third party exceeds what the insurer assert in the subrogation 

action, then the insurer should return that part in excess to the insured. 

Where there is an ex gratia payment from the insurer, it is not clear whether 

the insurer shall be likely to have a subrogation right. The common law position 

has' been clear that the insurer shall have a subrogation right as long as the 

payment is honestly made by the insurer. Likewise, under Chinese law, it 

may be likely for awarding a subrogation right unless the loss is clearly within 

the exclusion clauses. The approach will be in line with the Article 252 of the 

See Chapter V (4). 

Article 254 of the Maritime Code. 

"^[1962] 2QB 330. 

See Chapter VI (2). 
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Maritime Code which confer upon the insurer right of subrogation against the 

third party "where the loss of or damage to the subject matter insured within the 

is caused by a third person." By contrast, if the insurer has 

paid to the insured by mistake, then he can recourse against the insured as a 

matter of mistake. 

d. Duty of the assured to preserve the subrogation rights 

Given that the right of claims against the third party vests in the assured 

whether there is an indemnity or not, thus, the insurer's rights to be subrogated 

into the assured right against the third party wrongdoer may be prejudiced by 

the assured either before the indemnity or after the indemnity. Under Chinese 

law, both the Maritime Code and the Insurance Law have the codification for 

restricting prejudice of the subrogation right. 

The legal effect of prejudice of subrogation rights may be clarified by the 

intention of the assured under Article 253 of the Maritime Code: 

r/ze cofiygMf q / r/zg zm ẑ/rgr or r/ze ZMJwrgr zj' WMoAZg fo g%ercz.yg f/zg rzg/zf q/ 

recourse due to the faidt of the insured, the insurer may make a corresponding 

rg<^wcfzoM^/zg a/MOz/Mf q/ZM(jgm»z(y. " 

By the virtue of the this Article, it seems that the Code simply defines the legal 

effect of waiving subrogation right by the assured before the indemnity from the 

insurer. It is unclear as to the legal effect for prejudicing the insurer's 

subrogation right after the indemnity. Similarly, the vagueness in the Article 

remains in whether a clause exempting the subrogation right made before the 

indemnity but after the inception of the policy will bind the insurer. The defect 

has partly remedied by the Insurance Law. 
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wazvgj' f/ze rzgA/ q/ m̂ /g/MMzYy agazMJf Âg f / iW j7ar(y q/fer rAg 

occwz-rgMce q / /'Ae /M ŵrg(f evgM/ anî  6 ^ r g fAg m̂ ywrgr /na^Mg fAg m̂ fg/MM/fy, 

/̂ /zg MJi/rgr j/za/Z 6gar /?o o6Zzga/zoM ybr m(/gmMz(y. ^ fAg m^wrgd̂  wzfAow^ /Ag 

zMfwrg/- ly coMj-gMf, M/azvgj /Ag nĝ A/ /Wg/M/7z(y agaz/wf //zg W i^g/" 

zMâ g/MMzfy zf mâ /g 6}" f/zg ZMjzzrgr, fAg wazvgr q/f/zg zAWwrgcf j'/zaZZ 6g rggar̂ ZggZ 

zMva/zij'. TTzg zTiyzvrgr /?z<̂  cfgcZwcf a corrgjipoMd'zMg fWfM ĵ -om f/zg a/MowM̂  q/" 

ZMcZg/Mfzzfy ^ zY z.y nof 6z6/g fo gxgrczj'g f/zg rzgAf q/" zn̂ /gmMZfy Aj/ fz/6roga^0M <̂ zvg 

f/zg _/az//f q/fAg ZMjzvrĝ Z. 

In the case that subrogation right is waived by the assured, it is conflicting 

effect between the Maritime Code and the Insurance Law. Before the indemnity 

from the insurer, the waiver of the subrogation right by the insured gives rise to 

a corresponding reduction from the amount of the indemnity under the Maritime 

Code, while under the Insurance Law the insurer bears no liability for indemnity 

after the occurrence of the loss but before the indemnity from the insurer. By 

contrast, after the indemnity from the insurer, the waiver of subrogation right 

by the insured shall be regarded as invalid under the Insurance Law. But the 

Maritime Code remains silent under such circumstance. It is still ambiguous 

whether waiver of subrogation right by the assured extends to any compromise 

agreement made between the assured and the third party.̂ '*^ Chinese law tend to 

restrict the assured to make any claim against the third party after he has 

obtained a full indemnity from the insurer. Therefore, under Chinese law, any 

release by the assured after a full indemnity may be held invalid. The 

codification in the Insurance Law should not be interpreted to include any 

compromise by the assured for uninsured loss with the third party in the case 

that the insurer only partially indemnify the assured's actual loss. If otherwise, it 

will inevitably deprive the assured of claims for the uninsured loss. It remains 

unclear whether any compromise by the assured for the whole losses including 

the insured loss will be held invalid under this Article. Under English law, any 

release by the assured will ultimately bind the insurer, however, the assured will 

Article 45 of the Insurance Law. 

542 In writer's view, it should be included in all the compromise agreement made by the assured. 
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be liable for damage for the insurer unless it is honestly made by the assured. 

Whether Chinese courts will accept that the compromise will bind the insurer as 

the authority in Co/MmgrcmZ v. is far from clear. It is the opinion of 

the writer that, in the case the assured has been fully indemnified, any 

agreements between the assured and the third party will not bind the insurer 

under Chinese law, while in case of partial indemnity, compromise by the 

assured for the whole loss including the insured loss and the uninsured loss will 

certainly bind the insurer no matter whether it is honestly made or not unless the 

third party acknowledges the existing subrogation right before the compromise 

is made. If otherwise, it will impose a huge duty upon the third party to check 

whether the assured has been indemnified by the insurer and the third party will 

thus be possibly claimed by the insurer for the same loss after the third party has 

already paid the whole loss to the assured. This seems unjust to the third party. 

However, the insurer is entitled to sue for damage against the assured for 

prejudicing his subrogation right if it is not made in good faith. If the 

compromise is only made by the assured for the uninsured loss, then it will not 

bind the insurer in any event. 

If the loss of subrogation right is due to the fault of the assured, both the 

Maritime Code and the Insurance Law have the similar effects of conferring 

upon the insurer the right to a corresponding reduction from the amount of the 

indemnity. However, it is unclear whether the duty of the assured for not 

prejudicing the subrogation right will include the duty for protecting the time 

limit and arrest of vessel. In practice, there is a clause in the policy to impose 

the assured to preserve the rights against the carriers, bailees or other third 

p a r t i e s . I t will suffice to be held to be breach of the duty under this clause if 

the time limit against the carrier has not been well preserved. But the clause will 

not impose upon the assured a duty to arrest the vessel as far as marine 

insurance is concerned. 

^''^1874) L.R. 9 C h App. 483. 

ICC (A) 1/1/82, cl.16.2. 
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Article 45 of the Insurance Law is construed as the duty of the assured after the 

occurrence of a peril insured. However, the Article remains silent as to whether 

any act depriving the subrogation right by the insured before the occurrence of 

a peril insured will be binding on the insurer. It is similarly unclear under the 

Maritime Code. The insurer may be held to be entitled to a corresponding 

reduction from the amount of the indemnity under such circumstance, however, 

it may not affect the validity of any release by the assured before the occurrence 

of loss. Therefore, under Chinese law, a benefit of insurance clause in the bill 

of lading will probably be held effective. However, the insurer may deny the 

liability by pleading the duty of non-disclosure of the assured if there is a non-

disclosure when the insurance is initiated, alternatively, he can make a 

corresponding reduction from the amount of indemnity. Similarly, it may be 

held valid if any agreement by the assured excluding the subrogation right is 

concluded after the policy is initiated but before the occurrence of a peril 

insured. 

Furthermore, silence under Chinese law meanwhile remains in which the 

insurer has the right of recoupment against the assured if the assured further 

obtains an indemnity from the third party after he has fully indemnified by the 

insurer. The right of subrogation under Chinese law seems to be those of the 

assured's claims against the third person. Unlike the common law position, the 

insurer will avail himself of the equity to recoup from the assured for any 

surplus he has retained from the third party. The purpose of the subrogation 

right is to prevent the assured from double compensation, therefore, if the 

assured has been overcompensated more than his losses, all the surplus may be 

held on trust for the insurer and the insurer has the cause of action to recoup 

from the assured for any surplus. Likewise, under Chinese law, the insurer is 

entitled to recoup any surplus from the assured if he is over-compensated for his 

loss on the ground of unjust enrichment. However, complex will arise in the 

case of partial payment and the assured is not fully indemnified by the insurer. 

Even if the assured further obtains the indemnity from the third party, he will 

not be fully indemnified, will the insurer has a right of recoupment from the 
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assured in proportion to his payment? In writer's view, the insurance is said to 

be an indemnity contract and until the assured has been fully indemnified, it will 

be contrary to the indemnity to allow the insurer to participate in any 

proportionate share of recoveries. However, as far as marine insurance law is 

concerned, it could be inferred from article 256 of Maritime Code that, in the 

case of under-insurance, the insurer is entitled to be partially subrogated into the 

assured's right against the third party wrongdoers in proportion to his payment 

bears to the total losses as if the assured is his own insurer for his uninsured 

loss. Thus, it may be possible for the insurer to recoup from the assured in 

proportion to his payment if the assured has compromised the whole loss with 

the third party. 
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Chapter XI Conclusion 

Subrogation in marine insurance is complex in nature and international in 

scope. The writer has primarily examined the doctrine based on English law 

where the historic reason has given its reputation in the field of marine 

insurance law and in effect has in large or less extent aSected the other legal 

regimes in the world. However, the legal problems remain in the application of 

the doctrine and criticism of the doctrine being rigid and inequitable to the 

assured has been generated not only among the academic scholars'"*^ but also by 

the UNCTAD secretariat/'^^ 

In particular, in respect of the agreed value in the subrogation recovery. As 

criticised by the UNCTAD secretariat, "the rule making the agreed value in the 

policy binding the determination of the right of the parities to any recoveries 

from third parties should be altered in view of the resulting in equitable 

preference given to the insurers in cases where the actual value of the insured 

subject is greater than the agreed va lue" .S imi la r ly , English practice which 

deprive the assured of participating in the recovery in respect of the deductible 

has also been suggested to be inequitable to the assured. The UNCTAD 

secretariat suggested that " the clause in standard hull policies denying the 

shipowner a co-insurer status to the extent of his deductible, thereby denying 

him proportional rights to participate in recoveries from third parties and instead 

giving the insurer preference in such recoveries, is inequitable to the shipowner 

and should be a m e n d e d " . M u c h of the defects in the English law have been 

analysed in the thesis and although the criticism of the application of the 

doctrine has carried a great weight, the defects remain unsettled. Fortunately, 

Reuben Hasson, Subrogation in Insurance Law—a Critical Evaluation. Oxford Journal of 

Legal Studies Vol. 5, No.3, 1985. 

UNCTAD report on legal and documentary aspects of the marine insurance contract, 1982. 

Supra, p.36. 

Supra, p.36. 
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some hardships have been overcome by inter-regulations among the insurers/'̂ ^ 

In Australia, most of the defects have been altered in the Insurance Contract 

Acts. 

Likewise, the Chinese law is also problematic in this area. It is vague, 

ambiguous and in the meantime very conflicting. The lack of judicial decisions 

and interpretation of the application of the doctrine give rise to hardship for the 

better understanding of the exact legal effect of the doctrine. It is suggested that 

a comprehensive interpretation by the Supreme People's Court is necessary to 

fill the gap and the courts are not to encourage to impose a harsh result towards 

the doctrine. 

Few has addressed the future subrogation except Clarke and Birds in their 

great works of insurance contract law. Subrogation is submitted necessary to 

preclude double recovery by the assured or any unjust enrichment which the 

assured is able to claim from the insurer and the tortfeasors causing the loss or 

damage. However, it is equally unjust to preclude the insurer from suffering a 

loss, which it had expressly agreed to assume as a risk in return for the payment 

of the premiums. Thus, it has been argued that subrogation recovery is a 

windfall to the insurer. It has been further argued that the subrogation is a waste 

of legal costs and make the insurance even more expensive as most of the 

subrogation actions are between two insurers, therefore, it must be abolished. It 

would be difficult to cite them as justification for abandoning the doctrine of 

subrogation. Insofar as marine insurance is concerned, the recoveries seem 

relatively weight in the underwriting perception, especially in heavy marine 

disaster which occur invariably as the effect of negligence of third party other 

than the assured. The potential net recoveries would mean to the insurer to 

reduce the loss paid and therefore affects the rating. In the meantime, 

subrogation remains a useful device to curb a negligent third party while the 

assured can get the indemnity quickly without recourse to the court. Although 

See: Insurance Law Reform, A Report by the National Consumer Council, May 1997. 
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the "knock for knock" agreements allow substantial saving in the expenses 

involved in the recovery. Fortunately, the agreement does not seem to be 

widespread although they do exist among a few companies and for the nature of 

marine insurance, it would seem rather difficult to curb the exercise of 

subrogation rights for the reason of its international characteristics. 

In writer's opinion, subrogation should continue to exist as an important 

doctrine in the law of marine insurance, what need to be altered are those 

defects remain in the application of the doctrine. Most of defects remain in the 

English law have not been followed by other jurisdictions, in particular, in the 

USA and Australia. Under Chinese law, many issues have not been reached the 

courts and it is hoped that Chinese courts will take into account those defects 

discussed and make judgements more impartial. 
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